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ABSTRACT
According to this annual report, the.National

Commission for Employment Policy concentrated on two primary areas
during 1980. Much of its efforts were directed to exploring how the
coordination between federally funded economic development programs
and employment and training programs copld be improved in order to
expand employment opportunities for the-structurally unemployed in
distressed urban and rural locations. The other primary thrust of the
commission's work during the year was to assess how federally funded
employment and training programs, in particular Comprehensive
Employment and Training Act (CETA) programs and vocational education,
could better serve the needs of disadvantaged White, Black, and
Hispanic women--a high proportion of whom are trapped on welfare or
have accesseonly to the low-paying jobs traditionally held by women.
Seven re_wmendations were generated concerning the increase of job
opportunities for the structurally unemployed through cooperation
with economic development programs pnd changing regulations to permit
such cooperation. Also included in the annual report are a chapter on
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NATIONAL COMMISSION FOR EMPLOYMENT POLICY
1522 K Street, NW, Suite 300

Washington, D.C. 20005

(202) 724-1545

December 31, 1980

TO THE PRESIDENT AND CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES:

In accordance with the provisions of PL 95-524, I
am pleased to forward the Sixth Annual Report of the
National Commission for Employment Policy.

The Commission directed much of its efforts during
1980 to exploring how the coordination between federally
funded economic development programs and employment and
training programs could be improved in order to expand
employment opportunities for the strusturally unemployed
in distressed urban and rural locations. Our major
findings and recoMmendations are summarized at the be-
ginning of our Report.

The other primary thrust of the Commission's work
during the past year has been to assess haff"federally
funded employment and training programs, in particular
CETA and vocational education, could better serve the
needs of disadvantaged white, black and Hispanic women--
a high proportion of whom are trapped on welfare or whd
have access.only to the low-paying jobs traditionally
held by women. The findings and recommendations of
the Commission on Increasing the Earnings of Disadvantaged
Women will be released early in 1981.

Also included in this Sixth Annual Report are two
important contributions'prepared by the staff: a chapter
on the relation of monetary and fiscal policies to employ-
ment and training policies and an overview of the employment
and training system.

The Commission appreciates the opportunity that it
has had to address important employment and training issues
confronting the American people, particularly those.with
labor market handicaps, and looks forward to the challenge
of developing new recommendations aimed at improving the
job opportunities of all Americans.

ELI GINZBERG
Chairman
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FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
ON

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND
JOBS FOR THE STRUCTURALLY UNEMPLOYED

The National Commission for Employment Policy has the
responsibility, under its congressional mandate, to-explore the
coordination of employment with related Federal programs and to

advise on their effective integration. Accordingly, the Com-
mission decided that it would focus a major effort during 1980
on assessing how Federal programs provided to improve employ-
ment prospects of the structurally unemployed could be more
effectively coordinated with Federal economic development pro-
grams designed to assist economically distressed areas--includ-
ing the expansion in these areaS of jobs for the structurally
unemployed.

I. SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

Recommendation 1: To ensure that an increased proportion of the
jobs generated by economic development poli-
cies goes to the structurally unemployed,
Federal, State and local officials, int
cooperation with the educational authorities
and employers, should:

o make explicit efforts to provide training
and job search assistance to the unemployed
so that they can fill many of the new jobs;

o locate jobs within the area where the
structurally unemployed live or within a
reasonable commuting distance;

o accelerate efforts to reduce discrimination
in housing and employment;

work with community- and neighborhood-based
organizations of demonstrated effectiveness
*in the planning and implementation of
development projects.

Recommendation 2: The Fedeeal Government should increasingly
focus its economic development funds on loca-
tions Characterized by large concentrations
of structurally unemployed persons. Since
the extant statistical reporting systems
cannot provide the Federal Government with
relialode information about concentrations of
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structurally unemployed persons within
specific rural and urban areas, Federal
allocations should provide the chief elected
officials at State, county, and city levels
flexibil..ity.so that more of the funds can be
used for projects that are accessible for the
structurally unemployed. These officials
.should be held responsible for using Federal
economic development funds to expand jobs for
the structurally unemployed.

Recommendation 3: Federal officials, in collaboration with
primersponsors, should continue and intensify
efforts to ensure that a portion of all new
jobs created through economic development
activities goes to the disadvantaged. State
and local governments should seek to integrate
CETA and other training programs into any
development assistance that they provide
employers°.

The Commission cautions against setting
nationwide quotas for hiring the structurally
unemployed. The potential for the increased
employment of the structurally unemployed
depends on many factors, including the
characteristics of the industry, the area,
and the composition of the local labor force..
Commitments by employers to hire the structu-
rally unemployed should be negotiated at the
local level.

Recommendation 4: Responsible Federal officials should seek to
improve the coordination between federally
funded economic development programs and
federally funded or assisted training prpgrams
including, in particular, CETA and vocational
training supported by the Veterans Admini-
stration and the Department of Education. In
these efforts the active involvement of the
private sector should be sought' and encouraged
to be sure that the training is relevant and
that those who have qualified are employed.
The Office of.Management and Budget should
take the initiative to simplify and coordi-
nate the planning and reporting cycles and
requirements of the affected Federal. agencies.

I.
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Recommendation 5: The Office of Management and Budget should
oversee a review of each agency's regulatiOns

* to assure that they are not impeding the
development among grantees of stronger link-
ages between economic development and
training activities. Special efforts Should
be made to review and revise the Department
of Labor's administratiVe and regulatory
procedures so that training programs can be
integrated more fully into local development
projects.

Recommendat/bn 6: The Congress, the,Office of Management and
Budget, and the Department of Labor should
develop a procedure for authorizing and
appropriating on a multiyear basis CETA
training funds that are linked to pproved
economic development projects.

ReCommendation 7: To increase the effectiveness of the Federal
Wrograms that are,directed to speeding the
development pf.rural America and to ensure
that the unemployed and underemployed are
benefited by such efforts:

o The Secretary of Agriculture, in accorgance
mith the provisions of the Rural
-Development Policy Act of 1980, should
mount an effort tO increase the ability of
small towns and rural areas to plan and
administer coordinated development and
training programs.

o Appropriate Federal and State agencies
should be encouraged to cooperate with the
Secretary of Agriculture in Conducting
this educational and technical assistance
effort for these local officials.

o Rural community-based organizations should
be included in this,educational and
technical as-sistance effort and should be
involved to the extent possible in the
implementation of such development
projects.

5 1 0



II. FOCUS

The goal of economic development policies is to create new
jobs. At the St0te and local levels, development efforts seek
to maintain or improve the strength of local economies, whether
or not such gains are at the expense of other areas. Federal
economic development programs have.two objectives: (1) they
seek to stimulate private sector economic activity that would
not otherwise occur anywhyre in the Nation, and (2).they
attempt to reduce economic inequality by increasing the number
of job opportunities specifically in places where the unem-
ployed and underemployed live.

In addition to these Federal economic development programs,
other Federal activities, such .as expenditures on the interstate
highway system, the space program, the military, and energy

. activites affect regional variations in the growth orf employment
opportunities. While these are not commonly regarded as eCono-
mic development programs, they have important consequences for
regional igrowth and for the relqtive prosperity of cities and
rural afeas. Although the Commission has not examined the
impact of these policies in detail, it advises that more effort .
be made to assess their employment consequences.

Greater efforts are also required to assess the employment
consequences of Federal development programs. Current knowledge
does not permit one to determine the amount of current Federal
development efforts that result in the redistribution of jobs
from one locality to another a.nd the amount that produces net
jobs in the economy as a whole. It is clear, however, that
increasing net new output and net new job creation for the
entire Nation should be the continuing goal of Federal economic
development activities.

Federal development programs that are specifically designed
to alleviate problems in economically distressed areas either
directly create jobs or facilitate the creation of jobs. In
addition, these programs have long sought to improve employment
opportunities for disadvantaged people living in these depressed
areas.

The Commission believes that, particularly in the absence
ot adequate methods for determining whether and to what extent
economic development policies add to national output, economic
development programs should aim to improve the employment pros-
pects of the structurally unemployed who lack skills, face dis-
crimindtion, or otherwise confront special barriers to jobse
Accomplishing this goal requires continuing emphasis on
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integrating programs that train thelpisadvantaged with develop-

ment programs that stimulate job creation in the areas where

the disadvantaged live.

In preparin4 this report, the Commission has focused special

attention on holqeconomic development programa caWbetter serve

the needs of the disadva taged, structurally unemployed memberg'

of our society. Th4 Co issioh has explored:

o When and how economic development policies can be

effective in,reducina,structpral Unemploymnt.

o How Federal LsourceS can be better targeted on
the structurally unemployed.

o How coordination between economic development and
employment and training programb can be improved
.to provide the oPtimal number of jobs for the
structurally unqMployed.

The Commission presents below its findings and recommenda-

tions.on the effectiveness of place-oriented economic d'evelop-

ment policies in-reducing structural unemployment among the

disadvantaged. Additional documentation is found in Section

II-C of the Sixth Annual Report.-

III. EFFECTIVENESS OF ECONOMIC DEVELOpMENT POLICIES

IN REDUCING STRUCTURAL UNEMPLOYMENT

A long-term objective of economic development programs hasp

been to reduce pocketb'of poverty by promoting job creation in

areas where the unemplioyed live. Hence, the Commission explored

why such pockets persist.

The unemployed may not move to a location where the empl;y-

ment situation is more favorable because:

o Some expect to return to their former jobs as
soon as the temporary problem confronting their
industry is corrected. Their oppoitunities in
the industry to which they are atached, though
uncertain, may appear better than their prospects
iff anottner location or industry. The'current
plight of many unemployed auto workers is a car;le

in point.

o Some, such as blacks or other minorities, may not

be able to move to locatiims more accessible to
an expanding job market becaube,of housing di-
crimination. While minorities have Velatively
high intercity Ifobility they are often 'Amble to
relocate from the inner city to a ;Alburhan area.

7 12



Workers with little experience and few marketable
skills do not peet:44ve that thay:will.improve
their long-run employment and,,ea&ingS prospects
sufficiently to offset the financial and psycho-
logical costs of moving. Many minority youth
belive that their prospects of securing desirable
stable jobs in a booming region are little or np
better than their job opportunities in the de-
clining areas where they presently live.

o Lower living costs, particular amenities, and
proximity to friends and relatives', combined with,
the costs of moving, may offset any potential
employMent gains from relocation.

Although Americans are'lghly mobile and the numbert who
move durin9 the course of a ear are.many times the number of
-long-termabnemployed, we have just'identified a number of groups
that see little or no prospect for.improving 'their economic
well-being by moving. To the foregoing list must be added women
heads of households, who are among the leaSt mobile of all
groilps. Policies such as skill training to increase the
employability of the unemployed, as well,as'policies that seek
to reduce other barriers that currently reduce mobility should
be encouraged so that the match between those Who are unemployed
and employers who are looking for'workers is improved. But this
positive approach through enhanced mobility is not a total, but
only a partial, solution. A parallel approach must be found
that aims to increase job opportunities for the structurally
unemployed in locations where they currently live. .

fficult to implement. -Research indicates
Economic develovent efforts that run counter to dominant

market forces are.d
that firms make locational decisions based on such'critical
issues as access to raw materials and labor,,and proximity to
markeils, along with such Other factors as the cost of doing
?business or the attractiveness of a'particuMar location.
EconoMic development policies typically can affect firms'
locational decisibns only'marginally.

Community- and neighborhood-based development organizations
located'in the neighborhoods where structurally unemployed
'persons live o4en have the potential both for mobilizing
,necessary interNal supports.and for attracting external
resources. Still, these organkzations, as well ds small
businesses, often encounter serious problems in starting up and
in maintaining themselves. The capital market in large cities
is often reluctant to provide loans to such enterprises. In
such instances, the availability of Pederal,grants, loans,

0
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guarantees and technical assistanCe.Often helps to turn plans

into realities. Also, in a growing number of communities,

effective neighborhood rehabilitatiori- has been undertaken

throtigh the combined efforts of Government, philanthropies, and

corpotations. Whep successful, such efforts have pot only a
beneficial effect' on housing and 1 g tonditions, but have

also led to flew investments that crea e-jobs, many of-which have

gone.tp'prev'busly unemployed local r sipents. Investment by

,the priva e Aector has been much Jarger than the limited con-

tributions O'fphilanthropic organizations.

All this does rift mean that when employment opportunities
are retained or expanded in or near-a depressed area, the jobs

will necessarily go to the structurally.unemployed. y

o The structurally unemployed have to be aware of

and able to reach the new jobs; For example, it
is often difficult for central city residents to
commute to new suburban jobs.

6

.0 Skilled workers may commute to or reloaatel closeit

t6 the area where jobs are eanding with the
resulkt that the.unemployed remain unemployed.%

Many development policies and programs focus On
increasing.the employment of large numbers of

unskilled workers. While'such a focus may have
0 merit, it has serioUs,drawbacks because sack jobs

pay close to the min4.mum wage, contribute little
to total outputvamd do not enhance the interna-
tional competitiveness of the U.S. economy.

Reconpendatron 1: To ensure that an increased proportion of the
'

jObs generated by economic development
policies goes to the PtructuraIly unemployed,

Tit
Federal, State and losal.officials, in

cooperation with the educational authorities
and employers, sivuld:

0

_

o Make explicit efforts to provide training /1/4--

and job seatch apsistanse to the uneMployed
so that-they can fill mahy of the new jobs;

o Locate lobs within the area where the
structurally,unemployed live or within a
ireasootable commuting distance;

Accelerate efforts to reduce discrimination
in housing and employment; .

91 4
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o Work with community- and neighborhood-
(

based organizations of demonstrated
effectiveness in the planning and
implementation of development projects.

IV. TARGETING ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT FUNDS

A continuing challenge for policymakers is better targeting
of funds to areas and people most in need. Federal apportion-
ment policies rely heavily on the rates of unemployment and
poverty as indicators of distress. To achieve the more effec-
tive targeting of economic development funds, the following
factors must be taken into consideration:

o Monthly and annual sample household surveys do
not pro/'Tde reliable information about unemploy-
ment a d poverty in small areas and the cost of
obta ing reliable datwould be prohibitive.
Dec nial Census figures are much more reliable.
How ver, as the decade proceeds and neighborhoods
cha e accuracy of Census data for use in .

asse sing the current economic conditions of
individUal communities diminishes rapidly.

A large part of the variation in unemployment
among different locations is due to factors other
than long-term structural unemployment. Much of
the variation is temporary and self-correcting.
Some is due to the decisions of individuals to .

move to a particular location for non-job-related
reasons, such as climate or other amenities. ,

Recommendation 2: The Federal Government should increasingly
focus its economic development funds on

c... locations characterized by large concentra-
tions of structurally unemployed persons.
Since the extant statistical reporting systems
cannot provide the Federal Government with
reliable information about.concentrations of
structurally unemployed persons within
specific rural and urban areas, Federal
allocations should provide the chief elected

. officials at State, county, and city levels
flexibility so that more of the funds can be
used for projects that are accessible to the
structurally unemployed. These officials
should be held responsible for using Federal
economic development funds to expand jobs for
the structurally unemployed.

15
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V. IMPROVING HE COORDINATION BETWEEN ECONOMIC DEVELOP-

MENT AN EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING PROGRAMS TO

IN REASE THE NUMBER OF JOBS FOR THE
STRUCTURALLY UNEMPLOYED

As noted above, many structurally unemployed individuals

cannot take advantage of job creation opportunities unless they

have had a prior opportunity to improve their skills and work

habits. Further, they ofteg need job search assistance to find

employment in the private sector. This points up the importance
of establishing a close link between job creation efforts
targeted on the structurally unemployed and training programs

directed to improving their employability.

In the first Federal economic development program, the

Area Redevelopment Act of 1961, job creation efforts were

directly linked with training activities. With the passage of

the Manpower Development and Training Act in the folloying year,

training programs were effectively severed from economic

development programs.

There are now five major development programs at the Federal

level. These include: the Community Services Administration,

the Economic Development Administration, HUD's Urban Development

Action Grants (UDAG)and Community Development Block Grants

-(CDBG), and the Farmerg Home Administration's Business and

Industry Loan Program. They are separate and independent,

legislatively and administratively. Each of these programs has

a different funding channel, employs a different planning and

funding strategy, and operates under different regulations and

reporting requirements. While the Federal fundsfor these

programs go to many of the same communities, coordination among

the programs at the local level is difficult and often minimal.

The economic development programs that have had major impacts

on structural unemploymentWdemonstrate the importance of chief

elected officials' leadership and authority in consolidating

the programs within their jurisdictions, despite administrative

obstacles.

Employment and training programs under the Department of

Labor are administratively and legislatively separate and dis-

tinct from economic development programs. Training programs

for the structurally unemployed were in large measure consoli-

dated under the jurisdiction of Governors and local elected

officials in the Comprehensive Employment and Training Actvof

1973.

The recent Emplbyment Initiatives and the Private Sector

Initiative Prog am were designed to facilitate cooperation and

el
coordination b th between various economic development programs

and employmen and tr ining programs, as well as between

11 16



Federal and private sector, programs. These efforts are.still
in an early stage of implementation, and their full potential
cannot be assessed until more evidence is in hand.

The Commission found that the coordination of CETA training
programs with local development efforts is proving.to be espe-
cially difficult- The Department of Labor, particularly at the--
regional office level (with a few exdeptions), does not appear
to have placed a high priority on.the linkage with economic
development efforts. Further, prime sponsors are prohibited
from making commitments of funds to provide training beyond the
current fiscal year, a condition necessary to ensure early
linkages with long-term economic development Programs. Forward'
funaing for employment and training programs, earlier recom-.
mended by this Commission, would facilitate this outcome.
Congress, while having authorized forward funding for CETA
programs, has never appropriated funds for them. Moreover, the
Office of Managetent and Budget has consistently opposed forward
funding and advanced appiopriations because'such devices limit
the PreSident's capacity to manage the budget. The Commission
believes that as a general policy it iS not desirable to tie
.the President's hands in budgetary matters, but it finds in
this instance that the inability to commit training funds beyond
the current year is a barrier to the provision of development-
induced private sector jobs for the structurally unemployed.

, .

Finally, a major barrier to the development and execution
of coordinated development and training 'programs is a lack.df
knowledge about the range of available programs and an absence
of effective planning and management skills in many State and
local governments. This is particularly critical in small'
towns and rural areas, but Congress in.the Rural Development
Policy Act of 1980 has laid the legislativ.e base for ameliorat-
ing this problem.

Recommendation 3: Federal officials, in collaboration with
prime sponsors, should continue and intensify
efforts to ensure that a portion of all new
jobs created through economic development
activities goes to Ole disadvantaged. State
and local governments should seek to integrate
CETA and other training programs into any
development assistance that they provide
employers.

The Commission cautions against setting
nationwide quotas for hiring the structurally
unemployed. The potential for the increased
employment of the structurally unemployed

17
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depends on many factors, including the
characteristics of the industry, the area,

and the compoOtion of.the local labor force.
Commitments by employers to hire the struct-

urally unemployed should be negotiated at the

local level.

Recommendation 4: Pesponsible Federal officials should seek to

improve the coordination between federally
funded economic development programs and

federally funded or assisted training programs
including, in particular, CETA and vocational
training supported by the Veterans Administra-

tion and tne Department of Education. In

these efforts the active involvement of the
private sector should be sought and encouraged
to be sure that the training is relevant and
that those who have qualified are employed.
The Office of Management and Budget should
take the initiative to simplify and coordinate
the planning and reporting cycles and require-

ments of the affectea Federal agencies.

Recommendation 5: The Office oflitanagement and Budget should
oversee a review of each agency's regulations
to assure that they are not impeding thei
development among grantees of stronger link-
ages between economic development and train-

ing activities. Special efforts should be
made to review and reliise the Department of
Labor's administrative and regulatory proce-
dures so that training programs can be
integrated more fully into local development

projects.

Recommendation 6: The Congress, the Office of Management and

Budget, and the Department of Labor qhould
develop a procedure for authorizing and
appropriating on a multiirear baAis CETA
training funds that are.linked to approved
economic development projects.

Recommendation 7: To increase the effectiveness'of the Federal

programs that are directed to speeding the
development of rural America and to ensure
that the unemployed and underemployed are

benefited by such efforts':

o The Secretary ofbAgriculture, in accord-

ance witrfthe prOvisions of the Rural
Development Policy'Act of 1980, should
mount an effort to increase the



0

bility of'small towns and rural areas to
plan and adtinister coord*nated develop-
ment and training programs.

o Appropriate Federal and State agencies ,

should be encouraged to cooperate with
the Secretary of Agriculture in conducting
this educational and technical assistance
effort for these local officials.

o Rural community-based organizations should
be included in this educational and
technical assistance effort and should be
involved to the extent possible in the
implementation of-such development
projects.

19
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INTRODUCTION TO STAFF REPORT ON EMPLOYMENT
AND TRAINING POLICY

Beginning this year, the Commission staff will regularly
devote its annual Staff Report to an extensive discussion of

employment and training policy. While the Commission will
continue to analyze particular topics in depth, these will
generally be issued over the course of the year as separate

Policy Reports. One, Increasing the Earnings of Disadvantaged

Women, will be issued early in 1981.

In the past two decades under bipartisan support, elements

of an employment and training system have been established and

expanded in a piecemeal fashion. There has been little under-
standing that all of these separate pieces form part of an

overall system and policy. Like any complex system, its
constituent parts serve different, and occasionally competing,

groups and objectives. Parts of the system work better than

other parts and, as problems chahge, so do the relative sizes

of various parts of this mixed public and private system.
Numerous actors comprise the system, including the Federal

Government, the States, local authorities, and community-based

organizations. Jurisdictions at almost every level of the

system are complex and overlapping. As Chart A shows., the

principal Federal legislation is spread across several agencies

and congressional authorizing committees.

When there are many target groups with many different pro-
blems, there need to be many different, programs and policies.
Consolidation of such activities is not necessarily desirable.
However, the budget process alone forces analysis of the per-

formance of the different components, both individually and

colrectively. As an independent body with broad mandate to

analyze employment policy and report to both Congress and the

President, the National Commission for EmPloyment Policy and

its staff must consider the complex employment and training

system as a whole. This will be particularly important during

the next few years when budgetary restraint will combine with

the legislative calendar (see Chart A) to force comprehensive
examination, if not reorganization. The Commission staff hopes

that the evidence in this and subsequent Reports will help in

the current national reevaluation of our employmppt and trbin-

ing system.

The Report this year consiskt,of three sections. The first

section deals with the economic environment over the next few

years and the role of fiscal or tax policy in improving the

employment situation of those groups in our society, that both

need help and could benefit from Federal policies. It is not

possible to discuss employment and training policy without
understanding how policies dealing with inflation affect both



Law

CHART A

.Reauthorization Schedule for Laws Relating to Employment Training

Expiration Authorizing Committee

Comprehensive Employment
and Training Act

Titles I, II, III, V,
VI, VII, and VIII
Title IV (Youth)

Targeted Oohs Tax credit

WIN Tax Credit

Economic Opportunity and
Community Services Act

Vocational Education Acta/

Career Education Incentive
Act

Elementary k4. Secondarya/
Education Act

hjgher Iducation Aci.a/

Aoult Education Acta/

Senate Labor and Human Resources
House Education d Labor

September 30* 1982

aline 5, 1981

Decemcer 31, 1981 Senate Finance, House Ways and Means

None Senate Finance, House Ways and Mens

September 30, 1981 Senate Labor and Human Resources
House Education and Labor

4

September 30, 1982
. Senale Labor and Human Resources
House Education and Labor

September 30, 1983 Senate Labor and Human R@sources
House Education and Labor

-.S(ptember, 30, 1983 Senate Labor and Human Resources
House Education and Labor

Sfptemher 30, 1984 Senate Labor and Human Resources
House Education and Labor

September 30, 1983 Senate Labor and Human Resource
.House Education and Labor

D9ZE111.11.27.12Y1191aa

Labor (ETA)

Labor/Treasury

Labor/Treasury

Community Services
Administration

Education

Education

Education

Education.

Educatiom

a/These laws are forwarded funded ano are usually reauthorized 1 year in advance. The GeneralEducation Provisions Act provided for an automatic 1 year extension of education bills in the eventreauthorizati n is not completed in time to assure continuity of funding. The Higher Education Act of1980 extends tlis to.2 yearn and authorizes appropriations to be available on a fiscal rather thancalendar year h sin.
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Law

CHART A (continued)

Reauthorization Schedule for Laws Relating to Employment Training

Expiration

N'
Older Americans Community

Service Act

Trade Adjustment Assistance
Act

Authorizing Committee

September 30, 1981 Senate Labor and Human Resources
House Education and Labor

September 30, 1982 Senate Finance, House Ways and Means

Full Employment ana balanced None

Growth Act

National Apprenticeship Act None

hagner-Peyser Act
(jot Service)

None

Social Security Act (Unem- None

ployment Compensation)

Work Ipkitive Program (WIN) None

Public\Works and Economic
Development Act

Housing & Community Devel-
opment Act (UDAG, CDBG)
and Urban Affairs

Senate.Labor anu Human Resources
House Education and Labor

Senate Labor ano Human Resources
House Education and Labor

Senate 14abor and Human Resources
House Education and Labor

Department/Agency

Health and Human
Services

Labor/Commerce

The President

Labbr

labor

Senate Finance, House Ways and Means Labor

Senate Finance, House Ways and Means Labor

September 30, 1983 Senate Environment & Public Works
House Public Works & Wansportation

September 30, 1983 Senate Bankigg, HoAping and Urban
Affairs, House Banking Finance

Farmers Home Administration None

Act (Business & Industry
Program)

/-

Senate Agriculture,
House Agriculture '

Commerce

Housing & Urban
Development

Agriculture

In order to be assured of inclusion in the regular appropriation bill for the next fiscal year, bills must

te reported fromLboth Senate and House committees by May 15 of the year they are to be authorized.
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the number of people in need of employment ank training services,
and the effectiveness of those services. Section A examines
and evaluates policies such as tax subsidies end minimum' wage
reauctions that changp the price of partfcular target groups'
labor. Finally, this section considers the employment conse-
quences of "supply-side" tax policies to encourage investment
in capital.

The prognosis for the economy-over the next h'alf-decade is
poor. High unemployment rates may have small and slow effects
on inflation whi4e increasing the numbers of eople who have
been the traditional participants in the empl ymemt and training
system. Capital subsidies will work slowly, 4nd the producti-
vity and employment effects are not xpecte to be lbrge. There
appear to be na quick cures for the ills of the economy.
General fiscial and monetary strategies may need supplementation
if the larger numbers of unemployed are to become productively
employed and if these unemployed are to believe that the society
if.not sacrificing 'them for'the prosperity of other groups.

e.

The second section is an extended and detailed look at.the
elements of, the employment and training system. Such an over-
view is intended to provide a common ground for discussing ,the
reform and reorganization of that system. After noting budget
tren-s, the section evaluates. the major employment-assistance
e rategies based on current itlformation. It also examines the
trends in characteristics `of ,ile participants in these programs
and suggests that recent apparent increases in the proportion
of the disadvantaged in CETA programs may have been caused by
changes in definition.

The third section is concerned with improving the effect-
iveness of Federal economic development policies as tbols in
reaucing struptural un mployment. Area redevelopqt policies
mere the first major el-ment in the employment and training k

sytem that began to de elop in the 1960's. While the, origina
redevelopment act contained provisions for both physical devel-
opment of distrpssed places and Worker training, the two /-

approaches became legislatively ana administratively separated
shortly thereafter. This section oV the ilap2Lt examines
current econdMic development policies, reviews recent efforts
to link them with employment and training, anq identifies some
ways-in which such linkages might be enhanced'to foster

.

increased employment for disadvantaged, long-term unemployed
persons. .1
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SECTION A'

THE-ECONOMIC ENVIRONMENT, FISCAL POLICY
,AND EMPLOYMENT IN THE 1980'S

By

Daniel H. Saks

and

Steven H. Sandell
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I. INTROD CTION

High\employment is only one of several objectives of econo-

mic polidy. Other objectives,puch as price stability, produc-

t, ivity growth, and reductfon of poverty sometimes reinforce and

occasionally compete with employment goals. Since the economip

environment affects employment and helps determine the size and

ef tiveness of the employment_and training system, thiS sec-

tio of the staff-Report is deemed to a discussion of the
economy and how particurat policies might influence the labor

market.

After brnfly presenting the country's current economic

problems, the section discusses anti-inflation policy as well

as the relationship between labor markets and the employment

and training system. , It also considers countercyclical tax and

employment pdlicies. .Finally, this section examines how fiscal

or tax policies that change the price of,capital and labor are

likely to affect employment. These tax policies are designed

to stimulate investment and promote labor supply. They are key

components of so-called "supply-side" economic policies.

Although such policies often have objectives other than gen-

erating new jobs, it is important to that aspect of these

policies in mind.

II. ECONOMIC PROBLEMS

Almost half a century has passed since the last great eco-

nomic castastrophe in the industrialized nations. Since that t, -

period, omVeconomic institutions have been radically a1tere'84

the economic system has become much more stable; and our ex-

pectations for the performance of the economy have increased

immeasurably. Between the Civil War and World War II, there

were five economic declines when unemployment exceeded 9 percent

for at least a year. The postwar period has not seen a single

such episode, although strains on the system have,been manifest.

During this same period, the economy was transformed into one

where only a small proportion of workers are directly producing

food and a large proportion are engaged in providing services;

the postwar recovery of the industrial nations was accomplished

and unprecedented industrial and financial interdependence was

established among thernations of the world. The United States,

after developing an economy dependent on cheap energy after

Wo/ld War II, has recently weathered, with relatively minor

shbrt-run disruptions, two multiplicatius in the price of

fossil fuele, one of the most Crucial factors in production.

Since 1970, the United States has sustained-high growth in
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Pput and spectacular growth in employment as the baby-boom
eneration and many mature women were absorbed into the work
orce.

During the past two decades it was generally recognized that
aven a healthy economic environment was not enough for some

e
embers of our society to make certain crucial transitions. In
sponse, a Federal employment and training system was created

&long with entirely new loCal institutions to administer it
(see the next section of this Report). This system was supple-
Mented by an enlargbd income transfer system that has sub-
atantially reduced poverty and improved access by the poorest'1.4701

Americans to food and medical care.

0 1

In contrast to the strengths'of the economic environment
over the past decades, not since the Great Depression has there
been so much anxiety among the general public and professional
economists alike for the future of the U.S. economy. The litany
of problems is, unfortunately, well known.

o , The rate of inflation has been rising and has
recently been at double-digit levels in an
apparent repetition of the U.S.'experience in
1973-74. Temporary inflation may be a relatively
attractive policy for an economy trying to absorb
large kncreases in the price of oil. Yet many
economists worry that each accommodation leaves
the inflation rate at a higher level and that
major structural changes in economic policy are
required if accelerating prices are to be pre-
vented in the future. Further, the variability
of inflationary accommodations to shocks adds to
economic uncertainty and may discourage investment
and productivity growth.

Current price ana wage,inflation has become
increasingly insensitive to looseness in product
and labor markets, and increasingly tied to past
inflation. While restrictive monetary and fiscal
policy 'would certainly lower the value of the
Nation's output of goods and services below what
it would otherwise have been, most of that
reduction would be lost output and unemployment
rather than reduced prices. The late Arthur Okun
estimated that an added percentage point of
upemployment would reduce inflation by approxi-
mtely one-third of a percentage point in the
first year. Although some assert that a large
and credible tightening of monetary and*



fiscal policies might reduce inflation without
incurring the large costs that fall so dispropor-
tionately on the poor, Such an experiment would
contain major risks of economic upheaval.

There seems to be less and less tolerance in
financial markets for fiscal and monetary accomm-
odations to shocks such as sudden increases in

oil prices. One need only consider the fact that
fiscal and monetary authoritites were forced by
panic in certain financial markets to follow in
increasingly restrictive policy in March 1980 at
the same time that the economy was (unbeknownst
to the policymakers) in the third month of the
current recession.

o There has been a dramatic drop in.the growth of
measured productivity, or output per worker.
This exacerbates the.inflation.problem because it
means that as workers try to maintain liing
standards through.wage increases, there is little
productivity increase to offset a price rise in
what they produce. The economy just chases its
tail a little faster. Just as aspirin helps ts:N_
reduce the pain of a headache whose cause is
unknown, so increased investment should spur
laggiing productivity, no matter what the cause.
Giving workers more and better tools will increase

their output. Unfortunately, changing 'the amount
of capital in the economy takes a long time.

o Monetary and fiscal policies seem increasingly
unable to reduce unemployment and poverty further.
Indeed, the level of overall unemployment below
which prices are likely to accelerate seems, for

the time being, to have approached 6 percent.
The reasons for this are not well understood,
though explanations offered include changes in
the demographic structure of the labor, force and
improvements in income support systems.

o The budget of the modern welfare state is as much
a consequence as a cause of private sector econo-
mic activity. Automatic stabilizers on both the
revenue and expenditure sides make the Federal
budget almost as difficult to control as private
sector consumption and investment.
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There is a widespread sense that as we have
pursued the humane goals of protecting people and
institutions against failure, we may have created
a rigid and inflexible economy. It seems hard,
however, to argue that a U.S. economy and society
that have undergone the enormous transformations-^
of the past decades are intrinsically rigid. The
challenge for economic policy is how to encourage
an economy that can adapt to international com-
petition and increased prices of energy without a
major decline in living standards. The crucial
question is whether we will use our scarce
investment resources to preserve old jobs and
businesses or to.develop new ones. Unfortunately,
the needed transformation requires losers as well
as gainers. To the extent that these processes
now depend on governmental decisions, it may be
difficult to choose actions that require hurting
some while helping others.

At the very time we have come to recognize the
apparent limits of monetary and fiscal policies
to reduce unemploymeneand poverty and promote
economic flexibility, we have also come to
appreciate the costs and limits of struttural
policies exemplified by the employment and train-
ing system. (For a detailed discussion, see the
next section of this Re ort.) These policies are
hard to impleMent effect vely, especially since

.

they aretiirected increasingly at those who have
not been adequately helped by our other primary
social institutions such as family, community,
and schools.

As the above list of problems should make clear, it is not
possible to discuss structural employment policies without
considering the econemic environment in which training or other
services are delivered. Because structural policies need to be
seen as one component of a broader vonomic policy, this and
future staff reports by the National Commission for Employment
Policy (NCEP) will deal in part with some of the issues raised
by monetary and fiscal policy choices.i/

1/The staff has initiated several research projects in,
the area and technical papers will be available as they are
completed.
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The remainder of this section consists of two parts. The

first discusses several aspects of the economic environment in

the 1980's and its relation to employment in general and labor

market policre's in particular. The second takes a preliminary

look at the employment consequences of tax policies that might

be considered during the next few years/. The Commission is

clearly interested in labor market effects of "supply-side"

capital subsidies, of a reduction in income tax rates, and of

tax credits for hiring disadvantaged workers.

a/.

AO'
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' III. THE ECONOMIC ENVIRONMENT AND THE LABOR MARKET
IN THE 1980'S

Economic policy discussions over the next few years will
almost certainly focus on how to reverse the rising inflation
of the past 15 rears. The outcome of that debate will heavily
influence the employment and training system because the
disadvantaged members of our economy are disproportionately
hurt when there is high unemployment, and high unemployment
seems to be associated with anti-inflationary policy. But
while the number of potential clients for the employment and
training system increases during periods of higher unemployment,
there is a serious question about,whether it makes sense to
train people at a time when there are relatively few jobs
available. The following analysis of inflation is prologue to
a discussion of labor market conditions over the next several
years and to an evaluation of two countercyclical employment
strategies: the New Jobs Tax Credit and Public Service Employ-
ment,

A. Inflation and the Labor Market

As the eccaomy is poisea at the beginning of 1981 on the
shallowest recovery from the shortest of the post-World War II
recessions, high interest rates endanger that recovery and
reflect a continued expectation that inflation will remain at
high levels for the foreseeable future. One can think of
inflation as having two components. The base rate of inflation
(sometimes called the ccre, permanent, or underlying rate) is
incorporated into long-term contracts and people's long-run
expectations. It is related to longer-term trends in fiscal
and monetary policy, to past inflationary experience, and to
institutional mechanisms in the economy that give an inflation-
ary biis to the-way the economy determines aggregate prices.
The second part is more transitory and is related to cyclical
fluctuations and to so-called shocks'or sudden events (e.g.,
OPEC price increases) thatZbuse the price. of some important
commodity to shoot uP suddenly. In an economy Where few prices
decline and the price of one good is part of the cost of so
many others, as one price goes up the average price must also
rise. Eventually, a new price level is established at the
appropriate new relative prices.

While the above taxonomy of inflation may seem simple, there
is little agreement on how to measure the two components of
inflation, nor is ther,e agreement that inflationary shocks will
eventually dissipate. In work reported in a forthcoming
Commission Technical Paper,l/ an estimated wage-price

1/Stephen G. Cecchetti, Michael J. MdKee, David S.
McClain, and Daniel H. Saks, "OPEC II and the Wage-Price
Spiral" (Technical Paper, NCEP, 1981).
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spiral is simulated, showing how a doubling of oil prices over
the course of a year could add,substantially to inflation (see

Chart B). Not only do direct price increases for oil and all
its substitutes occur, but these are follow4b by the indirect
effects on the prices of those other products that require
energy for proauttion. These products, in turn, are used in
production of still other goods. Much of the rise in consumer
prices can be accounted for by such a procedure. The price ,

increases level off fairly rapidly as the new higher price level

is achieved. Unfortunately, a long cycle is set in motion so
that subsequent wage and price increases may go on for 6 years
as workers and producers try,to regain their shares of the
reduced national economic pie.

The frequency of spocks in the last decade combined with
the long periods before inflation returns to "normal" means
that base inflation mayipnot be as high as some may have feared.
In spite of this, there is an increasing bipartisan consensus
among economic policymakers that the base rate of inflation
needs to be reduced. A slack ecohomy seems to beme component
of policies that try to achieve such a reduction. `Investment
incentives are another component, although a conflict exists
between these policies. It is difficult to stimulate investment

when final demand is being restrained. Businesses are naturally
reluctant to undertake new purchases of eqóipment and,structures
when there .is excess capacity. -

The result of the attempts to redUce inflation through low-
ering demand in the economy will not be pleasant nor will the

remedy work rapidly. Data Resources, Incorporated (DRI)., in

its December 1980 control foretlost, projects an unemployment
rate above 7 percent at least through 1983 dand almost no decline

in the'rate of increase of the implicit price deflator over

that period of time. Indeed, few economic forecasters expect

unemployment rates to return to the levels of early 1980 until

well past the mid-1980's.

The econ'omy is not'providing policymakers with easy choices.
Indeed, the only clearly good news for labor Markets is on the
supply side of the labor force. The youth portion of the labor
force will be declining rapidly after rising for alinost two

decades. (See Chart C.) This might help reduce youth
unemployment as competition among youth is reduced. The

decline will not be so dramatic for Hispanic and black youth
and the labor market prospects for them are more problematic.
National productivity should also rise as the work force becomes

more experienced.
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Chart C. Proportion of Labor Force
Between Agea,16 and 24
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B. Consequences for the Employment and Training System'

If slack labor markets are to be a feature of economic
policy in the 1980's, how would that affect the emplpyment and

training system? Two issues can be identified: (1) How will
the numbers and characteristics of participants in the system
be changed and (2) How will the effectiveness and timing of
services delivered by that system be influenced? Answers to
these questions are tentative, but it is important to outline a
response. If higher unemployment is associated with fighting
inflation, then an important consideration is how to equitably
share this burden among the population. The employment and
training system is one vehicle fbr sharing ouch burdens and for
helping the long-term unemployed find new and useful occupations
as soon as possible.



What do we know about the distribution of unemployment?
During recebsions, the duration of unemployment rises and large
numbers of people stop while others start rooking for work.
Preliminary evidence from a study for the NCEP by Edward M.
Gramlich and Debbrah A. Swift indicates that for every percent-
age point rise in the unemployment rate, the income of stable
families with traditional labor force attachment goes down, on
average, almost 1 percent, primarily due to a loss in earnings
associated with reduced employment. But the effects are not
evenly distributed. For poor white husband-wife families, the
percentage income decline is twice as large as for the average
family, and for poor black husband-wife families, the decline
is almost three and a half times as large. On average, over
half of that earnings loss is made up for by existing tax and
transfer progroams like public assistance, food stamps, and
unemployment insurance. The income of families containing an
adult womanlaut no adult male is substantially less cyclically
sensitive than husband-wife families. This suggests that for
poor husband-wife households, such anti-inflation policies will
impose special burdens that may require extra efforts from the
employment and training ,ystem.

An alternative way to illustrate the distribution of
unemployment among different demographic groups in a period of
high unemployment is to examine the Nation's experience during
1975. Then the overall unemployment rate was 8.5 percent, and
7.6 percent of the persons who worked at least one week (the
experienced labor force) suffered 15 or more weeks Of unemploy-
ment. In that year, the unemployment rate for white men was
7.2 percent compared with 8.6 petcent for white women, 14.7
percent for black men and 14.8 percent for black women. For
the experienced labor force, 7.8 percent of white men were
unemployed 15 or more weeks compared with 13.5 percent of black
men, 6.1 percent of white womeni and 9.9 percent of black women.

To the extent that a slack economy combined with attempts
to reallocate resources to the most productivp investments
causes displacement of older and more.experkenced workers, there
will also be a large group of displaced workers who may benefit
from employment and training services. How large is this group?
Does it need special services? Cap or shpuld the existing em-
ployment and training system deliver such services/ These are
all questions that need to be addressed in the forthcoming
debate on reautho

r
ization of CETA in 1982.

on
The evidence on whether training should be eMphasized more

during recessions than during periods of prosperity is sparse
and mixed. Recessions are precisely the timeewhen it in
relatively cheap to train those who are not workiwbecause
their alternative opportunities are fewer. Workers So trained
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will be more productive at the peak of the next business cycle
if their training is finished in time. If those worktrs were
trained in fields where bottlenecks might otherWise occur, Wit,
would allow employment to reach hightr levels without inducing',

further inflation. On the other hand, it is also true that it
is much harder to place CETA participants when unemployment is

high?" It also is difficult for the employment and training
system to expand suddenly and then to contract during different
parts of Ole business cycle. Variable.and uncertain levels of
opetation'are bound to have an adverse impact on program

,effectiveness '.and staffing'quality.

C. Short-Term Employment Progralks: The New Jobs Tax
Credit and Puhfic Service Employment

Two approaches to reducing unempl9yment4Caused by a tempo-
rary econ9m1c downturn have been the New Jobs Tax Credit and
Public Service Employment. The programs are designed.to induce
an increase in private and public sector 'employment, respec-
tively. This part will consider the effectiveness of these
short-term policies. The last part of this section will deal .
with longer-term policies that might affect employment.

Wage subsidy program an speed the employment recoVery
from a recession. By reducing the cost of labor to private
firms, employers might find it profitable to hire more labor
more quickly than if the subsidy program were not in place.
First, the coot savingp to firms would provide an incentive f9r
them to increase production earlier than market conditions might
otherwise have dictated. Second, certain maintenance and ex-
pansion activities that ordinarily would be postponed might
take place to take advantage of a temporary reduction in the
firm's cost of labor. Third, the reduced labor cost might
permit firms to sell their output at a lower price, thereby
increasing thp quantity of the product sold. Finally, the extra
income to otherwise unemployed workers would create additional
consumption, thereby increasing aggregate demand in the economy.

The desirability of wage subsidies as a countercyclical
program is lessened by some operational difficulties. The
employment imp-hot may be lessened if firms are sufficiently
pessimistic about market conditions to refuse to increase their

Z/The main evidence on CETA placements comes from data on
how placements Vary among prime sponsors with different unem-
ployment rates. See Jeffrey Zornitsky, Elliot Rossen, and
Andrew Sum, "A p ical Analysis orthe Performance of CETA
Title One P ograms i the United States, 1977,". mimeographed
(Boston: Massachusetts pepartment df Manpower Development,
Policy and Evaluation Division, February 1979).



oVerall labor force even at subs d ed wage rates. While firms
may hire subsidized workers, the ay hire fewer or actually'
dismiss othr workers in anticipation of the subsidy.

This problem of substitution can perhaps be miti d by
careful construction of the regulations. However, virtu-
ally impossible to design "a programthat is both si dmini-
stratively and does not contain such undesired incentive or
consequencep. Furthermore,.a private wage sUbsidy scheme, in
oddition to increasing employment, may have the inequitable

.

effect of increasing the profits of some firms and/or, if prices
are reduced, subsidizing the consumers of particular goods.

1
The New Jobs Tax Credit (NJTC), proposed as part of the

stimulus package of 1976 and incoiv9rated in the 1977 Tax
Reduction and Simplification Act, inic-4_0od example of the use
of wage subsidies to combat cyclical Unemployment. It was a
marginal employment subsidy providing firms with a 50 percent -

tax credit on the first $4,200.of3each new employee's wages *

(subject to certain Ilmitations).LI Since firms could not
claim as an expense and, therefore, an a tax deduction, those
wages'for which they received a credit, the net dollar value of
the credit was less bhan the $2,100 gross amount. At, say, a
50 percent marginal State and Federal corporate tax rate, the
credit would be worth only $1,050 maximum per additional Wbrker.

How effective was the NJTC as an employment stimulant?
While the Department of theeTreasury reported thai firms claimed
$1.5 billion, an amount that implies approximately 1.1 milaion
new jobs, some of these jobs would have been,filled without the
help of the subsidy. EmpiriCal evidence evaluated in a-reCient

--study by Dave O'Neill4/ indicates that approximately the cdMe
rate of displacement exists under tile wage subsidy program as
under various Public Service Emp16)1ment. (PEE) schemes. The
study estimateotthat-between 300,000 and 500,000 jobs were
created under the New Jobs Tax Credit program in 1977. Since
the tax subsidy is about $1,200 per new hire, this implies a net

YNew employment was, in practice, the firm's wage bill
in. excess of 102 percent of the Federal Unemployment Tax Act
covered wages paidin the previous year, 1976.

AiDave M. O'Neill, ."Employment Tax Credierfor Combatting
Unemployment: A Survey," mimeographed (Washington, D.C.: 1980).



budget cost of between $2,600 and $4,400 per job,1/ an amount
that compares faverably with he lowest possible'estimates of
$6,200 direct)Coil per PSE jo for the same periOd.8/

, . Public,SercAce Employment rograms can be see
taigeted' wa4e subsidy scheme for jobs in State an
governments and coMmunity-based organizations. 1

strategy to the ptivate- sector.subsidies although, the.rate of
subsidization has been very much higher (90-100 percent in many. .
cases). David'Brazell is evaluating the net cost per job
createa&-by altefnativ public*sector eltpenditure schemes like
PSE and local-publlc orks projects for. the Commission.7/
Thepost pet job for a countercyclical expenditure program like

., PSE.4oPends on a number of factors including:', (1) the numbers
of new jobs, that are actually created versus.the numbers,that
are paid for but would have existed anyway (substitution);8/
(2) the timing of the employment effects; (3). t4e size of the
intluced or 'secondary eMployment and the subsequent increased
tax revenues and reduced transfers caused by the'higher Federal
expenditures; (.4). the.,path of other relevant economic vari-
ables; and (5) the degree.to which the PSE payment is on income
transfer payment.anclythe degree to which it purchases desiied
:services or futuregemployability for participants. JuSt to
provide some idea Of the effeCts of these factors, the long-
term cost of a PSE job can vary by 'a gactor of 10 depending on
whether the PSE expenditure all goes to new jobs or whether it
all ends up.as revenue'shating for existing jobs. Reasonable
assumptions suggest long-term costs per job created through a
RSE progtam are around $10,000-as compared to 2 to 5 times that
amount for jobs created under local public works and revenue
sharing programs.ApSince local public works and revenue sharing
-cannot be well targeted on the.structurally unemployed, the

lo cost per job to the,structurally unemployed under those programs
would be even higher.,

4

as a highly
local
is a parallel

5/Thii does not include the multiplier effects from
increased consumption!.

, . .
% . .

6/Thisestimate assumes no substitution occurred in P4E,
,

an.imprObable assumption. .

Ao -

2/B azell's technical paper will-be issued.in 1981.

_a/See the following staff report for additiodal discussion.

on substitution in PSE programs.
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ar as Federal budget cost per job, then, direct
governzënt expenditure programs are expensive relatiye to a
strat y like the NJTC. Nowever, cost is only one issue. The
benefits purchased with those expenditures also need to be
considered. The value qf the output produced, the value of the
training, and other benefit differences should be weighed.

v."

9
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IV. EMPLOYMENT EFFECTS OF LONG-TERM
STRUCTURAL TAX POLICIES

In thinking bout the economic environment, there is a
tendency to focu on short-term monetary and fiscal policies
that affect the l_.__e-118f overall demand in the ecohomy and in

finOcial markets. There is, however, an increasing preoccupa
tion with fiscal policies directed less toward.changing the
level of economic activity and more toward improving the long-
run structure of the economy. Public debate,on economic policy
is currently focused on personal income tax cuts, which may
stimulate the supply of laborjand savings, and tax policies to
stimulate capital formation. Although these policies have many
g bra1s, the Commission is especially interested in the employment
consequences of these and other structural tax policies like
the Targeted Jobs Tax Credit.

Below we present some preliminary estimates, based on past
behavior, of the employment effects of structural tax policies.
Of course, jncreasedeemployment is only one objective of these
policies. Also, it is worth keeping in mind that past behavior
may not,be a good gitside to future behavior if the new policies
are seen as a radical aeparture from past practice. The kind
of policies being discussed here do not appear so radical as to
be.outside the range of relevant experience. Because the ulti- 10,!

'mate employment and wage effects of changes in tax rates derive
ftom a complex chain of causation, it is important to try to
put some best-guess boundaries on the size of such effects.
Although they may be wrong, state-of-the-art estimates are
*likely to be more correct than wishful thinking.

A. Wage and Employment Subsidies and Tax Credits

As-a means of reduding structural unemployment, a labor
subsidy can be designed to create an incentive for firms to
hire persons from particular groups experiencing high unemploy- .
ment rates even when aggregate demand in the economy is high.
By targeting'the subsidy at certain groups, aggregate unemploy-
ment, as well as the unemployment rate in the particular groups,
could Be reduced with lower inflationary impact than under
\othex employment schemes. The subsidy is intended to increase
lhiring of workers with particular demographic (e.g., youth) or
other characteristics (e.g., long-term upemployment, residence
in a particular geographic area) that might make them worthy of
the subsidy.

Jobs Tax Credit (TJTC), part of the Revenue
Act of 78, is a good example of the use of a wage, subsidy (in
the form of a tax cresiSt) to combat' structural unemployment by
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encouraging employers to hire individuals wlth certain charact-
eristics. The targeted groups are: economically disadvantaged
youth aged 18 through 25; youth aged 16 through 18 participating
in cooperative education programs; economically-disadvantaged
Vietnam-era veterans; economically disadvantaged ex-offenders;
handicapped persons receiving or who have completed vocational
rehabilitation; recipients of Supplemental Security Income; and
persons who have received general assistance for 30 qx more
days. Recipients of Aic3. to Families with Dependent Children
(AFDC) are eligible for an analogous tax cerdit under the WIN
program. The credit is equal to 50 percent the`first year and
25 percent the second year of the first $6,000 of annual wages.
An applicant's eligibility is determined by the Job Service and
other participating agencies who issue vouchers to the workers;
certifications are issued to employers who hire vouchered
workers and claim Targeted Jobs Tax Credits. The table below
shows how,small participation in this program has been and .

indicates some of the startup delays inherent in such an effort.

Table 1. Vouchers and Certifications for -
. the Targeted Jobs Tax Credit

PERIOD
(Calendar Quarter)

VOUCHERS CERTIFICATES
(In thousands)

1979, II 18.2 8.2
1979, III 70.5 28.6
1979, IV 116.2 71.7
1980, I 146.2 86.8
1980, II 146.3 57.4
1980, III 134.6 52.8

SOURCE: United States Department of Labor.
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The efficacy of the TJTC as a specific vehicle for reducing
structural unemployment has been seriously questioned by some
recent studies.AA Only 4 percent of target-group-eligible

.hires have made use of the subsidy during the f'irst 18 months
of the law's operation (O'Neill). Clearly, a substantial
portion of these beneficiaries of the subsidy would have been
employed even if their employers did not receive the tax credit.
We know, for example, that most of the unemployed who were
eligible for (but not'receiving) vouchers eventually found
employment. On the operational level, Job Service employees
did not encourage firms to use the incentives provided in the
.law. Furthermore, many Job'Service administrators doubted the
efficacy of the program (Ripley). Finally, the provisions for
retroactive certifications and eligibility of cooperative
education students meant that many of the beneficiaries of the
credit were not the structurally unemployed (Fitzpatrick).

While 'incremental hiring is encouraged, firms trying to
minimize their production costs would substitute subsidized for
unsubsidized workers and capital. Thus the efficacy of the
wage subsidy program depends not only onthe gross number of
workers obtaining subsidized jobs, but on the number of ineli-
gible workers who lose employment directly or indirectly as a
result of the subsidy. Although we do not know how large this
displacement is, we need to recognize that the goal of'such a
program is to improve the labor market position.of-the disadL
vantaged even if this comes at some cost to those better off.

In evaluating a tarseted structural tax policy, it is useful
to compare it with another policy that affects the 'wages of
low-skilled and inexperienced workers: minimumwage laws. To
the extent that the minimum wage is binding, it raises .the wage
of low-wage workers. That, in turn, causes some reduction in
the employment of low-wage workers and perhaps some increase in
the employment of high-skilled and experienced workers. The

v.
1/ CETA study under the direction of Randell Ripley, "The

Implementation of the Target Jobs Tax Credit," Report Number 1
(Columbus: Ohio State University, Mershon Center, July 1980) ;
O'Neill, "Employment Tax Credits;" Mary Fitzpatrick, "Putting
the Targeted Job Tax Credit Back to Work" (Washington, D.C.:
Northeaft-Midwest Institute, 'September 1980).
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process, t the extent it is at all sizeable, ought to be
reversible if Government decides more low-wage employment is
better than less employment at higher wages and the real mini-
mum wage is reduced.

While there is a likely wage-:employment tradeoff here, the
question is how much. In particdlar, how much would youth (16-
19 years old) be helped by a reduction in th&minimum wage? It
is possible to make a rough calculation. The empircal litera-
ture seems to suggesty that a 10 percent decrease in the
overall minimum wage would increase teenage employment by about
1 percent. This suggests, for example, that a 25 percent
reduction in the minimum wage would have increased teenage
employment by 2.5 percent or less than 200,000. That number is
about 10 percent of teenage unemployment, although we cannot
say whether unemployment would decline by that much because
more or fewer teenagers may decide to enter the labor force. A
reduction in the minimum wage that was restricted to youth might
have a somewhat larger employment effect to the extent that it
would induce employers to substitute low-wags youth for now
higher wage adults. The size of this substitution effect is
likely to be small for adults overall, put may be much larger
for adult blacks, adult Hispanics, and addlt women.

One difference between the TJTC and a youth minimum wage
reduction ought to be specifically mentioned: the difference-
in targeting. To the extent that a youth minimum also covers
nondisadvantaged youth who are willing to work for such a wage,
there may be less of an inducement for employers to.hire disad-
vantaged youth than there would under a tax credit targeted
specifically on the disadvantaged. The size of this effect is
unknown. It also has a corollary: certifying.someone to be a
member of a target group may be an adverse signal to an employer
and the employer may be reluctant to hire the subsidized worker.

i

While, in principle, changes in the minimum wage and tax credits
have m ny similarities, the kinds of policies either in place 0

or und r active consideration are likely to have only modest
effects on youth unemployment problems.

2/Charles Brown, Curtis Gilroy, and Andrew Kohen, "Time-
Series Evidence of the Effect of the Minimum Wage on Teenage
Employment and Unemployment," mimeographed (Washington, D.C.:.
Minimum Wage Study Commission, 1980).



B. Employment Effect of a Reduction in the
Personal Income Tax

Almost all taxes change some prices and thereby affect the
structure of the economy.as well as raising revenue. Personal
income tax rates are usually examined mainly for their revenue
production; but during inflationary times the average marginal
tax rate rises as taxpayers are pushed into higher tax brackets.
One tax cut proposal that has received much attention (Kemp-
Roth) calls for a reduction in personal income tax rates by 10
percent in each of a 3 succeeding years. This will certainly
reduce revenue from what it would otherwise have been. But
proponents have also arguqg that this is a structural poicy
that will encourage work.2/

Ignoring the revenue implications for the Federal budget,
what might such a policy do to employment? One can make a crude
estimate based on past behavior. If the average,taxpayer is in
the 25 percent bracket, net take-home pay for additional work
would go up about 3.3 percent for a 10 percent cut in rates. A
change in wage rates by that amount has been associated in the
past with labor force increases of 33,000 to 100,000 person
years. Since much of that increase would be in hours of work
by current workers, the employment effects are likely to be at
the low end of the estimated range.

C. The Empleyment Effect of Capital Sub idies

One of the main structural tax policies under discussion
involves a reduction in the cost of capital to spur investment.
Here, we analyze the likely employment-generating effects of
such "supply-side" capital incentives. The chain of reaction
is slow and rather long. Changing the price of capital leads
eventually to a larger capital stock. Giving workers more
machines and tools adds to their output and that, in turn,
should add to their wages and induce more employment. The
results we report may be surprising to some. Those who believe
that capital must always displace workers will be surprised

3/In addition to providing incentives o produce addi-
tional income (through increased investment and labor supply),
tax reductions that are not offset by appr priate expenditure
reductions will increase aggregate demand in the economy. This
occurs because individuals have more afte -tax income to consume
(or save). This "demand-side" or macro effect is ignored,in
our analysis of structural ("supply-side") tax policies. Govern-
ment is assumed throughout to make appropriate expenditure
roductions and'other fiscal and monetary adjustments.



that jobs are eventually generated by capital formation.
Historically, however, mdst capital formation has eventually led
to employment growth. Consider the invention of movable type.
Perhaps fewer scribes were needed thereafter, but certainly.thls
was offset by jobs in printing and related indudtries. The
problem is getting past the period of adjustment.

Our results will, perhaps, disturb th.ose who have argued
for capital'incentives, because we find the likely employment
consequences so small. Of course, the policy has other objec-
tives as well, including increasing productivity to restrain
inflation.

1. Tax Policy and the Stock of Capital

Business investment depends on expected after-tax profits
generated by that investment. To understand how changes in tax
policy might lead to increased investment, we must first examine
the factors that influence after-tax profits. These include
the market rate of interest, the'taxes on business profits, tax
deductions allowed for depreciation of business capital, sales
revenues, and other costs of production. The lower the cost of
capital (including the interest on the money used for this
purchase) compared with the net revenue received from its use,
the more investment will be made. Business taxes, especially
the corporate income tax, reduce the profitability of business
investments since the Government keeps a share of the profits.
The way costs are defined for tax purposes can affect the size
of profits in any year and, hence, the size of the tax bill.
For example, larger depreciation allowances on capital (a cost
for tax purposes) offsets in any year more revenue and means
that more after-tax profits can be derived from the capital.

There are three key links in the chain connecting
supply-side policies to an increase in the stochsof business-
fixed capital: (1) the effect of the policy on,Whe return to
capital; (2) the magnitude of the investment response associated
with the change in the increased return to capital; and (3) the
relationship of increased investment to the size of the capital
stock.

2. Choices of Fiscal Policies to Increase
the Capital Stock

Broadly speaking, the tax proposals are of two types:
those that directly reduce the coat of or increase the
after-tax return to business capital and those that influence
the cost of capital indirectly via a reduction in the interest
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rate. Increased depreciation allowances and investment tax
credits affect the cost 6f an investment. Reducing the corpo-
rate,income tax affects the return and increases the retained
earnings potentially usable for investment.. An increase in
business and private saving due to changed incentives, T-eftc-,-.
tions in capital gains taxation, or a lowering of individual
income tax rates would increase the supply of loanable funds
and thus might reduce the interest rate. The following is a
brief review for those unfaMiliar with some of the major pro-
posals.

a. -Investment-Oriented Proposals

Because current tax rules only allow businesses to deduct
allowances for depreciation based on the original dollar cost
of an asset, this deduction is ieduced ip real terms because of
inflation. Thus, inflation has made long-lasting assets like
business plants and equipment more expensive in real terms.
Since other assets, such as consumer durables and owner-occupied
housing, are subject to different tax treatment and are not
affected in this way, inflation causes investment to be biased
away from "productive" business-fixed capital and toward assets
yielding income that is taxed at lower rates (owner-occupied
houses) or assets that are not taxed at all (consumer durables).
Thus, accelerating depreciation allowances or indeXing the
deduction to inflation would lower the cost and increase the
incentive for investment in business capital.

Expanding the investment tax credit would lower the after-
tax cost of new investments in eligible assetst While there
are important differences, the effect on investment per dollar
of revenue loss is similar for the investment tax credit and
depreciation reform.

Cutting the corporate tax rate would be less effective in
increasing business-fixed investment than either depreciation
reform or expanding the investment tax credit because corporate
rate cute would affect the return not only on new investments
but on all existing corporate capital. Although new investments
would also be made more profitable by corporate rate cute, the
incentive to invest per dollar of tax cut would be much smaller
than in the case of tax cuts tdrgeted on new investment.

In addition to fiscal policies designed.to stimuIgte busi-
.

ness investment generally, special investment tax credits to
encourage research and development, and investment in economi-
cally distreoZed areas such as central cities in the Northeast
and Midwest, have also been proposed. The employment effects
of geographical targeting are discussed in Section C of this

_11922.Lt.
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b. Incentives to Stimulate Savings

In addition to the inveatment-oriented policies discussed
above, there have been a number of proposals to increate the
-savings taf-6;---These include increasing the amount of dividends
and income-exempted from taxation, relaxing limits on favorably
taxed Indliidual Retirement'Accounts and "Keogh" plans, and, to
a certain extent, reducing the corporation income tax and the
tax rate on capital gains. Personal income tax cuts may also
increase savings, although the magnitude of the effect is
probably small'.

Increasing savings will incFease capital formation if the
higher savings leads to more loanable funds and a lower interest
.rate. Three'considerations argue against this approach to
augment capital formation. In the context of world capital
markets, increased private savings in the U.S. will be spread
over investment opportunities world wkide. Total domestic
savings may not be a constraint on do estic capital formation
since investment funds can be importe via the world financial
market. Second, even if the incentiv s were extremely effec-'
tive, much of theadded savings would go to owner-occupied
housing and thus not be used'to incr se buSiness-filed capital.
A third problem stems from the distributional consequences of
most savings incentives. Since the re atively rich generate
the bulk of potential private savings, reducing their taxes ,to
stimulate their savOgs might be consi ered inequitable.

Some analysts believe that since a 'major source of funds
for business investment is retaihed eaqings (undistributed
profits), a reduction in the corporate ntome tax will increas%
savings by businesses. How much of thiS will end up as new
investment depends on how much of the i creased earnings and
cash flow is distributed among increase dividends, reduced
loans from banks, and increased investm

3. Effect of Tax Policies On Investment

How much would capital increase if it were'less heavily
taxed? This depends on the responsiVeness of investment to an
increase in,its rate of return. The effectiveness of even the
most promising policies is a subject of considerable controversy
in the empirical literature. While there is little consensus,
the moot plausible estimates of sustained new investment for a
dollar's worth of tax cut, balanced by expenditure reductions
or other tax increases-5/ range from $.20 to $.50. Of
course, the size of the investment stimulus dePends on both the
form and the size of the tax cut.

1/If the taX cut were not offset elsewhere in the
budget, the stimulation would be larger. we consider only the
effects of structural changes here.
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Because annual investment flows are only a small fraction

of the total Oapital stock (85 percent of all plants and equip-
ment are more than 1 year old) and because molt business-fixed
investment merely replaces capital that wears out, even large
increases in business investment will have an exceedingly small
effect on the size of capital stock. Therefore, the total
capital stock will increase very,slowly. For example, under
the implausibly optimistic assumption that the economy and
investment will grow at a 5 percent annual rate and that tax
policies increase investment by 20 percent over what it would
otherwise have been, the capital stock would be only 3 percent
larger after 1 year and 10 percent larger after 5 years. A
more plausible but still somewhat optimistic assumption would
be that the growth rate of the economy is 2 percent and invest-
ment can be i reased by 10 percent. In this case, after 1
year, the ital t k is only 1 percent larger; after 5 years,
it is only percent larger.

To summarize, 4supply-side" investment'stimuli of business.
investment will prohlably lead to a slow but steady increase in

the capital stock. It will be slow because even a dramatic
increase in investment is small relative to the size of the
extbnt capital stock. Although our khowledge of the.respon-
siveness of business investment to a reduction in taxes is
limited, our best guess is that in the long run, investment
will increase by between 20 and 50 cents for each dollar of an
appropriately structured tax reduction.

4. The Employment and Wage Effects of an Increase
in the Capital Stock

Having disCussed the effects of certain supply-side stimuli
on capital formation, we now can examine their indirect effects
on employment and wages. Since it is clear that the impact of
the Tolicies will have a noticeable effect on the capital stock
only after several years, it is appropriate that we focus on

. the long-run effect on wages and employment. To this,end, we "

will ignote cyclical unemployment. We will analyze the effects
in an economy operating at steady unemployment rates.
Relaxation of this assumption does not affect the conclusions
of the analysis, but would make modeling and estiniTiting the

effects much more cumbersome.

In an economy of fully utilized resources, the hi6her capi-
tal stock attributable fo supply-side policies implies that
each unit of labor will have more capital to work with. This
higher capital-labor ratio, in turn, implies greater producti-
vity and higher wages for labor. Studies of the determinants
of labor supply show, in general, greater labor force partici-
pation and hours of work when wages are higher. The capital.-
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induced wage increases should result in greater labor supillY
and employment. The total employment effect depends rpm ttiV
amount labor supply increases.

Since we are interested in ptructural problems, we want to
know how wage and employment effects differ for particufar sub-
groups of the pop4ation. Present knowledge only permits us to
analyze effects for a few demographic subgroups. The effects
for different groups will vary for two main reasons. First, an
increase in capital stock will disproportionately increase .

demand for some workers who arp especially needed to nprk with
the capital and may even decrease the demand for workrs who
are replaced or made obsolete by the new capital'. Second, the
increase in wages due to the larger capital stock will cause
some substitution of cheaper for more expensive workerg and the
degree of that substitutability will vary across groups.

Using estimates of the &fferential labor demand and supply
sensitivities of different demographic groups,Paul Courant and
George Johnson of the University of Michigan have estimated for
the NCE,P=4.1taff th'e,most likely effect of,the policies on the
wages and employment of these groups.Y They use a simple
model of the U.S. economy for 1979. While changes in
production techniques as a result of new investments and labor
fdrce growth will likely influence the size of the emplOyment
and wage effects, the long-run employment effects of a 10 per-
cent increase in the capftal stock will probably be filmall. The
real wages of adult white men will probably rise by slightly
more than 1 percent and their labor supply will increase negli-
gibly (about one-tenth of 1 percent). The employment of adult
white women will probably increase between 1 and 2 percent and
their rages will increase by slightly more than 2 pOrcent.
Adult blacks should experience an employment increase of about
1 1/2 percent and a wage increase of slightly less than 4
percent. Finally, the wages and employment gain among youth
aged 16-24 will probably be less than 1 percent.

1

These effects, while not especia41.y large% are based on
assumptions that are optimistic with respect to the effects for
youth, blacks, and women. And they assume a' 10 percent increase
in the capital stock--a highly improbable event for.any period
less than a decade away. The results tell us that, barring
mira es, changes in the structure of the economy will come
slo y.

YEstimates using alternat'ive assumptions as well an a
more complete discussion of the method used will be contained
in forthcoming NCEP technical paper.
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. CON4LUSION

We cannot look forward to an economy that provides strong

performance over the next few years. 'We may,-of course, be

surprised. It would not be the first time. But Most lik6ly,

growth will be sZuggish, labor marketa will be slack, and
inflation may well contintle at a high level. Because of the

nature of the problems facing the economy, neither monetary nor
fiscal policy will do much about,this situation quickly. Even

worse, none of the structural tax or "supply-side" policies'

offer much hope of quick relief either. The productivity,and
employment effects of "supply-side" tax cuts will be observable

only after the passage of considerable length of iime and the

effects will probably be small.

The hard fact that economic policymakerp must face is that

all'of their options involve short-term costs in exchange for*

uncertain long-term gains. Meanwhile, poor economic performance
will mean severt labor market problems for the disadvantaged

and for those workers who lose their jobs in plant shutdowns.

What is the role.of the Federal employment and ttaining I

syLltem in sucW an environment? The'next section of this Reportl

is an oVerview of that system. It is meant to provide common
grouad fbr discussion of the Federal vile in employment'and
training during the 1980's. 1
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(
I. INTRODUCTION

Over the past wo decades, the Federal role in employment
and training activities has developed through bipartisan support
into a system th.at cost over $14 billion in fiscal year 1979.
Understandably, there is a tendency fon legfslators and policy-
makers to focus on particular programs rather than on the com-
plex totality of that system.

This chapter of the staff report of the National Commission
for Employment Policy is an attempt.to assay the dimensions of
that enkoire Federal effort: What is the Federal Oovernment

ftrying to accomplish, who is it trying to help, and how are
these services being delivered? It is important to view the
sum of the parts, especially now _when key decisions must be made
in the next few years concerning the reauthorization of so many
components of the employment and training system. Because of ,

this happenstance, there is an opportunity to deal with the
system in its entirety for the first time th some years. The
National Commission is noia engaged in a major eva1uation to
that end.

The 6hapter begins with an ove,view of financial and pnogram
data for Federal employment and tr ining programs 'over the past
two decades and continues with a brkef summary of, research find-
ingi and administration experience with regard to stra gies,
target groups, and delivery systems. In the context o these
discussions, some basic issues concerning the Federal role in
employment and training programs, the relationship of private
and public aectors in these efforts, program coordination, and
manlgement control are explored. ,

a
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II. THE GROWING FEDERAL COMMITMENT TO EMPLOYMENT
PROGRAMS: AN OVERVIEW

A. Funding

-, One of the best ways to understand the changing Federal role
in and cOmmitmeRt.to employment programs is to. examine budget
data.over the past two decades. Prior to'1960, the Feder4
-Government's experience in the development of human capital had
been confined largely to the,support of post-high school educa-
tion and technical trainingli and.a few transitory public
employment efforts'aimed at reducing economic t;ardship during
the depression decade of the 1930's.. Among the permanent man-
power-related legacies that date from the'thirties are the
Federal-State Employment Security System, established,by the
Wagner-Peyser Act of 1933, and the Unemployment Insurance Sys-
tem, created by the Social Security Act of 1935. Both systems
are now administered by the'Department of Labor's Employment and
Training Administration, or ETA (formerly the Manpower Adminis-
tration). A Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training, also part
of ETA, was established in 1937 by't4e Fitzgerald Act in order
to promote apprenticeship programs.A/ .

In the following decade, a philosophical commitment to,full
employment was expressed in the'Employment Act of 1946, which
clearly added to the Federal role the pursuit of policies that ,.

would "plfrmote maximum employment and purchasing power."2/ .

That act served to justify the ipecific programs developed to
offset the poor performance of the economy during the thirties
and encoura d additional Federal efforts. However, any thought

postwar retu n td a more ortliodox economic role for the Govern- ,

1:
of expandin Federal emprOyment programs was soon obscured by a

ment through a balanced budget and policied that emphasized
stable market institutions. Thus, deppite recurring recessions
of increasing severity throughout the'1950's, only the creation

1/These efforts included the Morrill Act of 1862 (estab-
lishkro a network of land grant colleles), the Smith-Hughes ,

Vocaeional Education Act 1917, the'GI Bill of 1944, and the
National Detiense Act of 1958. See Garth L. Mangum, The Emer-
ence gf Man ower Polic (New Yolk: Holt, Rinehart, and

Winston, Inc., 19 9), pp. 12-13.,

2/Ibid., p. 16.

2/Statutes at Large, vol. 60(1946); also Mangum, The
Emergence of Manpower Po1417,
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of the Special.Committee on Employment Rtoblems by the U.S.
Senatel/ evidenced any national-level concern with that issue.

The origins of the current, greatly expanded, manpower
effort date from the 1960's. Begun by John F. Kennedy and
developed under Lyndon B. Johnson, employment and training pro-

grams expanded rapid14 during the sixties. Outlays for Federal

manpower programs totaled less than $250 million in fiscal 1961;
by fiscal 1970, the beginning of the new decade, they had grown

twover $3 Although the earliest legislation
focused on the demand side of the employment equation by fosterr
ing economic development programs, a supply-side emphasis on

, skill training and employability development characterized the
activities of the late 1960's and the 1970's.§/

During this period, acronyms such as MDTA, NYC, PSC, and

JOBS bec419e a familiar part of the employment and, training

lexicon.L/ The objective of these and similar programs was
to help individuals compete effectively in the labor market.
Although initially the emphasis was on persons whose skills

A/The

committee was established in September 1959 at the

request of Lyndon B. Johnson, who was then the Senate Majority

Leader. It was chaired by Sen. Eugene J. McCarthy (D-Minn:).
Among th, e refOrms suggested in the committee's final report were

an area redevelopment program, retraining efforts for persons
left behind by developing technology, increased vocational edu-

,

cation opportunities, and a Youth Conservation Corps--ideas that
were shortly to become the basis for many of the manpower pro-
grams developed in the 1960's. Mangum, The.Emergence of Man-

( p9wer Policy, pp. 26-27. See also the findings and recommen-
idfationt pf the committee in U.S., Congress, Senate, Special

Committee on Unemployment Problems, Hearings, Studies in Unem-
ployment, Readings in Unemployment, and Rept. No. 1206, Prepared
Pursuant to Sen. Res. No. 196, 86th Cong., 2nd sess., 1960.

5../U.S., Executive Office of the President, Bureau of the
Budget, Special Analyses: Budget of the United States Govern-

ment, FY 1961 (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing
Office, 1960) and Office of Management and Budget, unpublished

data, FY 1970.

6 See, the staff background report in the next section

"Eco mic Development Policies to Reduce Structural Unemploy-

ment, y Everett Crawford and Carol Jusenius.

2/Manpower Development and Training Act, Neighborhood
Youth Corps, Public Service Careers, and Job Opportunities in

the Business Sector.
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would become outdated by impending automation e focus quickly
shifted to economically disadvantaged persons wh lacked even
basic job skills.

The seventies began with a burst.of new aCtiv ty as par
a targeted attempt to improve the demand far. Ladr in a we
labor market. The Emergency Employment Ac A) of 1971
authorized a Public Employment,Program (PP4 the first ajor
Federal job creation effort since the O's. In a rev rsion
to the objectives of the programs-of the early sixties PEP
Served the neuInTunemployed, including many formerly iddle-
class workers (e.g., aerospace engineers4 whose skil s were no
longer in demand, rather than the long-term economi ally
disadvantaged.

EEA was enacted strictly as an "emergency" m asure under
President Richard M. Nixon, who was seeking to nd the prolif-
eration of work and training programs and to c nsolidate within
a rational framework those that had grown up n ther previous
decade in response to conflicting demands fo assisbance, each
with its own (but sometimes overlapping) mi sion, regulations,
and clientele. Although the first two Adm* istration efforts
to bring about consolidation failed, in 19 3 the Comprehensive
Employment and Training Act (CETA) was e cted with bipartisan
support. Its twin objectives were dece ralization of programs
from the Federal to State and local lev ls of government and
decategorization of services so that S ate and local officials
responsible for administering progran coule sqlect their own
mix of services tailored to meet loc 1 needi.1/

Since the enactment of CETA, budget outlays for employment-
related programs have continued to increase, with much of the
expansion due to the growth of public service employment (PSE)
to offset weak private.sector demand for labor. From fiscal
1974 to fiscal 1979, outlays for all Federal training and
employment programs tripled, as illustrated in Chart A. (A
listing of specific programs for each aclency and outlays for
fiscal 1979 is contained in an addendum to this chapter.)

Many Federal agencies administer programs with an employ-
ment-related purpose, as shown in Chart A. However, the Depart-
ment of Labor's involvement is by far the largest, with expendi-
tures in fiscal 1979 equal to about 10 times that for any other
agency. Tables 1 through 4 summarize in a number of ways the

2/For a review of the enac' nent process and legislative
intent, see Sar A. Levitan ard Joyce K. Zickler, The Quest for
a Federal Manpower Partnersh!... (Cambridge, Massachusetts:- ,
Harvard University Preas, 1974) and Janet W. Johnston, "Inter-
governmental Politics: Defining the Federal_ Role Under the
Comprehensive Employment and Training Act of 1973" (Ph.D.
diss., University of Chicago, 1979), pp. 54-188..
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Labor
60.4%

Chrt A. Outlays for Federal Employment and Training Programs by Administering, Agency, Fiscal Years

1974 and 1979 ($ in millions)

Fiscal
1974

Equal Employ-
ment Oppor-
tunity Com-

anion!). 9%

Veterans
Administra-
tion 7.5%

Housing and
Urban Develop-
ment 1.0%

Other IV
3.6%Other

Labor

Labor
75.9%

Fiscal
-ro-g- .

Veterans
Administration 4.4%

Equal Employment
Opportunity Com-
mission 0.6%

ther
2.82%

Employment and
Training
Administration

75.41

FY 1974 ($ millions)
0.4%

411C-1'

,

Total, All Agencies
CSA
Defense

O

EEOC
HEW
HUD
Interior
Justice
Labor

ETA

Other
VA
Other

84,692
30

10
42

1,244
46
30
5

2 835

a/ Includes CSA (0.6%), Defense (0.2%), Interior (0.6%), JustiCc (0412)..

and Other Federal Agencies (2.12).

i)/ Includes Agriculture (0.42), Commerce (0.01%), EEOC (0.62), Interior

(0.4%), Justice (0.01%), and Other Federal Agencies (1.42).

Source: Office of Management and Budget.2,815
20

351

100

Ot 59

0 er Labor
0.5%

FY 1979 ($ millions)

Total, All Agencies
Agriculture

$14,453
63

Commerce 2

Education 1,223

EEOC 93

HOS 1,189

Interior 55

Justice 2

Labor 10 975

ETA 10,893

Other 82

VA 629

Other 202
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Table 1. Federal Obligations for Work and Training Programs Administered by the Departmentof Labor, Selected Fiscal Years 1963-1974 (amounts in thousands)

Program
1974

Total

Manpower Development

2,143,613

and Training Act 398,462
Institutional Training 307,896
JOP-OJT b/ 90,566

Neighborhood Youth Corps 661,212
In School 88,570
Out of School 113,651
Summer 459,491

Operation Mainstream 114,664
Public Service Careers 28,334
Special Impact d/
Concentrated Employffient

Program 146,489
JOBS (Federally Financed) 64,026
Work Incentive Program 250,127
Job Corps 149,551
Public Employment Program 281,120

a/

Fiscal Year
1972 1970 1968 1966 1963-1964

2,696,940

424,553
355,708
68,845

517,244
74,897

121,962
320,385
85,164
58,301

OMMONID

154,602
118,224
174,788
202,185
961,879

1,418,552

336,580
287,031
49,549

356,589
59,242
97,923

199,424
51,043
89,366

11

187,592
148,820
78,820

169,782
11111

802,173

296,418
221,847
.74,571
281,864
58,908
96,279

126,677
22,319
7,557
2,038

93,057
89,920
9,000

- -

628,407

339,649
281,710'
57,939

263,337

2/
2/
2/

- -

25,421
IOW

- _
- _

198,181

,198,181
190,744

7,437

Mb III=

1110111.

Includes $39,17,612 obligated for the Migrants Program and $10 million for title IX,National Older Workers Program, which are not shown separately.h/ Includes the JOBS-Optional Program (JOP), which began in fiscal 1971, and the MDTA on-the-ja-training (OJT) program which ended in fiscal 1970 except for national contracts. Alsoincludes Construction Outreach.
c/ .Data are not available for NYC components prior to fiscal 1967.d/ Transferred to the Office of Economic Opportunity, July 1, 1969i.'e/ Total includes $36,775,542 in Comprehensive Manpower Program allocations for FY 1974 only.I/ Includes $44,010,000 under title II and $237,110,000 under title III-A of CETA(exterision of Emergency Employment Act).

Note: 'Details may not add to totals due to rounding.
SOURCE: Manpower Reports of the President, 1970-75.
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Tdble ?. Federal Obligations for Work and Training Program/ Administered by the Department of

Labor, Fiscal Years 1975- 1979 (amounts in thousands)

Program

Total

1975

'.1.,,,$4,109,0001/

Comprehensive Employment and
Training Act 3,967,100

I/II Band C - Services
, for the Disadvantaged;

UPgrading and Re-
training 1,585,100

II/II D - Transitional
Employment for the
Disadvantaged 668,800

III -.Special National
Programs and Activities 229,400

IV - Youth Programs:
Job Corps 210,400
Youth Employment and
Training Programs

Summer Youth Programs 390,600
VI - CountercyclicalPdblic

, 'Service Employment 872,300,

VII - Private Sector Ini-
tiative Program

VIII - Young Adult Conser-:
vation Corps

Work Incentive Program 129,900 y
Older Americans Act, Title
IX ... 12,000

s/.

Fiscal Year 2/

1976 1976 TQ 1977 1978 1979g

$5,086,500 $1,681,690 $9,526,200 $7,168.,900 $10,621,300

4,771,660 1,625,600 9,130,900 5,934,200 ,.16;128,300

1,527;800 395,100 1,871,400 1,910,400 1,942,900

665,500 97,500 1,195,600 347,300 2,461,800

231,800 67,300 253,900 684,200 413,600

134300 45,200 209,500 376,500 4001700

983,500 2/ 671,400

588 ,200 c2 22,900 s/ 594,960 2/ 754,600 2/ 662,200

1,624,000 997,100 5,005,600 1,861,200 3,317,200

31,800

226,700

230,100 56,500 .5.1../ 245,000 4/ 250,300 d/ 272,400W

84,800 - - 150,300 200,900 ,220,600'

a Fiscal years 1975 and 1976 beg n July 1; f seal years 1977, 1978, and 1979 beg n October The

Transition Quarter (July 1 - September 30, 1976) acts as a bridge between the two periods.

b/ Includes $10,500,000 for transition of Emergency Employment Act Programs under title II,

sec. 3(a) of CETA (1973).
,:

c/ Authorized by title III, sec. 304 in FY 1975-78. Amount shown not included in title III above.

a/ Individuals receiving WIN services only.

e/ Authorized by the Youth Employment and Demonstration Projects Act (YEDPA) of 1977; funded under

trtle III in FY 1978. Includes funds for YACC.

f/ Title changes oCcurred as a result of the 1978 CETA Amendments.

SJURCE: Employment and Training Reports of the President, 1976-80.
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Table 3. Federal Funds for Employment and Training Programs, Total and Department ofLabor, Compared with,Gross National Product, Fiscal Years 1972-1980 (amountsin millions of dollars)

D'

Yiscal Year

Obligations

Department of Labor

Total, All Percent of
Agencies Amount

Total

Gross Total Oblai-
National gations as
Product percent of
(GNP) GNP

1972 4,941 3,348 67.8 1,11(1,506 0.44
1973 5,252 3,342° 65.3 1,237,500 0.42
1974 4,641 2,817 60.7 1,359,200 0.34
1975 6,931 4,797 69.2 1,457,300 0.48
1976Y 8,670 -5,876 67.8 1,621,000

V

'0.53
1977 12,628 10,393 82.3 1,843,300 0.69
1978 11,439 8,309 72.6 2,060,400 0.56
1979 15,258 11,675 76.5 2,313,400 0.66
1980 (est.) 13,747 10,139 73.8 2,518,000 0.55

RExcludes'transition quarter.
SOURCE: Of,fice of Management and.Budget.



Table 4. Appropriations and Expenditures,,Department.of Labor: Manpower Development and

Training Act, Economic Opportunity Act, Emergency Employment Act, Comprehensive

Employment and Training Act, Social Security Act (Work Incentive Program), and

Older Americans Act, Fiscal Years 1963-1980 (amounts in millions of dollirs)

Lt1

ko

Fiscal Year
.

Total
Appro-

priaticins

Expenditures

Tota MDTA EOA EEA CETA SSA/WIN OAA

Total,

1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1976 TQ
1977
1978
1979
1980 (est;)

all years 65123.2
69.9

130.0
529.4
977.4

1,057.1
1,154.2
1,432.8
1,579.5
1,727.2
2,941.3
3,091.6
2,616.0
3,964.8
6,227.7

677.6
8,572.8
8,701.6
10,908.1
8,764.2

'

60,028.1

51.8
110.0
280.3
520.7
542.0
796.1
911.2

1,185.9
1,534%1
2,441.5
2,775:0
2,734.9
3,490:2

, 5,342.3
1,634.3
6,063.6
10,031.4
10,035.8
9,491.9

4,446.8

51.8
110.0
229.6
275.5
274.8.
356.9
377.4
408.4
651.4
894.1
816.9

**

- _

4,756.3

50.7
245.2
267.2
439.2
501.2
690.9
753,7
609.4
662.8
336.0

, .1 *
OM MD

**
**

2,239.6

- _
MD MP

- _
- -
__
_-
--

'5 .0
1,014.2

605.0
53.4

--

**
**

44,617.7
=IRWIN

**.*
**
**
**
- -

- -

--
--
--

1,454.0
3,123.0
5;035.0
1,537.0
5,631.0
9,533.0
9,443.0
5.861.72/

3,252.7

MN. OMB.

mo

32.6
86.6

129.0
171.0
281.1
339.9
313.8
307.3
86.5
360.5
364.1
385.0
395.3

715,0

nib *
- -

00.1.11

8.6
46.5
10.8
72.1
134.3
207.8
234.9

a/ Includes $0.1 million of EEA funds.

SOURCE: U.S. Department of Labor, Employment'and Training Administration,

Office of Administration and Management.
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Labor Department's increasing responsibility for work and train-
ing programb since the .1960's; Tables 1 'and.2 list obligations
for specific DOL programs for selected fiscal years 1963 through
1979; Table 3 compares DOL obligations for work and training

. programs with the-total for all Federaa agencies from fiscal year ,

A__

1972 onward; and) T ble 4 lists DOL expenditures, by legislative
authority, and tot 1 appropriations (budget authority) fromAall
sources, for fiscal years 1963 through 1980 (estimated). As these -

data indicate, the role of the Department of Labor in administering
work and training programs has increased dramatically since 1961'
when the newly Oreated Office of Automation and Manpower consisted
of six staff persons (three clerical and three professional) with a

,total annual budget of $70,000.21

B. Service Mix

Not only the level-of expenditure but the composition or "mix"
of services offered in Federal programs is important for
understanding the direction of employment policies. Generally, all
of the services provided in employment and training programs
administered by the' Department of Labor and other Federal agencies
are designed to increase employment opportunities, particw-
larly for the diaadvantard, and to improve long-term employment
and earnings. These-programs attempt to correct deficiencies in
labor markets by developing work skills, providing temporary
employment and work experience, and improvi!pg the matching of
workers and jobs. Other related labor services include the .

regulation of e loyer and employee relations and,the publication of
labor statistics.

Trends in the use of particular kinds of services from fiscal
year 19-62 to the present are shown in Charts B-1 and B-2. Chart B-1
illustrates outlays (in billions of dollars) for Federal traihing
and employment programs, by type of activity, apd Chart B-2 shows
years of service purchased under these same catgories.12/

p

2/u.s., 'Congress, Senate, Committee on Appropriations,
Labor-HEW Appropriations Hearings for 1962, 87th Cong., 1st
.sess., 1962, pp. 146-47.

1.Q./The usefulness of these charts as a policy-gaugirig
device is somewhat flawed by the fact that the value of the-
dollar changed over the period depicted, and the quaaty of
service in each activity may also have differ4d to some degree.
However, they do give at least a general 'indication of the
degree of emphasis placed on each type of serviqe over tifile.
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Chart B-1. Outlays for-Training and Employment Activities, A4 Federal Agencies,

Pisdal Years 1964-- 1981 (amounts in billions)
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"SOURCE: Office of Management and Budget,
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Chart'B-2. Years of Service F nded in Federal Training and Employment Programs,Fiscal Years 196 -1981 (amounts in thousands)

Thodsands
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a/ Total Public Service Employment Activities.
SOURCE: Office of Management and Budget.
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Although outlays for most activities shown on these charts

have expanded-since the 1960's,-the gieatest.increase occurred

in public service employment (PSZ). Ahutlays for PSE totaled

$560 million in fiscal year 1972, but had risen to $5.1 billion

in fiscal 1979. The 1979 funds were expended in two separate

programs under CETA; $1.8 billion provided some 198,000 jobs

for low-income, long-term uneiployed persons under title 11-p,

while $3.3 billion purchased 362,100 jobs for unemployed persons

in title VI programs who had up to 40 percent higher incomes

and shorter periods of unemploptent than those under title II-D.

Chart C summarizes the growth of pubLic service emPloyment as a

program strategy since 1972.

The next section of the chapter will examine in more detail

the particular strategies that have been applied through Federal

work and trai,ning programs olver the last two decades, with some

discussion of their general effectiveness.



Chart C. Outlays for Federal Public Service Employment Programs, Fiscal Years
1972 - 1981 ($ in millions) 6
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III. EMPLOYMENT ASATPTANCE STRATEGIES
-

The Employment Act of 1946 declared that "it is the continu-'

ing policy and responsibility of the federal government . .

to foster and promote free competitive enterprise and the gen-

eral welfare, conditions under which there will be afforded use-

ful employment opportunities, includirrg self-employment, for

tho'se able, willing, and seeking wqrkc and to promote maximum

employment and purchasing power."it Three decades later, the

Full Employment and Balancee Growth Act of 1978, restated these

objectives and called upon the Federal Government to take
whatever actions were necessary to achieve full employment, ,

price stability, regional and national growth, and other related

goals, while at the samp-time striving for a.b4;anced Federal
budget and a minimal annual rate of inflation.lt

Although the combined goals of high employment, low infla-

tion, and a balanced budget'haVe been and continue to be stub-

bornly elutiveirthe Federal Government for most of the past 50

years has engaged in efforts,to bring down both the national

rate of unemployment and the higher rates associated with parti-

cular population subgroups through active interventions in the

laboi market that transcend fiscal and monetary policy. These

positive actions, all generally directed tolurd helping people

to improve their performance in the labor market, attack the

problem on several fronts by improving worker skills increasing

demand for labor, or,otherwise altering the manner in which

labor markets function.

Among the gener4,1 strategies that have been followed and

'will be discussed in this section are: job.creation (public

serVice employment and public works); hiring incentives; employ-

ability development, including skill training and other form's

of assistance that edhance the value of a potential worker to

an employer; and efforts to remove impediments to employment

that may currently exist in the labor market itself (e.g.,

development of alternative work schedules, jobsharing, equal

employment opportunity enforcement prOgrams, etc.).

Over the past 6 years, Commission staff have reviewed ane

Commission members.have made recommendations concerning many of

these strategies. The following paragraphs summarizecitery

briefly what is already known about them and, where appropriate,

points up questions and issues that remain to be resolved.

1/Statutes at Large:vol. 60 (1946).

a/92 Stat. 1887., Public Law 95-523 (October 27, 1978).
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............. _
A. Job Creation

In the realm of emkayment policy, no single strategy has
elicited more controversy than public job creation, perhaps
because, as one policy analyst has written, for our capitalist
society, "It represents an admission that the current structureof the market economy . . is unable to secure adequate ecOno-
mic performance."2/

During the 1930's, the Federal Government'embarked on a mas-
sive program of public works and public service employment (PSE)
to assist the millions of persons who were unemployed as a re-
sult of an-unprecedented breakdown in the Nation's economy.
The Office of Management and Budget (OMB) estimates that,the
aggregate expenditure for job creation and related programs in
the period 1932 to 1943 totaled $24 billion. However, despite
notable successes in the form of new public buildings, bridges,
and roads and the support of highly acclaimed artists and
writers of the period, the negative image associated with many
so-called "make-work" WPA projects helped to forestall any
return to a job-creaiion strategy until the early 1960's, when
federally supported public works became a tool for economic
development of impoverished regions.

Thus, the Area Redevelopment Act (ARA) of 1961 offered
financial aid to economically depressed local jurisdictions
interested, in making public improvements that would help dttract
manufacturing and commercial firms to their areas.// In
1962, Congress expanded on this initial effort by enacting the'
Public works Acceleration Act, which produced $900 million for
public works projects in areas that continued to experience
substantial unemployment.

2/Robert H. Haveman "Direct Job 'creation," in Employing
the Unemployed, ed. Ginzberg (New York: Basic Books, inc.,
1980), p. 142. ,

6
1/For further discussion, see Crawford-and Jusenius,

"Economic Development polidiec to Reduce-Structural Unemploy-
ment," in this voluMe.

.VEwan Claque and Leo Kramer, Manpower Policies and Pro-
grams: A Review, 1935-75 (Kalamazoo, Michigan: The.W.E. Upjohn
Institute for Employment Research, January 1976), p. 11.
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Additignal public_works and_ecOnomic development legislation

was enacted in 1965, 1974, and 1916:, The Public Works and Eco-
mimic Developmenb Act of 1965 (Public Law 89-136) provided $500
million annually for 4 years for public Works and development
facility grants to any depiessed area in.the Nation and author-
ized the establishment of an Economic DeveloPment Administration
(EDA) in the Department of Commerce to play a'majorrole in-
activities of this kind. The HoUsing and Community Development
Act of 1974 (Public Law 93-383) consolidated a number of.separ-
ately funded programs of the Department of Housing and Urban
Development (HUD) into the Community Development Block Grant
Program, which supports a wide variety of.activities based on
local priorities, including construction of public: facilities,

-building rehabilitation, and other project, designed to benefit
low- and moderate-income people. Finally, the Public Works and
Employment Act of 1916 (Public Law 94-369) authorized the dis-
tribution of $2 billion- in countercyclical funds to State and
local governmehts for job-creating public works projects through
EDh, $1.25 billion in countercyclical funds-through the Revenue
Sharing Office of the Treasury Department, and $480 million for
water pollution abatement grants through the Environmental Pro-

tection Agency.

Since then, community and regional dtvelopment activities
have continued to receive emphasis by ihe Federal Government,
in part at least as an employment-generating device, although
there is little evidence that programs of this kind 9ceate net
new jobs nationally for the structurally unemployed.2/ -In

fiscal 1979e actual Federal Outlays for all public works and
construction tbtaled $26.2 billion, including $6.4 billion for ,

Federal public works and $19.8 billion in grants to State and
local gOvernments for community and regional development and
other related efforts. (See Table 5.) For giscal 1980, the
estimate is slightly higher at $27 bi1lion.2/

WCrawford and Jusenius, "Economic Development Policies
toJleduce Structural Unemployment."

1/U.S., Executive Office of the President, Office of.,
Management and Budget, The Budget of the Unittd States Govern-
ment - Fiscal Year 1981, (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government
Printing Office, 1980), pp. 206-16.
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Table 5. Fedeial Outlays for Civil Public Works and
Construction,'TiSCal Yg4ta 11794980 (amounts in
millions of dollars)

Function or Program 197%
actual

1980
estimate

Federal public wokks: a/
.

204
2,269

669
2,093

302
236
177
426

6,377

...,,

, 126
2,410

722
2,383

413
264
'171
549

7, ifT9'

Community and regional development
Water resources projects .

Other natura; resource6 and environment
Energy
Transportation
Veterans hospitals
Health
Other functions

Total, Federal public works
,

Grants to .State and local governments:
Community and regional development:

Community development block grants 3,161 3,500
Local public works 1,741 358
Other 1,252 1,410

Subtotal, community and
regional development 6,154 5,268

Highways and mass transit 8,796 9,613
Other transportation 579 665
Pollution control ana abatement 3,756 3,900
Other natural resources and environment 289 270
Other 222 216

Total, grants to State and local
governments 19,797

- -,

19 932
._..2.----,,

26,174Total, public works 26,971

a/ Outlays for the construction and rehabilitation of
physical assets, including privately owned assets.

SOURCE: U.S., Executive Office of the President, Office of
Management and Budget, The-B:t!Iget of the United States Govern-
ment, Fiscal Year 1981 (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government
FFEITEETWEEERT-fTWE), P- 215-
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Although even strong critics of job-creation,strategies have
sometimes supported the value of well-planned and efficiently
administered public.works projects, public service emPloyment
(PSE) has elicited far more resistance. For example, in 1970,
President Nixon vetoed the first manpower reform measure, de-
spite its general agreement with his own precepts of
administrative decentralization and program decategorization,

because it contained a large-scale PSE component that he
characterized as offering dead-end, "WPA-type" jobs. The next

year, however, continding economic distress in the aerospace
industry led him to a reluctant acceptance of the Emergency
Employment Act of 1971, which authorized a 2-year $2.25 billion
Public Employment Program (PEP).

From the program's inception in August 1971 through June
1973, some 404,000 persons were employed in PEP projects,2/
and, although the program was implemented too quickly and
decelerated too abruptly to provide definitive answers
regarding the effectiveness of public employment programs, its
political popularity was such that a separate authorization for

public employment programs in-areas of "substantial"2/
unemployment was added to the Comprehensive Employment and \
Training Act (CETA) of 1973 under title II. The following

year, in response to continued deterioration of economic
conditions nationwide, Congress amended CETA to include a
sizeable countercyclical PSE program that would go into effect
whenever the national unemployment rate exceeded 4 percent.

Since 1974, public service employment has absorbed a sub-
stantial part of Federal employment and training program funds.
In fiscal 1979, 54 percent or $5.1 billion of the total $9.4
billion in CETA program outlays was spent for transitional pub-
lic service jobs for the economically disadvantaged (title II-D)

as well as for counterlyclical PSE programs (title VI). See

Chart D.

The following paragraphs will consider in somewhat more
detail exactly what public service employment and public works
strategies can offer to policymakers concerned with high unem-

ployment.

67,

2/U.S., Department of Labor, Manpower Report of the

President, Table F-1. (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government

Printing Office, 1974), P- 358-

2/By definition, 6.5 percent or`more for 3 consecutive

months.



Chart D. CETA Outlays, by Title, Fiscal year 1979
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1. .Public Service Employment

There are essentially four program strategies identifiable

under the general rubric of "public service.employment": (1)

countercyclical PSE, considered an "emergency measure" designed
to counter the effects of a sudden downturn in the business
cycle (PEP, CETA title VI); (2) use of the public sector to
provide temporary employment for the economicalry disadvantaged
while they receive training for permdnent unsubsidized jobs in

either the private Of public sectors (New Careers,°Publi,c Ser-
vice Careers, CETA title II-D); (3) work experience in low- or
unskilled jobs, which offers a transfer income, along with job
experience, that may be of help in securing unsubsidized jobs
(Operation Mainstream, Neighborhood Youth Corps, and the Senior

Community Service Employment Progrlm); and (4) "employer of last -
resort," providing income for persons who, regardless of tht
.state of the economy, are not able to find work on the4r own
(some recent welfare reform proposals such as the Program for
Better Jobs and Income and the Employment Opportunity Pilot Pro-

gram).

a. Countercyclical PSE

The public employment programs of the 1930's, PEP, and the
CETA title VI program share a common philosophy that workers

who are unemployed because of continuing recession or depression

are entitled to maintain a mimimelm standard of living through
government-subsidized employment so long as unsubsidized 6mploy-

ment remains unavailable to them. Programs of this kind are

attractive in combining maintenance of job skills wiLh an income
transfer that'Idcks the social stigma attached to welfare pay-

ments. Further, as temporary measures tied to unemployment

rates, they can in principle be "eriggered" on or off relatively

quickly and targeted to _specific areas of need as they arise.

There is, however, utually some delay in the appropriations pro-
cess as well -as in the'time required for institutions to provide,,

the jobs.

Although countercyclical P$E programs are attractive from

many standpoints, a major sou.rce cot concern for policymakers is
whetheent-d/if to what degree they are accompanied by job dis-

placement, or the substitution of federally funded positions

fox positions that would otherwise have been supported by local

funds. This question led Senator Henry Bellmon of Oklahoma to
introduce an amendment to the Emergency Jobs Programs Extension

.Act of 1976 that called upon the National Commission for Man-
power Policy to report to the Congress on the "net employment

effects" of the ublic service employment programs authorized
by titles II and VI of CETA.
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Other studies had found substitution rates ranging from 25
.percent to around 60 percent after 1 year and from 40 percent
to'as high as 90 ox 100 percent after 2 years.12/ In con-
trast, the NCMP-supported survey (July 1977) of 42 political
jurAsdictions (urban and rural, large and small, with varying
degrees of unemployment), conducted by The Brookings Institu-
tion, discovered an overall job-displacement rate o1,18. percent
and, in the 12-month, project-oriented PSE positions mandated
by the 1976 legislation, a rate of only 8 percent.111 A
followup survey im December 1977 found that, in the aggregate,
displacement declined from 18 to 15 percent, although there was
evidence of greater substitution in prOject positions and for
nonprofit agencies.12/

The conclusion reached, on the basis of the Brookings study
and reported to the Congress by the Commission was that, not-
withstanding the concerns of some program criticR4 "local
employing agencies have not used federal fands to displace
workers whom Vley would otherwise have paid from their own
resources."12/ With this conclusion, however,'+here is an
acknowredgement that variations in methodology among the

17

12/see the summary discussion of these studies in An
Interim Re ort to t e Con ress of the National Commission for
Man ower Pol c : Jo Creat on Throu h Publ2 c Serv ce Em lo
ment, vo . II, Monitor ng the Public Serv ce Employment Program,
Report No. 6 (Washington, D.C.: National Commission for Man-
power Policy, 1978), pp. 14-16.

11/Ibid., Vol. I, Summary of Findings and Recommerkdations,
p.l. The Commission has funded a study to determine the net
cost per job created by PSE programs and local'public works pro-
jects. The study, which will be completed in 1981, is consider-
ing the effect of substitution on PSE net coots. For further
information, see the preceding.staff paperrn tax and econoMic
policies.

12/4onitorin the Publfc Service Em lo ent Pro ram: The
Second Round, Special Report No. 32 (Washington, D.C.:
National Commission for Manpower Policy, March 01979), p.

12/An Interim Re ort: Job Creatio Thcou h Public saivice
E111212yR9111, vol. 1, p.

bi
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4
various studies of PSE subgtitution make comparisbno of

findings very difficultIA/

While the issue of substitution has yet to 49 resolved to -

the satisfaction of cal, changes in title VI programs introduced

by the 1978 CETA Amendments (i.e., more stringent eligibility\
requirements that favor the economically disadvantaged, wage
ceilings, and tenure limitations) are expected to bring about.

further reductions in substitution, at lgast in the short run,

although there is some evidence that the.more limited
flexibility now built into PSE programs makes them°1ess
attractive to CETA prime sponsors.

A Department of Labor-sponsored preliminary evaluation,
based on observations in 28 prime sponsor jurisdictians approxi-

mately 2 months after the reauthorization amendments became
fully effective, noted that there had been 4n observable shift
toward enrollment of a more disadvantaged population, as plan-

ned, but that, as a further result, there appeared to be "a

reduced likelihood that PSE wilt fully achieve some of 4e01 other

objectives." Specifically, a reduction in PSE skill levels to

accommodate less well-educated disadva taged applicants ay

diminish the potential output of dtkrvi es, while the prevailing q

and average wage requirements may r9 e the opportunity for

transitiod ino unsubsidized jobs." The acceptability of

° these outcomes, if they continue,.wi 1 have to be weighed

against the desirability of further 4eductionin substitution

and the shift toward more targeted sistance to the
disadvantaged and a more counterstr tural program.

11/The Brookings study distinguished between two types of

job creation: the provision of services or expansion of exist-

ing ones that would not vtherwise have been funded and theimain-

tenance of current services.that without PSE resources wonid

have been cut back. Ittwas found that new job creation

accdunted for 51 percent of the PSE jobs in the 1977 Du ey,

while job maintenance'accounted for 31 percent. The retaining

18 percent of the jobs were considered to represent true

substitution. 'Estimates of substitution were biased downwarq

to some degree because thc..4ptudy relged on responses fro -

officials about what they would have done. Ibid., pp. 19-20.

%
12JU.S., Department of Labor, pAployment and Trainim

Reaort of the President (Washington,'D.C.: U.S. Government

Pr nt ng Off ce 98i), p. 173. See also William Mirengoff, (A

al., The New CETA--Effects on Public
-1Ser/ice

Nmpl_qyment
D. .

.

teLeaKpms: .Ffa_mat 0466-11116-6-,-: National peoearch

CounciI7Nai-onal Academy of Sciences, 900).



A second difficulty associated with:p$E program's concerns
the effect of job creation on thereia'of inflation. To be coma
pletely successful, any sudh-effort would have to lower the
unemployment rate without aggravating inflation. In the short-.
hand of'economics, tklevel of unemployment sought is kpown
NAIRU, or-the Non-Accelerating Rate Of UnemplOyment.
At ratedh-above this leVel 4pow probablymore than 5.5 percent),
an'expansionary-economic policy will actfieve higher employment
without permanently increasing-the rate of inflatidA. Below
that level ot unemployment,' wage _and price levels continually.
accelerate if dditional stimulusris applied.' -

'One recent ( 978) review of the issue rejects a "simplis4C
negative view that eIery public job displaces a private job," i
u atthe same time, character'izes as linaive".the belief "that
every neW public job reduces unemployment without any inf1at4qn-
ary cOnsequenCes or any displadement of-other jobs . . ."127
yrhe authors of this. artiolesuggest thatisuccess of direct job
creation programs depends upon-strict control Over.eligibility;
with preferende given tb work-ers who, are not strongly competi=
tive in existing aabor markets; wage payMents that are fiked,
independent of the numbers of vacancies anç applicants, andlOat
fall below prevainng market wages, prefer bly bekow the minimum
wage; an emphasis on trainingi -useful job ekperiehce, and work-
place discipline; and limited job tenure. hat ia accompanied by
strong encouragement to seeW unsubsidized employment.

Even with these Colzstraints, however( employment policies'
by themselves may At be able to supply the whole answer, to the
unemployment-inflation dilemma,"'althoug it is poS'sible to
argue4 as th% authors do, that justification for direct job
.creation programs is Ultimately not macroecondthic.- In their',
wor4s: "The outputs of public jobs--inisocially useful taSks
accomplished and in human capital preserved and improved-.-are,
in the end the principal criteria for evaluating progrerts."12/

Unfortunately, measuring the iialuel of program output in qth
personal and social terms is far fromian easy task. Kethod lo-
gical probleMs with many early evaluation Studies have added
the difficulty. Better-quality inforMati on the value'of P E

lf._/Martin Neii Bailey and,Jamed Tobin, "Inflation-, ,

Unemployment Conseqdences' of Job Creation Policfes," in
Creating Jobs: Publlic Employment Programs and Wage Subsidies,

gton, D.C.: The Brookingsed. John L. Taliger (Was
Institution, 1978)y A

11/Ibid., p. 74. A
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programa for-participants is now becoming ava4lable as part of

. the ongoiAg DOL-sponsored Continuqus Longitudinal Manpower Sur-
vey.(CLMS), althodgh some methodOlOgical difficulties continue

unreso1ved.1V r,
.

. t.

. .

-Preliminary Comparisons of pre- and postprogram earnings
for CETA participants in adult programs kndiCate that, in gen-
eral, the impact of these programs ha's been positive ancl that
the net earnings gains ($200) for a national sample of PSE par.-
ticipants who entered' CETA,d'ring the first half of 1975, though .

smaller than for those in tHe on-the-job training (OJT) compo-
nent (700), are nonet:heless significant vis--via a comparison
group.12/ Moreover, for-PSE, as for other-CETA programs, the

more disadvantaged parti "tfants--those with limitedeearnings
iand limited employtent p ior to program entry--have registered

more siieab gains than cOmparable nonparticipants. The pat-
tern prevaiLs when the data are disaggregated by race and gex.

,

A supplethent to the first CEMS wor10.ng paper was completed

in June ).980. To increase the 'precision of the earlier impact .

estimate/a/ it'stratifies the sample of 1975 participants into
"lower earners" and "higher earners" as a means of separating
those with little experience and low earnings in the pre-CETA
period from those with-a atronger attachment to he labor force.
As in the earlier analysis, participants with low prep ogram
earnings benefit.ed more from participatiqn iniCETA th . peraons
with a history'of More substintial earnthgs. This wa's .

especially true for PSE where in 1976 the low-earnings group

t,
, 114"or ..example, since ft was not Nssib-N to assign poten-

..itial participants randomly-to the, program or toa cOntrol group,
thiere is.some uncertainty about the amount of serectivity,bias
pLegent in the estimates Of net impact. Alpo, the CLMS study
is litited,to four adult compopenta of the program, and'results
do not.control for differences in local AAbor market conditions.

. .

. i

12/Westat, Inc., Continuous Lon9itudinal Manpower .-

Surey: The Impact, of.,CETA on Partitqant Earnings, Working

. . DepartrIent of'Labor,
Papex No. 1,,Entrents During the Half of 1975 (RockVille,
Mar land: Westat, Inc.e for the U
Em loyment. and Training Administratidn, January 1980), pp. .

6-v. These findingt are subj.ect to:data limitations desciibed
on pp: v-vi and ih chapter 2 of the Westat paper.

i

11.

4,1
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experienced a gain of abo $850 compared with a shortfall of
nearly $400 for the-higher earnings group 3.2/

Preliminary estimates for a cohort of 1916 CETA 4nrollees
became available in November 1980. As more informa ion of this
,kind is:obtained, the value of PSE can be gauged mo e
accurately, but for now it can be said .to have a pos tive
effect in raising.lhe net earnings of participants from
low-income groupsP.Whether,these are long-term results and
whether the benefits justify the costs remain to,be
calcalaed. The Commission is currently examining these data
and will report next year. At the same time, the problems of
substitution and inflationary impact of direct job creation as
well as the difficulties associated with setting up programs
very rapidly' must'be considered as decisions are made regarding
the use of PSE as a d or alleviating either cyclical or
structural anemplo ent.

b. Public Sector as a fPort of Entry"

Another objective of PSE programs can be to provide tempo-
rary jobs for disaqvantaged persons who are expected to gain
experience from providing needed pGblic services and then to
move on to permanent, unsubsidized jOas in the public (or pri-
vate) secellt. This wag the stated purpose of title II-D Of the
amended CETA, as it'was for both New Careers and its successor,
Pub*c Serice Careers, duxing Uwe late 1960's.

The New Careers Program, which derived from.a 1966 amendment
to the Economic Opportunity Act (E0A), offered "career ladder
opportunities" to disadvantaged adults and out of-school youth
in human serVice fields such aa health, educ ion, welfare, '

-neighborhood development, and public safety. Classroom instruc-
tion was provided, along with on-the-job tr ining, and enrollees'

.

- all/See Westat, Inc., Continuous Longitudinal Manpower
Survey, The IMpact of.CETA on *artiàigant, Earnings, Working
'Paper No. 2, Entrants During the First Half of. 1975 (Rockville,
Marylandi Westat,'Inc., for the U.S. Department of Labor,
Employment andTraining Administration, June 1980), pp. xv,
3:32-.36. 'The researchers ndte that the absence of arnings
data for. unsubsidized governmertt employment, which is not
covered under Social Securiey, the chief source.of aata for the
sstudy, affected the statistics-for PSE.
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weie guaranteed full-time jobs by the agencies that offered the

trainid441/
.

New/Careers was subsumed under the Public Service Career
s\(PSC) Program in 1970. Somewhat broader in scope than its prk....,

decessor, PSC offered, within the bounds of civil service merit
principles, permanent employntent for the disadvantaged in most
State and local public service agencies. The PSC pro4ram paid
part of tbe cost of on-the-job training-and intensive supportive
services (e.g., health care, transportation, and child care)
and, in addition, supported some upgrOing activity for current
-employees in low-skilled positions..4.27 -

Between 1967 and 1972, public service employment opportuni-
ties were offere0 %o more than 111,000 enrollees in both New
Careers.and PSC..01 AlthOugh massive countercyclical public
employment efforts such as PEP and title VI of CETA overshadowed .

the Public Serice Careers concept in the early,1970's title
II-D of the amended CETA, emphasizing transitional employment
opportunities for the economically disadvantaged, continues the
theme into the.present. In fiscal 1979, some 459,800 enroll,-
ments were reported in programs authorizpd by that title.3.1/

There weee no nationwide impact stud"is either New
Careers or Public Service-Cdreers,,bdt pre- a a postprogram
earn.Ogs and employment datewere collected in several case
studis-i. along with some attitudinal information on program
effectiveness. A 1975 review of these studies and other avail-
able evaluation literture found,evidence of modest success in.

.2_1/Larry R. Matlack, "Public Service Careers and New
Careers," ilVThe Impact of Government Manpower Programs In

General, andon Minorities and Women, Manpower and Human
Resources Studies No. 4, ed. Charles R. Perry, Bernard E.
Anderson, Richard.i. Rowan, and Herbert,R. Northrup
(Philadelphia: Industrial R4search Unit, The Wharton School,
University of Pennsylvania, 1975), pp. 202-203.

al/Ibid., pp. 203-204.

..21/1973.Manpower Report of the 'President,' Table F-1, p.
227.

1980 Employment and Training Report of the President,

Tabl F-2, p. 348.
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moving disadvantaged participants,'especially minority group
members and women, into permanent public service jobs and ai,so
discovereA limited gnoss earnings gains for participants.21/
Similarly, as noted in the discussion above, CLMS net earn-
ings data for 1975 enrollees in all PSE programs indicqte a
positive program impact for low-income participants-a!!

1ia.le public employment programs of this nature appear to
have some value, any further expansion-would depend upon varcous
institutional, political, and legal barriers erected by unions,
professional societies, and civil service or licensing agencies.
More importantly, permanent job placements are more easily
achieved with an expanding work force, which mtly not be reflec-
tive of actual conditions in mdny areas where State and local
budgets are currently facing stringent cutbacks. For all these
reasons, PSE as a. "port of entry" for low-skilled and disadvan-
taged workers may be viewed as a useful, if Yimited, counter-
structural device that is subject to constraints on size that
'are generally not 4thin the control df the Federal Government.

c. Work Experience

Work exgerience programs were developed during the 1960's
to provide persons with little or no stable work *histories
employment in unskilled or low-skilled jpbs. The experjence
enables participants to earn a wage while establishing a work
record and learning to cope with workplace discipline. It may
also serve to provide income transfer pdyments under more
socially acceptable conditions than welfare.

Jobs may be provided by 4ither the private or public spc-
tors, but are subSidized in whole or in part by government
funds. Clients ar,p.-4.14allY the very old (Operation Mainstream,
Green Thumb, Senior CoMmunity Service Projects) or the very
yopng (Neighborhood Youth Corpsr CETA Sdimmer Youth Program),
anti, in the latter case, an additional objectiveis to prevent
the idleness and boredom that may, eventually lead to street
crime or other antisocial activities. Projects are offered in
both rural and urban'settings, and the type of work available

1.5../Matlack,,"Public Service Careers anl New Careers," pp.
220-221.

a§/See Westat, Inc., CLMS, The Impact of CETA on
Participant Earnings, Working Papers No. 1 and 2, Entrants
During the First Half of 1975.



varies considerably, ranging from the cleanup of roadside parks
to highly structured programs that provide participants with
the opportunity to sample a variety of occupations and to
accumulate more complex job skills.as they progress in the
program.

Although evaluations.of.most work-experience efforts have
shown very little evidence of postprogram earnings gains and
only limited increases in employment potential, the noneconomic
effects of the program can be substantial. This is particularly
true fo ,. older worker's in areas where employment opportunitieS
are lirlited and funds are needed to sustain even a minimal sub-
sistence level. The 1975 review of evaluation literature cited
earlier found a "significant secondary impact° on Operation
Mainstream's'elderly enrollees who reported improved mental and
physical health and a more positive self-image. Other bypro-
ducts of the program were "less worker dependence on other
federal aid programs, and an imp.roved community concept of the
older worker as a potential labor force."12/ Similar findings,
are associated with the Senior Community Service Employment
Program, sponsored.by State governments, national organizations
for older workers, andithe U.S. Forest Service and currently
operating at a funding level of 47,000 jobs.i1V

In contrast, depending upon how well various summer jobs
projects are run, the lessons learned by youthful participants
in work experience prCgrams may actually be detrimental if they
lead to the Conviction that the minimum wage is due to'them
regardless of the quality of work performed or the degree of
effort applied. To counteract this notion, the Departmtnt of
Labor in recent yeats has been especially anxious to imbue its
youth programs with higher levels of skill training and more
workplace discipline.

27/Larry R. Matlack, "Operation Mainsfream," The Impact
of Government Manpower Programs, p. 473.

DA/Like,its prededetSet, Operation Mainstream, the Senior
Community Service Employment'Program,qtfers subsidized patt-tlffie
employment to 4ow-income persons age 55 and over. The program
is authorized by title V of the Older Americans Act. See the
discussion df\this program in the 1980 Employment and Training
Report orthe Wpresident, pp. 34-35.
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'Both the CETA summer program and the youth demonstration
programs, originally.authorized by-the Youth Employment and
Demonstration projects Act of 1977 and now part of CETA.title
IV, have emphasized these objectives. However, while some cob-
munities have designed sophisticated work experience programs
for youth, characterized by linkages to educatio'n and appren-
ticeship, skilled supervision, and greater expenditures for
materials, the added expense involved and'the greater
possibility for failure in more elab9r4te projects have do far
limited the number' of these efforts.t1/ Thus, the
effectiveness of.each youth experience program continues to
reflect the commitment and management skills of local.
administrators.

A variant of work experience that offers the closest super-
vision is "supported work," which provides individual counseling
and other services to clients who are least likely to functiOn
in a normal work setting. A recently completed 5.1rear demon-
stration project, funded by a consortium of Federal agencies
and the Ford Foundation, sought to evaluate the effectiveness
of this technique for increasins the employment and earninge of
particularly disadvantaged groups and for reducing welfare
dependency and criminal activity among participants. The study
determined that the effect of the program on women who are long-
time recipients of'welfare payments under the Aid to Families
with Dependent Children (AFDC) program was positive in terms of
both employment and earnings, but the gains for ex-addicts, ex-
offendersA and, iniparticular, young school dropouts were small
at best.1/ Therefore, because of its relatively high cost
and apparently limited effectiveness for most groups tested,
the supported work concept is probably most useful when applied
selectively to particular client groups.

ia/See the chapter, on youth training and employment in
ibid.,,pp. 87-88.

12/Research findings from the 5-year stip:1y have been sum-
marized in a final report: The Board of Directors Manpower
Demonstratiom Research Corporation 4MDRC), SumMay and Findings
of the National Supported Work Demonstration (Cambridge,
Massachusetts: Ballinger Publishing Co., 1980). See also the
Employment and Training 6/aluation Report-1979 (Washington,
D.C.: U.S. Department of Labor, 1979), pp. 17-21, and Judy
Gueron, "The Supported-Work Experiment," Employing the
Unemployed, pp. 73-93.



To sum up, work experience programs per se have had-only
mixed success in the past. For some, particularly older workers
residing inareas where job opportunities are few and for whom
workplace discipline is not a problem, the opportunity for work
may proilre to'be of .tremendeus value not only as a Source of
needed .income, but as a source of self-esteem. For others,
especially youth, work experience without close supervision and
a worthwhile product or service to point to at the end, may
accomplish very little, other than an income transfer.. Indeed, .

it may even be detrimental in terms of work -attitude. Special-
ized programs such as supported work may help someo'but not
all,and are, in addition, expensive. This strategy, then, must
obviously be used with great dare and be 'tailored closely to'
individual needs and the particular local setting, if it is to

be counted a success.

d. Government as "Employer of Last Aesort"

'Countercyclical PSE programs and work expeqience programs-
like supported work that seek te employ the least job-ready
persons are.based, in part, on the belief that Government is
obligateg to provide work fef,those who cannot find it on their

own so that they can maintain at least a minimal standard of
living. this view was the basis for the original WPA programs
of the thirties and is similarly at th-e heart of the two most
recent welfare reform proposals submitted to the Congress by
the Carter administration.

The Program for Better Jobs and Income, proposed in 1977,
wodld have provided a government-created job or training oppor-
tunity, paying at least the minimum wage, to an employable adult
who could not find mork in the, private sector in every needy
family that included a child under the age of 18.2A/ A more

recent proposal coritinues the guaranteed employment or training .
opportunity concept but requires.participants to seek unsubsi-
dized jobs at prescribed interval's. The plan isocurrently being
tested by 12 CETA prime.sponqeris as part of the Employment
Opportunities Pilot Program...Li/

31/Set '"An Employment Approach to Welfare Reform: The'

Program ifor getter Jobs and Income,' in the 1978 Employment and
Training Report of the President, pp. 112-136.

21/1980 Employment and Liraining Report of the President,

pp. 41-42.
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PSE programs of this kind are subject to the'same questions
.concerning.substitution and inflation as other PSE efforts, of
course, and, in addition,- are muCh more likely to be challenged
by those who oppose any Federal.intervention into the labor .

market. Moreover, the tremendous expense involved in mounting
spch progiams on a national*scale makes them unlikely candidates
for use i4a period of fiscal restraint unless other welfare
program costs are offset.

Some very preliminary imEiressions from the 12 welfare reform
demonstration sites suggest that new eligibility rulegr includ-
ring taking part in job search and other program.activities,
will reduce the welfare rolls. This conforms to ample
historical evidence that some people do leave welfare as the
program is made more burdensome. The problem is to develop the
right mix of sanctions and benefits without unduly restricting
the work choices of the poor.

2. Public Works

Public works programs, like PSE, are subject to the
basic conflicts over whether or not the Federal Government ,

should or Can intervene in an effective and timely manner to. .

mitigate economic fluctuations. For minor economic downturns,
monetary policy or some less ostly employment program is
thought to be a more appropria 6 governmental response, but for
protracted and deep recessions here are argumen,t.s in favor of
public works. Chart E depicts the total outlays.for Federal
community and regional development efforts, including 1pcal
public 'works programs, over the past decade. A particoilar
attraction is that public work's have the potential for providing
needed employment while producing schools, hospitals, highways,
flood control projects, and other capital improvements that may
not otherwisse be constructed in local areas. Moreover, expendi-
tures for public works can'be targeted to areas of particularly

, . heavy unemployment.and also have a substantial multiplier ef-
fect. They are.especially welcome, for example, in one-industry
localities (e.g., steel towns in the Noitheast) where complete
economic devastation may have followed in the wake of a single.
plant closure.

.Unless such projects are carefully planned ahead of time,
however, they may not be available when needed or, worse, may
be so hastily mounted that they are inefficient,and wasteful.
Some evidence indicates that the timing is, in fact, the oppo-
site of what is needed. Moreover, in general, public works pro-
grams do not have the same kinds of flexibility enloyed by othOr
employment programs so that what may begin as a purely counter-
cyclical undertaking turns into an expensive policy of long-
range spending. Furthvmore, the places where public works pro-
jects would be most useful tO the Nation in the long run' do not.
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Chart E. Outlays for Community and Regional
Development, Fisc,51 Years 1971
1983 (Ost.) ($ in billionp)
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necessarily coincie with the areas of greatest unemployment.
Flood control and reclamation efforts accomplishvery little
for unemployed automobile or steel industry workers residing in
urban areas. Indeed, public construction efforts do not always
require the same kinds of skills that are available from among
the pool of unemployed workers arid, thus, ttley may inadvertently
create employment only at the cost of disrupting the privat\
construction industry. Finally4 tinskilled workers may not be
helped at all by these efforts.12/

Despite the acknowledged §hortcomings of such programs, how-
ever, Federal grants to State and local governmentp for local
public, works projects totaled $1.7 billion in 'fiscal 1979 and
Federal outlays for all civil pOlic works and constyuction
amounted to over $26 billion.22/ (See Table 5.) Although by
no.means all of these expenditures were tied directly to employ-
ment and training programs, the public works concept is an inte-
gral part of several ongoing programs that serve particular
disadvantaged groups*,

The Youth Community Conservation and Improvement Projects
(YCCIP) program, for example, expended $60.5 million in fiscal
1978 and $103.4 million in fiscal 1979 to provide jobs for unem-
ployed youth, 16 to 19 years of age, in locally developed pro-
jects thataddress community needs. Projects.include rehabili-
tation or improvement of publ4c Yacilities, weatherization and
repair of ],ow-income housing, ancrother energy conservation
efforts. Conservation projetts are also a staple of both
the Job Corps and the Young Adult Conservation Corps, authorized
under titles IV and VIII of CETA, just as they are for the
Senior Community Service Employment Program for older workers
residing in rural areas.

11.

Even though studies of YCCIP and other youth demonstration
programs are not yet completed, and no sizeable postprogram em-,
ployment or earnings gains for participants in these.and similai
programs can be demonstrated, there are certain benefits that
accrue beyond am income transfer. The value to local communi-
ties of the improvements made and the noneconomic 17enefits to

A

22/See Jul4ls W. Allen, "Public Works As an Anti-Recession
Measure: ArguMents Pro and Con," mimeographed (Washington,
D.C.: U.S. Library,of Congress, Legislative Reference Service,
1958).

2i/The Bud et of the United States-FY 19811 p. 215.

2_511980 Employment and Training Report of the eresident,
pp. 35, 83-84.
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the individual in terms.of heightened self-esteem can be cited
as outcomes thqt favor continuation of such programs. However, ."

whether the costs and benefits favor lohg-term public investment
is an issue that 1.6 still unsettled artd that has Ogn clou,ded
by debates over methods for determining benefits.22/

B. Hiring Incenti'ves for the Private Sector

Although in some cases the Federal Government may choose to
create jobs for certain groups of unskilled or otherwise hard-
to-place individuals in PSE or public wOiks programs, in other
cases it may prefer to use hiring incentives such as wage subsi-
dis or tax credits to stimulate private employers to accept
and) train these workers.

Direct wage subsidies have seldom been used by the Govern-
ment because of historic and continued opposition from organized
labor. On-the-job training (discussed below under skill train-
ing), which defrays "extra" training costs to employers who hire
the disadvantaged, may act as a covert form of wage subsidy
since the calculation of extra costs is usually based on a per-
centage of the wage paid and the value of the extra services
provided is not usually subject to audit.

Recently, efforts to persuade employers to hire more disad-
vantaged workers have taken the form of tax credit programs.
Four programs of this kind were enacted in the 1970's, and three
of them are sti41 available to employers.

The first of these was designed to boost employer participa-
tion in the Work Incentive (WIN) program', which seeks to help
eligible recipients of AlbNItto FaMilies with Dependent Children
(AFDC) move off the welfa olls and into permanent, unsubsi-
dized jobs. To this end, the Revenub Act of 1971 permitted
employers to claim a special WIN credit on their Federal income
taxes amounting to 20 percent of the wages pa4,40,to WIN regis-
trants during their first year Of employment.21/ Employers

for example'? the discusiiion on Job Corps 401nefit-
.,

Cost Estimates" in the 1979 Employment and Training Report of
the President, p. 174.

22/u.s., Department of Lqbor,,EMployment and Trainin
ilahliatt2, Consumer Information Leaflet No. USDL-(ETA-23),
January_1979, "Employment Tax Credits.4*See also Laura Perlman,
"Targeted Jobs Tax Credit: How It Works," reprinted from ETA
Review (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of Labor, EmployMent

and Training rministration, June 1079), 3 pp.
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failed to take adVantage of this credit in significant num-
bers, however, perhaps duetto a lack of kqowledge about the
progciam or the stigma attached to welfare recipients generally.

Hence, in 1975, the Tax Reduction Act broadened the original
concept by permitting employers to Claim a 20 percent welfare'
tax credit for employing anyone who had been on AFDC
continuously or at least 90 days prior to the date of hire.
The obibct, was to find out whether offering a wider choice of
eligible workers and allowing credit for short-term employment
and household work (not permitted under the WIN credit) woad
induce more employers- to hire AFDC recipients.2g/ A demons-
tration project established in four major cities indicated
that, even with an intensive publicoinformation campaign to
acquaint prospective employers with both the WIN and welfare
tax credits, they again did not take advantage of the tax
credit in as large numbers as had been hoped.22/ Neverthe-
le.ss, the welfare credit was later extended, and the require-
ments of both-credits,were eased somewhat.

Under the terms of the Revenue Act of 1978, employerS in
trade or busir4ss can now claim a WIN or.welfare tax credit -

equal to half of the first $6,000 in wages for the first year
of employment and a quarter of such wages\ for the second year.
Employers of household workers n also claim a WIN or welfare
credit amounting to 35 percent of wages for the first year, up
to $2,100 for each worker paid $6,000 or more. However, there
is a credit c6iling of.$4,200 on $12,000 in wages paid, and no
credlt is allowed for the second year of work.22/

The New Jobs Credit, which was enadted in 197a7 as a %punter-
cyclical employment device, broadened the tax credit coneept
even further by placing no restrictions on the kinds of workers
employers 'had to hire (except that a 'pecial'credit was offered
for handicapped workers). Employers received credIts for their
total wage.bi11 in excess 'of 102 percent of the prior year up
to a maximum limit. Like the earlier tax credits, this one
(discussed in more detail in the preceding staff paper) wao

21/Ibid.

12/1977 Em lo ment and Trainin e ort of the President,
p. 62.

9=2/Perlman, "Targeted Jobs Tax Credit."
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designed to reduce unemployment by providing an incentive for
firms to-increase their hiring.

TA.

The Targeted Job Tax Credit (TJTC) superseded the New Jobs
Tax Credit. Authorized by the Revenue Act of 1978, it offers
the same benefits toDtrade or busthess employers 'as the WIN and
welfare credits (i.e., a much as half the wages paid to each
worker paid $6,000 or more for the first year of employment and
a qUarter of their wages, for the second year), but the list of
eligibles is broader.21/ Xither the Job SerAice or partici-
pating community agencies determine the eligibility of a job
applicant as a member of a targeted,group (a procedure r6Xerred
to as "vouchering"), and, once that individual has been'hired,
the Job Service issues a certifiMion Oat documents the QM-
ployer's claim for a tax credit.1/

.

Although TJTC was promoted widely in support of the Privat-e
Se' r Initiative Program (PSIP), operating under title VII ofothe 978 CETA Amendments, ser us delays iv; get ng VtIP under-
way adversely affected the a ly usage of he ax credit prograM
by employers. From itt75 incep ion in 1978 through september
1960, about 616,900 individual lad Obtained Job Service vou-
chers attesting to their eligibility, and about 305,700 (50

percent) certifications h4d been issued for persons who had
actually obtained jobs.12/

The advantage of tax credit programs such as those described
is that to the extent that.they can overcome the resistance of Y

employers to those morkers who face dpverv employment barriers,
they enable har.0-to-employ persons to gain a foothold in jobs

1I/The iist includes recipients of Supplemental Security
Income, handicapped persons referred from vocational rehabilita-

, tion programs, youth 18 through'24 from economically disadvan-
taged families, Vietnam-era veterans who are economically disad-
vantaged, recipients of general assistance° (State or locally
financed welfare) for 30 or more days, youth 16 through 18 years
.of age participating in approved cooperative education programs,
and ex-offenders eanvicted of a felony who are economically
disadvantaged apd hired within 5 years of release from' prinon
or date of conviction, whichever in later.

12/1980 Em lo ment tind Trainin Re ort of the President,
p. 62.

11/Source of data: U.S. Department of Labor, Employment
and Training Administration, Office of Administration and Man-
agement (OAM).
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that might dtherwise be closed tO them. On the other hand,
there is no accurate way to gauge how much substitution of tax-
credit eligible workers for experienced, more highly-paid
workers may occur (particularly in low-skill occupations), and,
more to the point, there is no effective way to prevent it from
happening.

One study of the New Jobs Credit as it applied to the con-
struction and retail industries found evidence of positive job
creation and price reduction effects as a result of the pro-
gram,11/, but the first report from an ongoing longitudinal
study on the implementation of the Targeted Jobs Tax Cfedit did
not find that "TJTC was responsible for the 4-eation of any new
jobs." Moreover, the jobs that were being ceitified were
"mainly low-pay, low-status, no-growth, high tu'rnover positions
in the sebondary labor market."12/ (For further discussion
of these programs within the context of overall economic and
tax policies, see the preceding st.2ff paper in this volume.)

It would, therefore, appear that the reluctance of employers
so far to make use of available wage credits on a broad scale,
combined with at least tentative evidence that some of the jobs
being certified are dead end and low paying, leaves open to
question their reliability as a device to promote employment
for the disadvantaged. Administrative difficulties in imple-
menting the program have exacerbated the problem. Nevertheless,
the fact that tax credits can open up the job market to persons
who would not otherwise be employed warrants further study to
determine how programs of this type might be improved and made
more attractive tct private sector employers while at the same'
time guarding against abuse and maximizing theii value for
employees.

C. Employability Development Assistance
SN

Programs that work on the supply side, rather than the
demand side, of the labor market include those that are designed
to help make persont more employable by increasing their skills
for performing work and/or obtaindng employment.

11/John Bishop, The Potential of Wage Subsidies (Madison,
Wiconsin: Institute of Reseacch on Poverty, UW-Madison for
the U.S. Department of/rabor, fmployment and Training
Administration, 1980)f

1.The Implementation of the Targeted Jobs Tax Credit,
Report No. 1 (Columbus, Ohio: The Ohio State University,
Mershon Center for the U.S. Department of Labor, Employment and
Training Administration, July 1980).
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1. Skill Training

A vast range of activities and programs are included under
the heading of skillitraining. G=, erally, two kinds of learning
--classroom (institutional) inst,:ction oron-the-job training
(OJT)--are involved, although s'ie programs such as 4prentice-

,

ship may employ both technique either at once or in sequence.

The ARA, which in 1961 brought a return to the public works
strategy for assisting economically depressed regions of the
country, at the same time introduced the concept of federally
financed occupational training in oraer to ensure that a quali-
fied work force would be available to businesses that chose to
expand or relocate to these areas. Enrollees in training pro-
grams were paid subsistence allowances equal to the alierage
weekly unemployment compensation payment for a maximum period
of 16 weeks.1W

The following year (1962), the Manpower Development and
Training Act (MDTA) expanded on the concept of federally subsi-,
dized training by adthorizing up to 52 weeks of skill training,
either on-the-job or in classrooms, for qualified applicants.
Originally, eligibility was limited to unemployed or underem-
ployed adult.family heads with a past history of 3 years in the
labor force because automation and its tendency to leave skills
outdated were thought to be the primary threat to jobs. How-

ever, the expanding,training budga was soon diverted to serve
minorities and the econdmically disadvantaged (particularly
youth) who lacked ithe basic skills to qualify for even entry-
level jobs.12/

Because of its early emphasis on upgrading and retraining
adult workers, MDTA originally consisted mainly of classroom,

training. In 1966, an amendment to the act established a goal
of placing 50 percent of all MDTA trainees in on-the-job train-
ing slots. The trend continued in the following year (1967),

when a Job Opportunities in the Business Sector (JOBS) program
was announced and the MDTA-OJT program was terminated except
for national contracts.

i.§../Clague and Kramer, Manpower Policies.and Programs,
pp. 11-13. Sar A. Zevitan, Federal Aid-to Depressed Areas: An

Evaluation of the Area Redevelopment Administration (Baltimore:
The Johns Hopkins Press, 1964).

12/Garth L. Mangum, MDTA: Foundation of Federal Manpower

policy (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins Press, 1969); Clague and

Kramer, Manpower Policies and Programs, pp. 13-14.
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The JOBS program was administered by the Department of
Labor in conjunction with the National Alliance of Business
(NAB), a nonprofit organization created to encourage employer
participation in the effort and to provide assistance to
participating firms in developing and implementing training
programs. What remained of the MDTA-OJT program was formally
merged with JOBS.in 1971, upon the creaton of the JOBS-Optional
program.

When CETA was enacted in 1973, OJT and institutional
training were among the options available to prime sponsors in
the development of local programs authorized under title I,
.(subsequently reauthorized as title II in 1978). Presently, .
under the amended CETA, title II-B contains the primary
authorization for OJT and institutional training, although a
small amount of both forms of training alst occurs under titles
II-D and VI (the "PSE titles"). By law, programs are
targeted to economically disadvantaged persons who have been
unemployed 15 of.the last 20 weeks or who are "receiving (or are
part of a family that receives) welfare benefits. As a
reminder of MDTA's original intent, title II-C of CETA (added
during the 1978 reauthorization process) provides for the
upgrading or retraining of persons (without regard to economic
status) in entry-level positions or positions that lack
advancement potential.

In fiscal 1979, some 156,000 persons patticipated in OJT
programs authorized under title II, parts B and C, and among
'them, 569,400 persons received classroom training. This
represented about 14 and 51 percent,,respectively, of all title
II-B and C program enrollments. (Unfortunately, the current
DOL reporting,system does not differentiate between activities
under parts B and C).

Skill training (OJT and classroom) is also part of the mix
of services available -to especially disadvantaged groups under
CETA title III, to youths involved in programs suited to their
special needs as authorized by CETA titles IV and VIII, to AFDC
recipients served through the Work Incentive program, and to
others involved in federally sponsored employment and training
programs.

a. On-the-Job Training.

For both enrollees and employers, on-the-job training has
important advantages. The enrollees are placed on the job
immediately, are paid a regular wage rather than the stipend
obtained for participation in classroom training, and are able
to see at once the relevance of what they are learning for the,
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job they are in. For their part, employers can count on immedi-
ate production from the person hired, the cost of any waste or
special training is defrayed by the Government in federally
supported programs, and, in tight labor markets, entry-level
positions can easily be filled by well-motivated indiviNals
who are equal or superior to those otherwise available.22/

In terms of earnings gains, a major goal of all government-
sponsored training, OJT has also proven to be a superior form
of training. A recent (1980) review of five studies that exam-
ined OJT postprogram earnings data found that the estimates of
impact on participant earnings in the year after participation
were on the order of $600. The range of estimates varied con-
siderably, however, fum some reductions in earnings to gains
that exceeded $2,000.12/

The positive nature of these results is corroborated by
preliminary findings reported in an NCEP staff paper that exam-
ined earnings derived from MDTA institutional training.and JOBS
on-the-job training. The author found that OJT produced large
and sustained earnings gains for women and men, whites and
blacks, although there were variations by sex and race and
according to the period in which bosttraining emings occurred
as the result of different economic cohditions.MY

111/See Sar A. Levitan, Garth L. Mangum, and Ray Marshall,
Human Resources and Labor Markets: Labor and Manpower in the
American Economy (New York: Harper and Row, Publishers, 1972),
pp. 187-89.

12/Michael E. Borus, "Assessing the Impact of Training
Programs," Employing the Unemployed, pp. 32-35. This study
reviewed many of the same evaluations considered in an earlier
impact survey--Charles Perry et al., The Impact of Government
Manpower Programs (1975)--with generally the same conclusions.

..2/Howard Se Bloom, "The Long-Term Effect of Employment
and Training Programs," NCEP Staff Paper (Washingtop, D.C.:
NCEP, September 1980), p. 15. The paper focuses specifically
on findings from two evaluations: Orley Ashenfelter's 1978
longitudinal study of classroom training provided through MDTA
and Nicholas Kiefer's 1979 longitudinal study of four major
Federal employment and training programs (JOBS, MDTA
institutional, Job Corps, and Neighborhood Youth Corps). Data
from the Continuous Longitudinal Manpower Survey (CLMS) of CETA
programs for adults are being examined separately.
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More recent data on CETA programs from the first report of
the CLMS net...-earnings study indicate an average net earnings
gain of $700'a year for OJT participants who entered the program
during the first half of 1975,(about $1,000 for the low earners
and $500 for high earners).i1/ In a second review of the
disaggregated data, low earners gained an average of $830.in
earnings per enrollee in 1976 compared with a $250 gain for
higher earners. As in earlier studies, there were variations
by race and sex. In general, for both high and low earners,
females appeared to do better than males, and minorities.did
better than nonminorities, except that among low earners,
minority females achieved the smallest gains..52/ So far,
there is no adequate explanation for such differences, although
they may reflect different program selection criteria. Thus,-
the preponderance of evidence suggests that OJT is an effective
training device that produces substantial postprogram earnings
ains for participants, although the magnitude varies by race

and sex.
641

Despite its many advantages, however, OJT is not entirely
without cost to employers and is not suitable to all forms of
training. Moreover, as experience has shown, employer partici-
pation,in OJT programs generally follows the business cycle,
rising when business conditions are favorable, but falling again
when there is a downturn in the economy. An evaluation of the
JOBS program, for example, found that it was quite successful
in lowering hiring standards by adding "social and institutional
pressure to that exerted by the tight labor market" so that fe-
male and minority group participants; in particular, were able
to enter jobs in the primarydlabor market that were previously
closed to them. Unfortunately, over the long run, many of these
gains proved transitory as economic conditions soured in the
late 1960's and the maxim "last hired, first fired" came into
play. Whether, however, the program's early successes were able
to induce permanent changes in the labor market behavior of both
participating employers and disadvantagqd workers is a question
that has never been clearly answere0.22/

alWestat, Inc., CLMS, The Impact of CETA on Participant
Earnings, Working Paper No. 1, p. 7.

..g/Westat, Inc., CLMS, The Impact of CETA on Participant
Earnings, Working Paper No. 2, pp. ,3:33-35.

LYCharles R. Perry, "Job Opportunities in the Business
Sector," The Impact of Government Manpower Programs,
pp. 200-201.
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Certaihly, OJT has never become the preponddrant form of
training in Federal progrIms. Throughout the life of MDTA,
despite its congressionally mandated reorientation to OJT in
1966/ only roughly one-third of enrollments were in that activi-

ty.12/ Similarly, just 14 percent of the enrollments. under
CETA title II-B and C programs ih fiscal 1979 were in OJT--a
decline of 2 percentage points from the previous year:i2/

Govevpment red tape is frequently blamed for the reluctance
of emplolers.to participate in these programs even under tight
labor market conditions, but an unwillingness to accept low-
skilled or otherwise disadvantaged workers when labor becomes
more plentiful is also a factor. Indeed, it was the reluctance, .

of employers to take on these "less-desirable" workers that led
to the development of national OJT contracts d's a supplemqnt to
and substitute for local agreements under MDTA in 1964.1§/

Yet, the fact that OJT has proven itself to be an effective
strategy for assisting disadvantaged and minority workers to
breach existing barriers to the primary labor market, together
with data indicating that earnings gains are substantial follow-
ing participation in OJT, argues forcefully for the development
of further Strategies that will attract private employers to
accept more OJT contracts in all economic climates.

The Private Sector Initiative Program (PSIP), a 2-year dem-
onstration authorized under title VII of CETA, as amended in
1978, is one such strategy. The specific objectives of the
program are:

o To increase private sector employment and training
opportunities tor CETA participants;

o To establish Private Industry Councils (PICs)22/ to
work with CETA prime sponsors to plan training and
placement activities directed toward private sector

employers.

)

..A/Charles R. Perry, "Manpower Development and Training
Act," ih ibid., p. 151.

.12/1980 Employment and Training Report of the President,

p. 24.

WPerry, "MDTA," The Im act of Government Man ower Pro-

grama, p. 151.

TYMembership on the PICs consists of representatives from

business and industry (about two-thirds of the total according

to preliminary information), organized labor, community-based
organizations, educational agencies and institutions, and, en

some PICs, apprenticeship agencies and/or employee committees.
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o To provide a vehicle for redicecting CETA's Current
emphasis on subsidized public service employment toward
methods for finding private sector jobs for the unem-
ployed.'

Although PSIP was to have gotten underway immediately after
enactment of CETA Amendments in October 1978, funding delays
and other startup problems disrupted first-year efforts.21/
As of the end of fiscal 1980, all prime sponsors had established
Private Industry Councils, and a number of innovative approaches
to encouraging private employer involvement were being under-
taken. Both the National Alliance of Business-(NAB) and the
AFL-CIO's Human Resources Development Institute (HRDI) have
contracts with the Department of Labor to support PSIP activi-
ties, and the Targeted Jobs Tax Credit is'being used.as an
additional device to attract employer participation in CETA
programs. Because of the early delays in implementation, how-
ever, the results of this demonstration are not fully known.

b. Institutional Training

Another major component of skill training and a basic tool
of human capital investment is institutional, or classroom,
training. About two-thirds of all enrollees in MDTA programs
received classroom instruction during the life of that program,
and, in fiscal1.1979 under CETA, just bver half (51 percent) of
the participants in titleJI-B and C programs were enrolled in
institutionaX %raining, a 4-percentage-point increase over
fiscal 1978.22/

Evaluation literature for MDTA sugifests that the earnings
of participants increased by apOroximately $300 to $400 in the
year following the program., Of the 12 studies reviewed in one
recent impact study, only two qhowed increases of less than $100
for male or fetale trainees.22/ The size of women's earnings
gains was usually superior to men's, but only, apparently,
because many of the female trainees were not active in the labor
market prior to training. Minorities also tended to fare less

22/For more information on the PSIP experiment, see the ,

1980 Employment and Training Report of the President, pp. 39-41,
174, and A Formative Evaluation of the Private Sector Initiative
Pro ram, Report No. 3 (Columbus, Ohio: The Ohio State Univer-
s ty Research Foundation., January 1980).

22/Perry, "MDTA," The Impact oUGovernment Manpower Pro-
grama, p. 151 and 1980 Employment and Training Report of the
President p. 24.

22/Borus, "Assessing the Impact of Training', Programs,"
EmploVng ti19.___gwminjsrps1, p. 32.
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well than whites aSka rqsult of classroom training, according
to available ,studies.A1/

While classroom instruction has produced positive results
for participants, its relative effectiveness as a training
device compared with OJT can still 4e questioned. Preliminary
data from an ongoing Commission study of the long=term effect
of employment and training programs indicate that white women
fare best in OJT; black women, in classroom training. White
men do equally well in either activity, while for black men the
results 4re too statistically unreliable to support any concl1-
sions.§2/ The CLMS net earnings data (subject to the
methodological reservations cited earlier) show that classroom
training under CETA achievespodest gains in annual earnings
($100 average) for adult participants compared with PSE ($200)

and OJT ($700), but is superior to work experience, which left
enrollees lagging nearly $200 behind the comparison group in
1976 earningsA2/

A second CLMS review of program effects for enrollees who
entered in the first half of 1975 fdund that low earners before
program entry benefited far more from classroom training than
high earners, however. The former increased their comparative
earnings by an average of over $250 in the year after training,
while among the latter group an actual decrease in earnings
occurred in relation to the comparison group, although there
were variations among the high earnings category itself. Black
males suffered from the greatest earnings shortfall ($780),
while both white males and minority females experienced a net
earnings gain.($176 and $168, respectively) in 1976. White
female9 ;ost almost $100 in relation to their comparative
group.21/ Clearly, then, although classroom training appears
to be a generally useful form of skill training, it is not uni-
formly effective for all participants.

DiPerry, "MDTA," The Impact of Government Manpower Pro-
grams, p. 163.

§2/See Bloom, "The Long-Term Effect of Employment ond
Training Programs," p. 15. This review focused only on Orley
Ashenfelter's 1978 longitudinal study of MDTA and Nicholas
Kiefer's 1979 longitudinal study of four major programs, includ-

ing MDTA and JOBS.

E2/Westat, Inc., CLMS, The Impact of CETA on Participant
Earnings, Working_PaP47r No. 1, p. 6.

ii/Westat, Inc., CLMS, The Impact of CETA on Participant
Earnings, Workin .Paper No. 2, pp. 3:32-36.
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Most institutional training in employment and training pro-
grams is delivered through the vocational education system,
operated through State governments. The Commission is currently
engaged in a major review of vocational education programs in
preparation for congressional hearings on vocational education
reauthorization that are planned for 1981. Issues of equity
and efficiency are being examined, and attention is being
directey to the manner in'which CETA and vocational education
programs are linked at the State and local levels.

The Commission's Fifth Annual Report, Expanding Employment
Opportunities for Disadvantaged Youth, contaaed'a preliminary
review of evaluation literature concerning vocalotonal education.
The report notes that recent studies have founa, little, if any,
relationship between labor market success and vocational train-
ing. for school-age youth, especially young men. Pemale'students
fare better in being more likely to finish high school and to
have higher hourly wages and higher annual earnings than their
counterparts from general programs. These results, however,
aEe particularly related to bile acquisition of clerical skills,
which is further associated with occupational segregation and
generally low lifetime earnings.§.J/ The Commission s forth-
coming staff report on vocational education will consider its
effectiveness both for youth and for adults engaged in postsec-
ondary training.

The theory behind 'most skill training is that individuals
can acquire job skills that will increase their attractiveness
to employers. It also assumes that planners are able to
identify the occupations in which shortages exist or are likely
to occur in the futures o that those who are trained can pxpect
to find employment upon satisfactory completion of their
instruction. The Commission ip currently studying the rel
ability of existing occupational projection techniques.
assessment of these techniques will, be part of its summer
report on vocational education. .

Presumably, the work of the PICp (described above) will also
support efforts to relate training.to actual employer needs
since,.as members of Private Industry Councils, business and

LVNational Commission for Employment Policy, Fifth Annual
Report, Expanding Employment Opportunities for Disadvantaged
Youth (Washington, D.C.: NCEP, 1979), pp. 112-14. Much ofjthe

*data cited was derived from a major work by John T. Grasso and
John R. Shea, Vocational Education and Training: Impact on
Youth (Berkeley: The Carne Council on Policy Studies in
FITFr ducation, 1979).
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industry representatives will be working closely with CETA prime

sponsors to advise,therrirdn what training is appropriate for
ttleir local areas.

To sum up, classroomçainingsajbe a valuable ,technique

r- for .transmitting needed ski , but wbther it can be pounted
on to produce desired results for all groups under all circum-

stances is open to question.

c. Apprenticeship

An early hybrid form of training that includes both class-

room instruction and hands-on learning is apprenticeship. Cur-

rently, there are some 415 apprenticeable trades.

Under the National Apprenticeship (Fitzgerald) Act of 1937,

unions and employers determine their own requirements and ad-
minister their own training programs within 61e framewotk of
basic standards laid down by the BAT or approved State appren-
ticeship agencies. If apprenticeship programs meet basic stand-

ards established by either-BAT or State Apprenticeship Councils
(SACs),.they are registered, and persons who successfully com-
plete the training are given certificates of completion.

The training period ranges from 1 to 6 years depending upon

thec degree of skill involved, witt most t.rades reqUiring from 3

to 4 years of instruction. While they train on the job4 appreA-
ticOs are paid at progressive wage rates, starting at about half

the journeylevel rate up to 95 percent of full pay near the end

of the apprenticeship period. Those who complete the entire
program are usually among the highest paid skilled workers.§1/

Related technical instruction is given in local vocational

schools and junior colleges, and in some cases, home study
courses may also be utilized. Provisions of the Smith-Hughes

(1917) and George-Barden (1946) Vocational Acts, as well as the
Vocational Education Act of 1963, have permitted States with

approved apprenticeship programs to receive partial reimburse-

ment from Federal funds for salaries orloteachers and vocational
administrators involved in these efforts.21/

.§±/Levitan, Mangum, and Marshall, Human Resources and

Labor Markets, pp. 173-76; U.S. Department of Labor Program
Highlights, Consumer Leaflet No. USDL-15 (ETA-11), 'Apprentice-
ship," November 1975, Rev. February 1977.

§2/Levitan, Mangum, and Marshall, Human Resources and

Labor Markets, p. 171.-
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Data for 1978 (the latest available) ind4ate that 395,000
registered apprentices received training, an'increase of 3,000
over the previous year. More than 50,000 apprentices compketed
'required training'-and were certified as craftsworkers, while
anfthker 131,000 were newly indentured (i.e., formally accepted
as apPrentices).22/

Critics of apprenticeship programs question whether formal
training of this kind is really necessary for many occupations
and whether admission standards aDd procedures may not act as
barriers to minorities and women.22/ Data for 1978 reveal
that the proportion of registered apprentices who are racial or
ethnic minorities is approximately 18.2 percent of the total,
and they represent about 18.4 percent of those who are newly
entering these programs. For women, the proportions are 3.1
percent and 4.3 percent, respectively.22/

In response to criticism about the limited representation
of women and minorities in apprenticeship, BAT in recent years
has taken §teps to expand trainin9 opportunities for these and
other neglected groups. A 5-year program and management plan,
developed by BAT for 1980-84, targets for special outreach
activities economically disadvantaged persons, welfare recipi-
ents, ex-offerlders, and the handicapped, as well as women and
minorities.21/

To this end, efforts have been made to acquaint CETA prime
sponsors and local WIN administrators with apprenticeship oppor-
tunities that exist in local communities; new programs have been
demeloped and registered in military installations and Federal
correctional institutions for men and women; and publicity cam-
paigns have been mounted to alert women to the trwlqing programs
that'are available in nontraditional occupations.±H

22/1980 Employment and Training Report of the President,
p.56.

22/An NCEP report on "Womenpin Federal Employment and
Training Programa," scheduled for publication early in 1981,
Considers the effect of age limitations on female participation
in a0Orenticeship.

22/1980 Employment and Training Report of the President,
p. 56.

0

21/Ibid., p. 55.
qcs,'

23/Ibid., PP- 56-57'
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One particularly.effective approioh is provided by the Tar-

.
geted Outreach Program (TOP), established in the late 1960's

and currently operating in more than 100 cities nabionwide.

Now funded'under CETA, title III, section 301, the TOPformerlr
known as the Apprenticeship Outreach Programseeks to help
minorities and women overcome barriers to employment in the

'

skilled construction trad s and in other highly skilled occupa-

tions through recruitment counseling, tutoring, referral, and .

supportive cervices. P pod ject sponsors include the. National

,Urbam League, RTP, Inc., the AFL-CIO's Human Resources Develop-
s. ,--

ment Institute4 the limited itito Workers, and some 14 othsic

organizations.L2/

Although no nationwide evaluation has ever been conducted,

a 1975 review of what evaluation literature and program data

does exist found that the program (then the Apprenticeship Out-
reath Pfogram) had "provided assistance to minority youths in

securing entrance,to construction tradeo in more than token
numbers. and h44helped them tor."gain entrance to the appren-

ticeohip programs which are harder to quality for and from which

they had previously been excluded, ouch as those in the electri-

cal and mechanical trades." The evaluations also found evidence.

of "significant changes 0 the employment and earnings of the

program participanto."2A/ In fiscal 1979, some 14,000 persons
were placed through the program: 7,300 in skilled construction
trades, 6,500 in other skilled occupations, and 800 in unskilled

Although equality of opportunity requires that registered
apprenticeohip programs be available to.f6e widest spectrum of

groups possible, it should not be forgotten that such programs

currently meet only a !pall proportion of the Nation:s manpower

needs (some 50,500 apprentices completed training in all trades

in 1978 compared with 449,500 placements from CETA title I pro-

grams alone in fiscal 1979). Far this reason apprenticeship
must be considered only one of many tools available in deoigning

an effective employment policy.

4ta

221Ibi0., p. 29.
4

LI/Stephen A. Schneider, "Apprenticeship Outreach Pro-

gram," The Imoact of Government Manoower Programs, p. 451.

:75/1980 Em
p. 29.

.
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4
2. Job Search Assistance

Some programs help persons acquire the skills they need to
compete effectively in the labor market; others aim to make the
labor market bperate more efficiently by helping to pair

AjObseekers with appropriate job openings in the shortest pos-
.

sible time. Activities of the latter kind encompass: job -

development, counseling, aptitude testing,.instruction in proper
job search and interview techniques, employer services* (job
definition, screening, recruitment), job matching, area labor
market analysis, dissemination of labor market information (in-
cluding occupational projections), relocation of unemployed
workers, and other placement assistance.

. Since the i930's, the primary deliverer of publicly
supported job search assistance has been the U.S. Employment
Service orlS (also known as the Job Service), which operates
through affiliated State agencies and 2,600 local offices
nationwide.ZJ In ddition fb serving aS a public labor
exchange, the Job ervice administers work tests for a variety
of welfare programy, certifies eligibility of job applicants
for tax credit proc4rams, recruits applicants fordwork and
training programs, certifies the need for alren workers,
operates apprenticeship information,centers, and cgrries out
other functions designed to increase employment:22f

Although any individual legally qualified to work in tffe
United States is entitled to the services available from the
Job Service without charge, some groups of applicants have been
identified as needing'individualized attention and intensive
services. These special applicant groups (veterans who by law
receive first prefer nce in all referrals, women the handi-
capped, the poor, cash welfare or food stamp r ipient the
young, the old, minorities, dislocated worker d migrant and
seasonal fa mworkers) are the focus of a lacg roportion of

) Job Servic activities.

2§/The W gner-Peyser Act of 1933 established a public
labor exchang tthelp Men, women, and youth secure gainful
employment at no tharge to them. Community-based organizations,
welfare offices, schools, vocatiional rehabilitation centers,
CETA sponsors, and many other public agencies also offer some
assistance of this kind, however.

22/For a discussion of Job Service activities, see the
1980 Employment and Training Report of the President, pp. 57-66,
and the 1977 Employment and Training Repprt of the President,
pp. 71-87.
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In recent years, the Job ServiCe has recived sharp criti-
cism from employers and applicants alike. Many employers
deserted the systemj-n the 1960's, when policy directed tftat
the JOt Service concentrate its efforts on placement of the poor

and disadvantaged. Conversely, applicants charged it was not
responsive to their needs and had become foo "employer-

oriented."

Althoughjhe JOb Service has.bedn in operation continuously'
for almost 50 years, some critics have begun to question the

, value of no-fee job-search assistance; particularly when most
people find jobs thro gh informal networks of friends or rela-

tives.22/ For the .#sadvantaged and others who may lack ac-

cess to informal s, however, the Job Service may be the

only labor market in.- mediary available to them. In fiscal
1979, 1.5 million economically disadvantaged persons were placed

1 through the JoW Service nationwide--34 percent'of all those from
that group who registered at local Job Service offices, who in
turn reprea(ented 28 percent of all new and renewal applicants
during the year.22/ Tab1916 shows placement activity for
other special applicant groups as

No evidence is currentlyavailable on the net effects ofl

$ Job Service assistance', although in 1979 the Department of Labor
awarded a contract to a private firm for a 32-month study that
would estimate the net impact of USES (Job Service) labor ex-
change activities on applicants and emploYers who use its ser-
vices to fill jobvacancies.191

In the absence of A-liable cogt-benefit data, placements
have become the chief measure of performance, and operating
funds are distributed to States according to a formula that
heavil* emphasizes placement rates. The stress on this measure

. of service, however, 'provided no incentive for the Job Service
to develop other ways of helping people get jobs. Presently, a
placement can be counted only when ES refers an applicant to an

21/In response to a congressional mandate in the 1978 CETA
Amendments (sec. 5 (a)), the Department of Labor recently sub-

% mitted a report to the Congress that contained suggested im-

,
provements for activities conducted under the Waper-Peyser Act.

22/"Job Service HighligHts--Fiscal Year 1979," unpublished
(U.S. Departdent of Labor, U.S. Employment Service, Office of
Program Review, December 1979).

22/1980 Employment and Training Report of the President,
p. 66. '



Table 6. ,Job Service New and Renewal Applicants Placed in
Jobs, by Identifying Characteristic, Fiscal Year
1979 (amounts in thousands)

\Individuals, by Identifying
Characteristic a/

New
and

Renewal
Applicants

Placed in Jobs

Number Percent of
,Group
Total

Total 15,525

2,243
132
880

156

4,537

705
45

294

74

29.2

31.4
34.1
33.4

50.6

Total veterans
Disabled veterans
Vietna -era veterans

Migrant an sonal farmworkers

Economically disadvantaged 4,328 1,477 34.1

Minority 4,647 1,476 31.8

Minority yoixth 1,601 672 50.0

Older workers (45 and bver) 1,971 389 19.7
Summer youth 740 469 63.4
Women 7,161 1,928 26.9

Youth/(under 22). 5,102 1,981 38.8

UI claimants 3,351 665 19.8
Food Stamp recipients 1,317 209 15.9

WIN participants 775 194 25.0
....-----Other welfare recipients 562 187 33.3

Handicapped 782 212 27.1

CETA.appAicants 607 443 73.0

Job-attached applicants 348 41 11.8

a/ Individual applicants may be counteabin more than one group.
SOURCE: U.S. Department of Labor, Employment and Training

Administration, U.S. Employment Service
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employer who has listed a specific job with it and that appli-

cant is then hired for that job. The Job Service receives no

credit for helping applicants understand how to,find the vast

majority of jobs that are not listed with it.11/

One recent development in job search assistance that has

not yet been adopted by the Job Service may hold considerable

promise. Systematic instruction in job search techniques as a

member of a group is a device that emerged during the 1970's

under various titles (e.g., the Job-Finding Club) and has gener-

ally resulted in high job placement rates for participants.

The theory behind the program is that there are specific, teach-

able skills that can help in finding a job and that these skills .

are most effectively taught in a group setting, which provides

support and structure for the participants.

Core elements of the technique include: Instruction in the

basic skills of job seeking and job development such as tele-

phone skills,,resume preparation, interviewing techniques and

behavior; fulrttime supervision and daily participation of en-

rollees in group "peer" setting; and assignment of responsi-

bility for self-assessment and job development to the partici-.

pant. Some hybrid forms of the program may also include work

experience and instruction in basic reading and mathematics

skills.

Group job search activities are currently included in WIN

programs in about 40 States and in the 12 welfare reform demon-

stration projects operated by CETA prime sponsors nationwide.

Some CETA sponsors are also using these methods to increase

transition from PSE to unsubsidized employment.

Although the Job Service has not yet adopted this technique

as its own, it is testing other job search strategies that may

increase it effectiveness. For example, the Job Search and

Relocation Assistance 'Pilot Project is being conducted at 18

sites. in eight southern States to test the feasibility of making

such assistance a regular part of ES services. The project

provides several kinds of relocation assistance to job-ready

applicants who are unable to find employment in their home area

and who are interested in relocating to obtain jobs. Other

experiments include a School-to-Work Transition Services Demon-

stration Project at six sites, which is testing ways to make

transition from school to work progress more smoothly; a pilot

Job Information Service (JIS) for economically disadvantaged

11/See 197)EMployment and Training Report of the Presi-

dent, p. 87.
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high school juniors and seniors at six schools; and an Eafhly
Warning System Pilot project that will develop a wocker dis-
placement reporting system to alert State Job Serviee agencies
in time to provide needed servicei where layoffs have already
occurred or are likely to happen.12/

Even with these and other attempts to increate effective-
ness, however, it must beacknowledged that there is tremendous
variation among States in the leve1 of productivity per staff
year. Direct funding supports about 30,000 staff years in all
State agencies, a staff level that has remained essentially un-changed for a decade. The most productive States accomplish
twice the placements per staff lear as the least productive.
Undoubtedly some of the variation can be attributed to differ-
ences in economic conditions, though differences in management
skills and commitment are also factors.

Although the job Service is the major publicly financed job
search assistance effort, there are some others currently in
operation. The Career Information Systems (CIS) Grants program,
for example, began in the 1970's as a demonstration effort and
is now operafing in the eight original grant States and one
other under State or local funding. Geared primarily (but not
exclusively) ta the needs.of youth who may have little knowledge
about occupational requirements, the program uses a multimedia
approach to provide career.information. CIS has been selected
as a standard design concept by the National Occupational Infor-
mation Coordination Committee (NOICC); aril interagency committee
composed of officials from the Departments of Labor and Educa-
tion who are responsible for coordinating and improving Federal,
State, and lo941 efforts to improve occupational and related
information.11/

As the preceding discussion of several job search assistance
efforts should tndicate, there is great variation in the kinds
of services available to job applicants, as well as in the ef-
ficiency with which they operate. The use of some promising
techniques like job-finding clubs is on the horizon, although
their long-term impact has yet to be evpluated. This is clearly
an area that deserves further attention as part of any effort
to improve the functioning of the labor market.

12/1980 Employment and Training Report of the President,
p. 66.

L12/The 1980 Employment and Training Report of the Presi-
dent, p. 86. See also National Occupational Information Coor-
Wation Committee, A Framework for Developing an Occupational
Information System (Washington, D.C.; NOICC, October 1979).
The establishment of NOICC was mandated by the Education Amend-
ments of 1976, P.L. 94-482, title II, Vocational Education,
section 161(b) (1) and (b)(2).
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D. Adjustment Assistance

Adjustment assistance is not a program strategy per se, but

rather a coupling of job search assistance', previously
discussed, with cash assistance And relocation allowances for

worker groups whose unemployment has been designated a matter

of national concern. The original Manpower Development and

Training Act of 1962 was drafted in response to a perceived

need to assist workers with a recognized attachment to the

labor force, who were'adversely affected by automation. MDTA

was expected to offer these "dislocated" workers the

opportunity to acquire new skills that would permit them to

reenter the labor market as productive and valued employees.

In the 1970's, the issue of dislocated workers again came to

the fore as growing numbers of persons lost their jobs because

of changing technology, foreign competition, international

trade policies, energy prices, the closure of military
installations, actions taken in response to environmental
concerns, or some other factor that was beyond their control.

This time the Federal response included monetary compensation

along with other types of employment assistance.

For example, under the Trade Adjustment Assistance (TAA)

program, from April 1975 to September 30, 1980, some $2.4 bil-

lion in allowance payments were made to about 1,038,500 workers

who were separated from their employment as a result of foreign

import competition. The amount of these payments has increased

dramatically in recent years. In fiscal 1980 alone, $1.6 bil-

lion in allowances (two-thirds of the total) were paid to

530,000 workers. In addition to weekly trade readjustment
allowances, persons who are found qualified for this program

receive other help, including testing, counseling, job search

assistance, placement, supportive services, and reimbursement

for relocation and training costs. The allowances and services

are provided through State Employment Security Agencies after

the Department of Labor has determined.eligibility for assist-

ance in response to a petition filed by yqrkers adversely

affected by foreign import competition.g1/
1

Programs to help workers didlocated for,other reasons than

trade have also been enacted. Among the most generous is the

_Redwood Employee Protection program, authorized by title II of

6'the-,Redwood National Park Expansion Act of 1978 (Public Law

t.

/1979 Employment and Training Report of the President,

p. 61.
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95-250). To those woykers who lopt their jobs because of the
park expansion, the ct provides for layoff and vacation
replacement benefits, severance pay, training, job search allow-
ances, and relocation allowances. Also provided are the reten-
tion and accrual of seniority', pension rights and credits, and,
continuing entitlement to health and welfare Etnefits. The
weekly benefits in this program are intended to be equal to the
amount of take-home pay that the worker received while working
and are payable for weeks of unemployment after May 31, 1977,
to the date the worker receives a severance payment, or for a
period equal to the worker's creditable service, or until the
worker's 65th birthday, but in no case beyond September 30,
1984. Through September '30, 1980, the total amount of all bene-
fits paid was $23.8 million.LV

Another effort similar to the Redwood Employee Protection'
program went into effect ia,October 1978 for employees of air
carriers who were adverselyaffected by government deregulation.
The Airline Deregulation Act of 1978 (Public Law 95-504) author-
izes monthly assistance payments (subject to available appro-
priations) to employees who are affected by a "qualifying dislo-
cation," as determined by the Civil Aeronautics Board (CAB).
If the CAB finds dislocations, payments may be made available
to eligible former employees for a maximum of 6 years. Addi-
tional benefits include relocation allowances and first right
of hire for jobs available in the occupational specialty offered
by any other certified air carrier hiring additional employees
for a period of 10'years after an involuntory termination or
furlough for any reason other than cause.12/

Still other adjustment assistance programs are currently
authorized under the Public Works and Economic Development Act,
the Urban Mass Transportation Act, and the Regional Rail Reor-
ganization Act, while comparable legislation'in other fields is
under consideration by the Congress. With the growing public
awareness of problems within the auto industry and many older
industries such as steel beginning to feel the pinch from more
productive foreign competition, it is likely that therevill be
more proposals of this kind before the Congress soon.

Since available research indicates that a majority of,the
people who receive trade adjustment assistance return rather
quickly to their previous employers, the program may be provid-
ing benefits tp persons who are rea\lly seasonally unemployed
rather than permanently diolocated./ Moreover, in the two major

25./1980 'Employment and Training Report of the
pp. 67-68.
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studies that have been done on TAA, most participants were steel

and auto workers who, because they were also eligible for sup-

plemental unemployment\.benefits provided for in union agree-
ments, sometimes experfbnced a net wage replacement rate of 135 .

percent br more--an obvious disincentive to look for or take

another job. Anotherlfinding from these studies was that train-
ing and relocation allowances were very much underutilized and,
in the latter case, thdse who were helped to move to other areas
often returned to their original homes. ,The reasons for these

findings have not yet been determined.12/

Given the expectation that adjustment assistance programs
likely to become even more prominent during the 1980's, it

is clear that greater attention should be directed to determin-
ing both the need for and the effectiveness of such efforts.
First, is there a problem that requires Government intervention?
Does such intervention at the same time discourage needed labor

force adjustments? Can we affod programs of this nature?
Assuming that there are to be such programs, what can be done

to make them more effective? More specifically,

o Who should be eligijole? What weight should be given
to age, seniority, income and asset tests, duration of
unemployment, and willingness to relocate, be trained,

or accept alternative employment, and, if the last, at
what wage?

o Where should programs operate? What weight should be
given to the availability of other employment in the
atea or to area unemployment rates generally?

o Should there be special cash benefits? How should
benefit amounts and duration of eligibility be estab-

lished?

o If there is to be job training or job creation, who
should deliver it? Can the CETA system work success-
fully with an older client group that may not be disad-

vantaged? If so, should the group be segregated from

the other partici9pnts in some fashiop?

/12/Walier Corson, Walter Nicholson, et al., Final Report:
Survgy of Trade Adustment Assistance.Recipients (Pripceton.
New Jersey: Mathemhtiqa Research, 1979) and U.S., 06neral

Accounting Office, Targeting Trade Adjustment Benefits Only to
Import-Affected Workers Who Cannot Find a Job Could Save

Millions (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office,

1979).
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o Should adjustment aid continue to be reactive (as it
it; now) to particular events 'br becOte more generally
available?

These questions will need to be answeted as the demand for
adjustment assistance grows.

E. Alternative Work Schedules

In an eff rt to open up the labor market to more groups,
especially si e parent with child care responsibilities or
older workers who prefer a part-time schedule, the Federal
Government in recent ye rs has supported experiments in alterna-
tive work schedules. Fl xitime, part-time work, compressed
workweeks, and job-shari g arrangements are among the nqntradi-
tional employment opportu ities that have been tried.211/

Under the provisions of the Federal Employees' Flexible and
Compressed Work Schedules Act of 19178 and the Federal Employees
Part-time Career Employment Act of 1978, Federal agencies are
iequired to set annual goals for establishing part-time jobs
and are authorized to experiment with flexible work schedules,
including compressed workweeks. Title I of CETA, as amended in
1978, requires that in all programs under the act, special con-
sideration shall be given to alternative working arrangements
such as flexible 4ours of work, work-sharing arrangements, and
part-time jobs.11/

CETA also authorizes the Secretary, of Labor to undertake
research on the applicability of job sharing, work sharing, and
other flexible hours arrangements in various settings and the
effort that would be required to assist employers in their
implementation. Several demonstration projects are presently
underway, and, for the most part, they appear to have resulted
in improved employee morale, lowered absentee rates, and in-
óreased job opportunities, although in the case of the compres-
sed workweek, fatigue, stress, and other s29%al and psychologi-
bal effects resulted for some individualsaM/

22/For a review of the various arrangements that might be
considered, see "Worktime: The Trapitional Workweek and Its
Alternatives," in 1979 Employment tad Training Report of the
President, pp. 75-92.

21/Ibid., p. 91.

12/See, e.g., ibid. and Employment and Training
Evaluation Report - 1979 (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of
Labor, 1979), pp. 15 and 43.



The National Commission for Manpower Policy held a confer-

ence on work time and employment decisions in Washington, D.C.

in October 1978. The conferees, although generally in agreement

with the desirability of further voluntary experimentation with

more flexible hours of work, concluded that legislation mandat-

ing these experiments was neither necessary nor desirable since

the needs of both employers and employees are far too diverse to

fit a standard pattern. The confereles also suggested that the

present unemployment insurance system be examined to explore

the feasibility of benefit payments during periods qf work tme

reductions as an alternative to complete layoffs.211

In sum, the alternative w9rk schedule constitutes one
relativelyft device for improving the labor market that

appears to d considerable promise. It.is still too new to

offer final judgments about its utility.

F. Othe'r Strategies

Special efforts to increase the hiring of the structurally

unemployed in Federal contracts, uptually by targeting awards

insofar as possible to high unemployment areas, have been tried

periodically but without noticeable success. Attempts to ensure

minimum levels of hiring of the disadvantaged in Federal grant

or other economic development programsiwas another device,

developed during the 1960's, that has fallen into disuse.

However, a similar employment strategy is embodied in the

Vietnam Era Veterans' Readjustment Assistance Acts of 1972 and

1974, which require firms holding contracts or subcontracts with

the Federal Government for $10,000 or more to take affirmative

action to employ and promote in emfgoyment qualified disabled

veterans of all wars and veterans of the Vietnam era. To assist

them in their efforts, the firms are als o. required to list with

their local employment service office all existing bona fide

job onni,ngs that occur during the performance of the con-

tract.22/

21/For a summary of invited papers and conference discus-

sions, see Work Time and Employment, A Special Rgport of the

National Commission for Manpower Policy, Special Report No. 28

(Washington, D.C.: National CommissfOn for Manpower Policy,

October 1978). A recent preliminary analysis of data for Cali-

fornia suggests that the compensation program, enacted to pre-

vent layoffs after the passage of Proposition 13 has worked

well. See Fred Best and James Mattesich, "Short-time Compensa-

tion Systems in California and Europe," Monthly Labor Review,

July 1980, pp. 13-22.

22/See "Veterans Services in 1979," 1980 Employment and

Training Report of the President, p. 111.
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The Federal Government's activity in support of equal em-
ployment opportunity (EEO) laws may also be considered an effort
to open the labor market to as many groups as possible. The
Department of Labor, for example, in 1980 created a Special
Assistant to the Secretary for Civil Rights to versee the
enforcement of nondiscrimination requirements in all programs
receiving assistance from'the Department of LaboF. To ensure 0that CETA participants have the widest possible'employment and
training opportunities, for example, equal opportunity (EO)
staff at all administrative levels of the Department are,
required to monitor the performance of prime sponsors.2A/

Most recently, the White House Interagency Coordinating
Committee developed a network of interagency agreements that
include the Departments of Labor, Transportation, Housing and
Urban Development, Commerce (Economic Development Administra-
tion), Agriculture (Farmers !tome Administration),.and Ope Small
Business and coXimunity Services Administrations. Under the
Employment Initiatives Program, as this cooperative arrangement
is called, local governments or private sector recipients of
economic and community development grants join with a CETA,prime
sponsot in the area to recruit economically disadvantaged per-
sons for the jobs resulting from these activities. Five of the
Federal agencies participating (EDA, HUD, CSA, DOT, and FmgA)
have established hiring goals for CETA eligibles, ranging from
10 to 25 percent, after determining how many of the jobs created
by programs under their administration could be directed to this
group. Although the program appears td hold promise, it is too
early to judge its effectiveness. Similar interagency efforts
have been established tso,focus on local weatherization efforts
and rural development,2N

22/see "CETA Fraud and Abuse Prevention'," Special Report
F, in ibid., pp. 201-202.

21/Ibid., pp. 43-49. See also Crawford andtJusenius,
"Economic Development Policies to Reduce-Structural Unemploy-'
ment."
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IV. TARGET GROUPS

The preceding section on program strategies included some

consideration of variations in program outcomes for men and

.women, minorities, and other identifiable target groups that

have participated in Federal work and training programs-over

the past two decades. It may be tempting on this basis to com-

pare the various program strategies and to arrive at conclu-

sions about which are "best" for meeting the needs of parti-

cular groups.

At least one program evaluator cautions against this type

of comparison, however, because program outcome data are far

too mixed and inconclusive to provide the basis for such

group-specific strategies. Michael Borus notes that "indivi-

duals assigned toprograms vary markedly in their character-

istics, due to both the program and self-selection." Moreover,

an individual with the same general characteristics (e.g., a

white male with a high school education) "may differ noticeably

from a person with tqose same three chardcteristics examined in

another study." Based on his own analysis of available evalua-

tion data, Borus concludes "that the evidence to date does not

indicate that training is more appropriate for one group than

for another."1/

With that as a caveat, the following discussion will focus

on selected target groups served by Federal work and training

programs since the 1960's and, in particular, CETA. For'

general reference, Table 7 provides characteristics data for

participants in CETA and earlier programs, while Table 8 offtws

information on the total number of CETA participants who termi-

nated from the program and who entered employment in fiscal

1979.

A. Dislocated Workers

It is appropriate to consider dislocated workers first since

the original Manpower Development and Training Act of 1962 was

drafted in response to the needs of this group. As previously

discussed, adjustment assistance programa now comprise the major

Federal effort on behalf of dislocated workers.

Nevertheless other assistance is provided in the form of

upgrading and retraining. Among the more recent upgrading

efforts, the Skill Training Improvement Program (STIP), a part

of President Carter's 1977 Economic Stimulus Package, has served

over 50,000 persons nationwide. Some g325 million was

1/Borus,' "Assessing.the Impact of Training Programs,"

Employing the Unemployed, pp. 36-37.
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Table 7. CharacteristdCs of Participants, FY 1974 Manpower Programs, FY 1974 PEP Programs, and CETA Titles II B/C, II D,and VI for Selected Fiscal Years
fFercent7

A

Characteristic

Manpower PEP pro- CETA Title T/IIB-C CETA Title II/II-D CETA Title VIprograms grams FY
FY 1974 1974 FY 1975 FY 1977 FY 1979 FY 1975 FY 1977 FY 1979 FY 1975 FY1977 'FY1979

U.S. Total

Percent

Sex:

Male
,

Female

Age:

Under 22 years
22 to 44 years
45 years and over

Years of School:
8 years or less
9 to 11 years
12 years and over
High school dropout

,... AFDC
'-' vublic Assistance
r..)

Economically disad-
vantaged i-t/

Race/Ethnic Group:
White
Black
Other
Hispanic

Spanish Speaking
(estimated)

Limited English
Speaking Ability

Migrant or seasonal
farm family member

549,700 66,200 1,126,000 1,449,400 1,194,400 227,100 336,200 459,800 157,000
100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

58 66 54 52 .47 66 60 52 7042 34 46 48 53 34 40 48 30
.

163 23 62 52 48 / 24 20 23 2131 67 32 41
55 63 64 63 656 11 6 8 , 7 13 16 15 14

)

15

51
23) , 13

48
10

40 19
10
18

7

15
--

2

8

, 1834 77 39 50 52 72 78 72 74-- -- 29 '-- , 26

)23 }10 16

11

16

10

18

8

7

9

6

8

13

8

6

a

87. 34 77 78 90/71h/ 48 49 86/68h/ 44

55. 69 55 57 51 65 71 55 71
37 23 39 35 b 33 22 23 29 23
8 8 6 8 3 13 6 3 6-- -- -- 13 13

15 13 13 14 16 14 13

4 , 5 8 3 5 5

2 2 I 1 2 1 1

575,500 790,900
4

100 100

'64 57

36 43

ao

20. 22
65 63
15 15

8

19 2

73 71

27

10 12

8 7

67 86/63b/

.

66 54
26 30
8 3

o 12

12 --

r
3 4

1 1
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Table 7. Charcteristics of Participants, FY 1974 Manpower Programs, FY 1974 PEP Programs,

//4nd VI for Selected Fiscal Years - CONTINUED

iTercent7

and CETA Titles II B/C, II D,

Manpower PEP pro-

Characteristic programs grams FY

FY 1974 1974

CETA Title I/IIB-C .CETA Title II/IID CETA' Title VI

FY 1975 FY 1977 FY 1979 FY 1975 .FY 1977 FY 1979 FY 1975 FY 1977 FY 1479

.

.
,

Veteran: -- ..... 1

Recently separated INA INA INA

Vietnam a d/ 1.15 139 }5
Special /

Other
4

Handicapped INA INA' 4

Oftender rINA INA 6

Labor Force Status:
Unemployed 76 f/ 90 62

Underemployed, 9 -S-f/ 10 5

Other e/ 16 -17/ -- 33
-

Receiving Unemployment
Insurance 7 4

9
16

__
-,

17

4 INA 5 ..... 7

3 1 7
7 '3

_- 4
}11 10

4 1 1315 44, 1 15 12 1

4 7 3 3 5 3 4 5

7 8.

,

3 5 3 4 5

74 77 84 87 88 o....* 81,. 91

5 4 8 5 -2 6 3 2

21 19 8 21 16 ,

lk

6 16 7

7 5. 12 15 11 15 16 12

a/ Prior to 1978, the definition of economically disadvantaged used to determine eligi ty for CETA and modt Oiher

manpower programs was based, ip part, on ,the participant's being a member of a family whose a al income in reldtiop to

family size and location did not exceed zhe most recently established poverty levels as determined by the Office of

Management and Budget (formerly Bureau of the Budget). The current determination is basest on.either the poverty level

or 70 percent of thee Bureau of LaAr Statistics lower living standard income
level--whichever is higher.

b/ The 'second number shown is the proportion of Persons who met onfy the OMB poverty criteria.

,g/ Served in Indochinese or Korean theater of operations between August 1964 and May 1975.

d/ Served between Aug. 5, 1964, and May 7, 1975, and are under age 35.

e/ Employed or not in the labor force.

1/ Excludes NYC in-school and JOBS enrollees for whom data were not available.

/

SOURCE: U.S. Department of Labor, Employment and Training Administration, Office of Administration and Management.
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Table 8. Characteristics of Participants, Total Terminations, and Persons Entering Employment, CETA Titles II B/C,,
II D, and VI, Fiscal 1979

fiercent7

Total Participants Total Terminations Entered Employment
Characterivic

Title
II B/C

Title
II D

Title
VI

Title
II B/C

Title
II D

Title
VI

Title
II B/C

Title
II D

Title
VI

U.S. Total 1,194,400 459,800 790,900 874,500 220,200 521,300 387,600 93,200 145,800Percent 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
Sex% Male 47 52 '57 48 54 59 51 53 58Female 53 48 43 52 46 41 49 47 42
Age:

Under 22 years 48 23 22 48 23 22 37 19 2022 to 44 years 45 63 63 45 63 64 55 67 ' 6745 to 54 years 4 9 9 4 8 8 .5 9 955 years and over
d

3 6 6 3 6 6 3 5 4
Education:

I.-
High school 'student 19 2 2 2 2 5 1 1I.- High school dropout

.p. 29 26 27 /99 24 27 30 19 21High school graduate
gquivalent 39 44 42 39 44 42 48 46 44

Post-high-school attendance 13 28 29 13 30 29 17 34 34
Economic status:

AFDC recipient 18 13 12 17 12 11 12 10, 10Public Assistance recipient 8 8 7 7 7 6 5 5 5
OMB poverty level a/ 71 68 63 70 64 65 69 60 64
71-85 percent BLS lower

)living standard b/ 1 1 1 1 f/ f/ 1 f/ f/Above 85 percent lower
living standard 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Economically disadvan-
taged c/ 90 86 86 88 83 . 85 84 72/ 82



Table S. Characteristics of Participants, Total Terminations, and Persons Entering Employment, CETA Titles II B/C,

IID, and VI, Fiscal 1979 - CONTINUED

/i3-er c en t7

Total Participants Total Terminations . Entered Emiloyment

Characteristic Title
II B/C

Title
lID

Title
VI

Title
II B/C

Title
II D

;Title

VI
Title
II B/C

Title
II D

Title
VI

RaCWethnic group:
White (not Hispanic) 51 55 54 50 62 60 54 68 66

Black (not Hispanic) 33 29 30 33 26 28 28 22 24

Hispanic 13 13 12 13 9 9 14 8 8

American Indian or
Alaskan Wative 2 1 2 2 2 2 1 1 1

Other 3 2 1 2 1 1 3 1 1

Limited English-sseaking ability 5 5 4 5 3 4 5 2 2

Migrant or seasonal farm family

member 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Hanglicapped
)-

7 5 5 6 5 5 6
.

4 4

,j7H Offender /
8 5 5 8 5 5 8 3 4

UI claimant 5 11 12 5 11 11 6 12 13

Veteran status:
Veteran 9 16 17 9 17 17 11 18 19

(Vietnam-era d/ 4 6 6 4 6 6 5 6 7

Special e/ 1 3 3 1 3 3 2 3 3

Special -disabled 1 1 1 f / 1 1 1 1 1

a/ In 1978, the poverty level for a nonfarm family of four est'ablished by the'Office of Management and Budget was

$6,662
b/ The Bureau of Labor. Statistics (BLS) lower living standard income level for a nonfarm family of four in 1978 was

$11,546.
c/ A person who receives or is a member of a family that (a) receives cash welfare payments or (b)

has a total family income (for the 6-month period ),rior to program application), that, in relation to family

size and location, does not exceed the most recently established poverty levels determined with criteria established by

OMB or 70 percent of the BLS aower living standard income level, whichever is higher.

d/ Served between Aug. 5, 1964, and May 7, 1975, and are under age 35.

e/ Served in Indochinese or Korean theater of operations between August 1964 and May l975.

Less than 0.5 percent. .

a

SOURCE: U.S. Department of Labor, Employment and Training Administration, Office of Administration and`Management.
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tade available for STIP in 1977 and 1978 to provide funds toselected CETA prime sponsors in order to establish advancedskill training programs in the private sector for long-term
unemployed, underemployed, and low-income persons. Although noadditional funds have subsequently been allocated for the pro-gram, many prime sponsors have replicated the programs thit theydeveloped for STIP as part of their title VII, Private SectqrInitfative Programs, with funds authorized for that title.At

An evaluation of STIP has found that representatives of thebusiness community (individually and as members of STIP over-sight committees) were involved by prime sponsors early in theplanning process and were permitted to help select occupationsfor training, design curricula, select staff, and monitor actualoperations. In nearly all of the sample-sites, private sector
organizations.were also involved directly in the provision oftraining. As a result, the evaluators found that STIP,wasreadily accepted by employers, and contacts were establishedfor the subsequent placement of those who completed the program.

A review of STIP enrollee characteristics led the evaluatorsto observe that the private sect r cooperated willingly with

.ti4

the CETA venture and accepted t existing applicant pool, whileselecting the most promising dividuals from it. Based onthese and other observations, the evaluators condluded for the
program as a whole that it provided one basis for igvolving the
private sector more productively in CETA programs.2(

Upgrading and retraining programs are also operated by CETA
prime sponsors under the authority provided in title II, partC, of the.amended CETA. Unfortunately, information about theseprograms is virtually nonexistent because the Management Infor-
mation System (MIS) currently in use by the Mepartment of Labordoes not require sponsors to distinguish between activity undertitles II-B and C.

Title II-B offers trainci and employment services for the
economically disadvantaged. Title II-C authorizes upgrading

2/1980 Employment and Training Report of the President,p. 42.

2/Ibid., pp. 174-75. See also Abt Associates, Inc., STIPI: CETA and the Private Sector, Implementation Experience of
Selected Projects (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Abt Associates,
Inc., September 1979).
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and retraining for persons, without regard to economic qualifi-

cations, who are "operating at less than their full skill

potential, primarily those in entry-level positions or posi-

tions with little advancement potential" or who "have previously

received a bona ftde notice of impending layoff, and who are

are determined . . . to have little opportunity to be

reemployed in the same or equivalent occupation or skill level

within the labor market area." Characteristics data and other

program information on placements, etc., are collected for title

II-B and C together, without any distinction made between the

subtitles--thereby creating a problem for future program evalu-

ators who may be interested im determining the specific outcome

of upgrading and retraining activities under title II-C.

B. Economically Disadvantaged

With the exception of the Public Employment Program (PEP),

its successor Temporary Employment Assistance (TEA) program

under title,VI of CETA, and a few specialized efforts that serve

particular population subgroups, most work and training programs

since the 1960's have been directed specifically to serving the

economically disadvantaged.

In 1978, CETA reauthorization amendments targeted most CETA

resources to economically disadvantaged persons, except for the

upgradingand retraining programs authorized by title II-C and

a few special youth programs. Applicants for other CETA pro- 4414

grams (including title VI for the first time) must meet eligi-

bility criteria based on both income and employment status.

Under title II-D, for example, PSE opportunities are limited to

economically disadvantaged persons wholhave been unemployed 15

of the Last 20 weeks or who receive, or are members of families

thpt receive, public assicitance. Under title VI,'PSE is ear-

marked for unemployed persons who have been unemployed 10 of

the last 12 weeks-immedOtely prior to program application and

whose family income is at or below the Bureau of Labor Statis-

tics' lower living standard budget, or who received (or are

members of families that received) public assistAnce 10 of the

last 12 weeks immediately prior to applicational
-

A final report from an evaluation of changes in the CETA

PSE programs brought about by the 1978 Amendments indicates

that sponsors moved fairly rapidly to implement the new

requirements. However, the report also noted that many sponsors

were having difficulty meeting restrictive wage levels, parti-

1/See 1980 Employment and Training Report of the

President, pp. 20-21.
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cularly in areas where most wages are high, and, in some cases,found it hard to develop jobs requiring the level of skill pos-
sessed by disadvantaged applicants who qow make up the majority
Af persons eligible for PSE positions.2/ Clearly,.the
'eaduction of substitution has costs as well as benefits.
Disadvantaged and unskilled persons are harder to move into
jobs in either the public or private sector.

While published characteristics data for fiscal 1979 (see
Table 6) might appear to indicate a sharp upswing in the pro-portion of economically disadvantaged persons served in thethree major CETA programs authorized under titles II-B and C,
II-D, and VI, such a conclusion would be incorrect. Comparisonswith earlier years are misleading (if not specious), because,in addition to the other changes introduced by the 1978 CETA
Amendinents, the definition of economically disadvantaged wasmodified in such a way as to greatly expand the number ofpersons who qualify.

Prior to 1978, most work and training programs were ear-
marked for poor persons who either received welfare payments or
whose income did not exceed the poverty level appropriate to
the size and location of the family, determined in accordance
wih criteria established by the Office of Management and-Budget.
After 1978, the definition of economically disadvantaged was
amended to include those who meet either,the OMB poverty level
criterion or have income equal to 70 percent of the Bureau of
Labor Statistics lower living standard income level, whichever
is higher. For a nonfarm family of four in 1978, the OMB
poverty level was $6,662 and the BLS lower living standard in-
come level was $11,546. Seventy percent of the latter is equal
to $8,082. Since the BLS criterion is higher than the OMB
poverty level, clearly more persons would be counted as part of
the economically disadvantaged category under the new defi-
nition.

Equally clear is the fact that omparisons of the propor-
tion of economically disadvantaged p rsons served in CETA pro-
grams before and after 1978 or compa isons of CETA programs
after 1978 with pre=CETA programs ar flawed by the inconsistent
definitions. As evidence of the disparity, the second number
shown for fiscal year 1979 in Table F indicates the proportion
of participants who met only the OMB poverty level criterion.
Using this number as the basis of comparison, one sees that the
proportion of boor, or.economically disadvantaged (Old defini-
tion) persons in CETA title I (IIB/C) programs has actually de-
clined since fiscal 1977 (from 78 percent in fiscal 1977 down

YMirengoff et al., The New CETA, pp. 5-9, and 1980
Employment and Training Report of the President, p. 173.
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to 71 percent in fiscal 1979)..§./

The 1979 figure also represents a 16-percentage-point drop

from the proportion of economically disadvantaged persons
served by pre-CETA manpower programs in fiscal 1974. CETA
title VI programs experienced a slight decline in the
proportion of economically disadvantaged enrollees from 1977 to

1979, although CETA ti e II-D programs increased their
representation of this roup even when the old definition is

applied. Thus, clearly any comparisons of participant data
over time must take int account the definitional change that
occurred if they are to be an of the

services provided to this particular t get group.

C. Race and Ethnic Groups

A similar problem of data comparison exists for racial and

ethnic groups. Until fiscal 1979, persons of Hispanic origin

were included among black, white, and other races--leading to
some problems when prime sponsors like Puerto Rico declined to

report racial data. A separate category (often estimated) for
Spanish-speaking persons served as a rough proxy for the His-

panic group.

In fiscal 1979, for the first time, Hispanics (who make up

from 12 to 14 percent of most programs) were recorded as,a
separate ethnic category. while this is useful information for

program planners and others interested in tracking participation
of Hispanic groups in CETA, the change in definition after 1978

poses difficulties for program analysts who may wish to compare
participant information over time.

The current reporting system now records information for

five groups: white (not Hispanic), black (not Hispanic), His-

panic, American Indian or Alaskan native, and other. As the

Indochinese and other refugee groups become more prominent
in the labor market, it may be that these five 'categories will

need to be expanded.

1/1gpe that upgrading:and retraining activities for which

i there are no specific economic eligibility criteria are mixed

,
in with data for title II-B programs serving the disadvantaged.

This has an unknown effect on the proportion not meeting the

OMB poverty level in title II-B and C and could be one explana-

tion for the observed decline.
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Concerning the central question of whether employment and
training programs have helped minorities, a recent analysis of
ayailable evaluation evidence for pre-CETA programs has cow-
eluded that those offering skill training (both OJT and class-
room) had a beneficial impact ortearnings as did the Apprentice
Outreach Program (A0P).2/ ,(See also preceding discussions of
individual program strategies.) Blacks (particularly black
women) experienced larger gains in hourly earnings over their
pretraining level than did whites, althoutp blacks continued to
earn less than whites after training. Indomplete information
for MDTA, AOP, Job Corps, WIN, and NAB/JOBS suggests that some
minorities gained access to more stable, better-paying jobs as
a result of their participation in these programs, but the
magnitude of any benefits cannot be determined in the absence
of carefully designed information systems that would permit
.postprogram evaluation.

One study found negligible posttraintng earnings gains for
blacks in WIN programs designed to improve job search skills

. but significant gains from subsidized employment. However, the
riains for whites were nearly double those for blacks, regard-
less of sex, for the p1870am. generally. Similar racial
differences appeared in an evaluation of the Job Corps.
Preliminary analysis of CETA data seems to indicate that black
and white males have increased their earnings after training at
about the same rates, but conclusive findings await more
information about participants in relation to comparison
groups. The National Supported-Work Demonstration, which uspd
random control grour/s, found no significant increases in
postprogram,earnings or employment effects among youth, most of
whom were members of minority groups.

The major conclusiorrirom this review of available litera-
ture is that evaluation need to be strengthened by the use of
control groups and the ...doption of a longitudinal perspective.
Findings for specific employment and training programs are too
mixed to permit definitive statements about the degree of help
they provided to minorities.

D. Women

The Commission is presently completing a major report on
Federal efforts to improve the labor market status of

Avir

disadvantaged women, one of two priority agenda items included

2/The following discussion i ',wird on an analysis by
Bernard E. Anderson, "How Much Did the. Programs Help Minorities
and Youth?" in Employing the Unemployed, esp. pp. 52-57.
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in its 1980 work plan. In the course of its study of that

issue, particular attention was directed to the status of women

in Federal employment and training programs. Publication of

the full report is planned for early 1981.

);Whether oe not the training in CETA or other Federal pro-

grafribtis leading to high-paying jobs in occupations that are

not fraditionally female and what steps could be taken to pro-

vide more equitable service for women in these programs are

among the topics to be explored in the forthcoming Commission

report. In view of this, little will be said here about women

as a target group except to note that female participation in

CETA programs has increased dramatically since fiscal year 1975

(Table F ) so that under title II-B and C women as a group are

now over half (53 percent) of all participants. Their propor-

tion is somewhat smaller for titles II-D and VI, but the

rate of increase has been more dramatic, with jumps of 14 and

13 percentage points, respectively, from fiscal 1975 to fiscal

1979.

E. Youth

For nearly every age group,' there is a problem with the

labor market. For youth, it may be getting the first job and

the opportunity to begin a productive worklife.

The Commission's Fifth Annual Report offered an analysis of

youth's experience in the labor market and in programs designed

to serve their education and employment needs, as well as

recommendations for legislative and policy changes. Many of

the Commission's legislative recommendations were contained in

. the proposed "Youth Act of 1980," which would have combined

instruction in basic reading and math skills with a program of

training, work experience, labor market information, and other

employment services to disadvantaged young people between the

ages of 14 and 21.

Chart F depicts the overall growth in°resolirces allotted to

youth programs during the 1970's by both the-Department of Labor

and the Department.(formerly Office) of Education. The Youth

Education and Demonstration Projects Act of 1977 (Public Ww

95-93) created four new programs for disadvantaged youth121

later included under titles IV and VIII of the amended CETA,

and provided additional funds for a series of research studies

1/Youth Employment and Training Programs, Youth ,Com-

munity Conservation and Improvement Projects, Youth Incentive

Entitlement Pilot Projects (all under.:titlelIV) and the Young

Adult Conservation Corps (title VIII).
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Chart F. Outlays (Planned and Actual) for Youth Training and
Employment Programs, Fiscal Years 1971:- 1983 (amounts
in billions of dollars)

$ Diliions
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Initiative a/
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0,1 I
liii I ILI

1971 1111 1975 1977
-FicscaVVeara

1979 1903
Eatimate

E.
Dept.
4/

4 Training
and
Work

Programa.

a/ Includes outlays under new authority from both labor and education componentoof the propooed youth education, training, and employment initiative.b/ Inclaeo Job Corps, Summer Youth Employment program, and four other programooriginally authorized by the Youth Employment and Demonotration ftojects Act (CETATitleo IV and VIII). Excludeo kn 1981-4983 spending under new authority in programsplanned for eonoolidation in the youth initiative: Youth Employment and Training Programo,Youth Community Conservation and Improvement Projecto; and Youth Initiativeo EntitlementPilot Projecto.
c/ Includeo youth share of Economic Opportunity Act and anpowe Development andTraining Act programo (1971-1972),

Comprehenoive Employment and Training Act general,granto; Private Sector Initiative Program (CETA Tit'e.VII); and tax.expenditureo under theTargeted Jobo Tax Credit program.
d/ Includes college work-otudy and vocational education outlayo. Prior to April 1,1980, theoe programo were adminiotered by the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.SOURCE: U.S., Office of.Management and Budget.
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and demonstration projects for wt4 findings are only now

becoming'available.2/ The youth lAitiative proposed by the

Cartex administration would have increased the amount of
Federal outlays for youth programs to nearly $7.5 billion by

fiscal 1983. Chart F includes these prgposed expenditures,
although the Youth Sill was not enacted and is unlikely to be
revived by the 91ill Congrei3s.

F. Veterans

By law, veterans are given preference in all job referrals

by the Job Service, and they have been singled out for special,
attention under.CETA and other work and'training programs, as

wel1.12/

Over 2.3 million veterans (incl ng)over 950,850
Vietnam-era veterans)11/ fildd new and renewal job applica-
tions with local Job Service offices in fiscal 1980, and
583,950 (255,560 Vietnam-era) veterans were placed in jobs. *

The Veterans Employment Service (VES), under the Deputy,Assis-

tant Secretary for Veterans' Employment in the Department of 0

Labor, 9tat1ons field staff in all Staten, the District of

. Columbia, and Puerto Rico to monitor and evaluate the services
provided by Job Service local offices and CETA prime opo ors.

Local Veterans' Employment Representatives (LVER'S) condu t

outreach and public informdtion programs that advise veterans

of their rights and benefits and inform employerskof their

obligations, as well as the benefits that can accrue from.hiring

veterans. The Disabled Veteranstutreach Program (DVOP); a
special activity begun as part of the Pyeoident's economic'A
stimulus program in 1977, ai.do in thitr-general effort, as eo

Apprenticeship Information CentIxp and other outreach programs

run by the JobtSeriLices

2/For a review of some of these studies and oprojeets, oee

the chapter entitled "Youth Trdining and Employment: New

Initiatives for the Eighties," in the 1980 Employment and
Training Report of,the President, pp. 73-93.

1H/For a full accounting of the kinds of serviCes pro-

vided to the Nation's veterans, see the 1980 EMployment and.
Traifiing Report of the President, pp. 97-128.

Li/Vietnam-era veterdns are those who served between
August 5, 1964, and May 7, 1975, and are under age 35.
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Ancillary to these recruitment efforts are a number of pro-
grams that aim to increase the number,prjobs that'are
available to veterans. For.examp;e, under the Federal Contrac-
tor Job Listing (FCJL) program,1.41 firms holding Federal
,contracts of $10,000 or more arerequired to list with the local
Job Service agency all bona fide job openings that occdr during
the perform nce of their contracts. The Job Service is, in
turn, requi ed to provide priority referral of qualified, eli-
gible, disabl'ëff and Vietnam-era veterans to those openings. In
fiscal 1980, 102,000 eligiblejveterans were placed in jobs
listed 'under the FCJL program:

Economically disadvantaged Vietnam-era veterans are also
among the target groups identified for the Targe.ted Jobs Tax
Credit (TJTC) program, which provides a tax credit to employers
for-hiring specified applicant groups. Several thousand of these
veterans have been hired by emOloyers since the start of the
program in.April 1979 after they first received vouchers, of
their eligibility for the program by the Job pervice.

- A third effort, Help-Through Industry Retraining and
Employment (HIRE), was a 2-year, 4140 million veterans' employ-
ment program, launched in SeOtember 1977 as another part of the
President's economic stimulus effort. Under both HIRE-I (a
nationwide program administered by the Labor Department's
national office) and HIRE-II (a community-level effort admini-
itered by local CETA priMe sponsors), private sector employers
were offered reimbursement from CETA funds for extra costs
related to,the hiring and training of unemployed disabled and
Vietnam-era veterans. Although ithplementation of HIRE-I was
delayed for some tims and many emploYers proved reluctant.to
accept a reimbursabl% contract that-required them to' bring the
Rorticipants into ttieir regular work force after training, oyer
50,000 veterans were eventually employed under the two phasO
of this program.

Veterans are also'singled out for special attention under
work and training programs. In January 1977, the Secretary of
Labor proposed as a national goal, the employment of veterans
in 35 percent of the 41&,000 new public service jobs funded
under titles II and VI of CETA as part of the.Economic Stimulus
Appropriations Act'of 1977. The 1978 reauthorizaton amendments
further required the Secretary of Labor to.make a special effort
to increase the participation of qualifiea disabled and
Vietnam-era veterans, with particular emphasis on those who
served in the Armed Forces in Indochina or Korea, or adjacent
waters, on or after August 5, 1964,_and on or before May 7,
1975 (thereafter known is "special" veterans).

la/Formerly known as Mandatory Job Listing.
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Despite these goals, in fiscal 1980, the proportion of
veterans participating in CETA programs totaled around 8 per-
cent under title II-B and C; 15 percent under title II-D; and
16 percent under title VI. Vietnam-era veterans comprised febm
4 to 6 percent of the total, while "special"
represented barely 1 percent of participants in each of the
three,programs, which enroll most of the eligible veterans Who
receive services under CETA.

p.

References to veterans as a single Category tends to obscure
the tact that there are a number of variations in unemployment
rates among veterans in different age categories that may have
a bearing on future employment policies. For older veterans,g
thelEpecial problems associated with being out of the civilian
labor force for a peiriod of time.in service to the country seem
to be atating. The fiscal 1979jobless rate for veterans age
25 to 3 (3.9 percentY was virtually the same as that of their
nonveteran counterparts (3:8-percent). Vietnam-era veterans,
who by virtue of their definitional :35-yeae age limitAre a
shrinking population, also showed a 3.9 percent unemployment
rate in 1979 Only in the 25- to 29-year-old age groupwas-the
Vietnam-eea veterans' unemployment rate above that for non-
veterans (5.9 versus 4.5 percent).

However, for young (age 20 to 24) veterans4 especially black
and other minorities, unemplcArment probiems'remain acute. The
unemployment rate for young veterans in fiscal 1979 ranged from
21.4 peftent for black and other Minorities.to 9.9.percent for
whites, while for their nonveteran counterparts the rates were
16.4 percent and.6.6 percent, respectively.

There are, then, very serious unemployment problems asso-
ciated with the youngest age group that do not seem to be
responding to the special attention provided to veterans
generally. It is-possible, of dourse, that the problem is

associated less with veteran statuS per se than with other fac-
tors such as youth, minority status, or the selection bias
inherent in.determining who enlists,or reenlists in the Armed
Services, all of which may.affect the employment outlook. If

so, maturity and mare experience in the labor market may elimi-
nate part of the pmoblem, as the higher employment rates for
older veterans seem bR indicate.

On the other hand, the typical military enlisted person
today tends to be both young and a minoLity, and it is, there-
fore, unlikely that the problem will dissipate in the near term.
Perhaps the new apprenticeship'programs, which permit uniformed
personnel to receive training while still in service as part of
registered apprenticeship programs, will supply part of the

solution. Obviously, however, becatise of their relatively
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small size and lack of availability in all military
installations, these programs cannot overcome the entire
'problem.

Other coordinated efforts that involve both military and
nonmiliOry training programs might also be developed., The .

. Armed Seiwices can become an important adjunct to other employ-
ment and training efforts or they can merely become a giant
holding receptacle for young people wbo would otherwise be
unemployed and are destined to becoie so in the long run.

G. QAer Groups

\---There are other groups--the handicapped, Indians, migrants,
ex-offenders, alcoholics, welfare recipients, displaced home-
makers, to name only a few--who are also targeted for employment
services in various Federal programs. The numbei of groups
singled out by the Congress for specidl attentiohlunder Title
III, Part A, of CETA.("Special National Programs and Activi-
ties") increases with each reauthorization of the act. Whether-.
available program resources can effectively meet the needs of-
all these groups is a question that should be considered in the
reauthorization process.

.The following section will review some of the issues asso-
ciated with CETA and other delivery institutions that determine
'the effectiveness ofemployment and training programs.
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V. DELIVERY INSTITUTIONS

The Department of Labor, through CETA prime sponsors and
State Employment Security Agencies, the Department of Health
and Human Services, through State and localwelfareagencIeg,
and the Department of Educatipn, through the State vocational
education system, are the principal deliverers of employment
and.training services at the present time. The following review
of these delivery systems will address some of the important
administrative issues-that are likely to affect their activity

in the coming decade. :

A. Labor.and Health and Human Services

Employment and training programs administered by the
Department of Labor's Employment and Training Administration
(ETA) have served as the cutting edge of Federal employment
policy for the last two decades. One of the most difficult
problems faced during this period was how to define and delimit
the Federal role in a largely decentralized, State and locally
administered CETA program. Providing the necessary flexibility
for prime sponsors to administeethe program, while at the same
time guarding against fraud and abuse and gathering the required
management information, has been an objective that placed great
strain on ETA's management capabilities in both the national

and the field offices.

To strengthen these capabilities and to respond to parti-
cular provisions of the 1978 CETA Amendments, the Employment
and Training Administration, in December 1979, created the
Office of Management Assistance (OMA). The new office is
directly responsible for providing an integrated management
system for ETA program administration through DOL regional

offices; for assisting communications between national program
offices and the regions, including integration of work plans

and the clarificaton of work priorities; for establishing and
operating a programmatic and management performance review of

all ETA programs except those adminigtered by the Bureau of
ApprenticeShip and Training, Job Corps, and the Veterans
Employment Service; and for developing and administering a com-
prehensive program of management.ahd technical assistance and
training coordinated through the ETA delivery system.

Although the mere formation of a management office is nOt

enough to guarantee improved efficiency, OMA has also developed

a Management Assistance and Training System (MATS), which
through both 5-year and annualized delivery plans is meant to
provide ETA with the capability to respond promptly and effec-

tively to th needs of CETA prime sponsors and other service

deliverers.17

1/1980 Employment and Training Report of the President,

pp. 22-23.
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The CETA reauthorization legislation placed new responsi-
bilities on the Department of Labor for certifying and moni-
toring the'interJnal management information systems used by prime
sponsors. It also increased substantially the amount and types'
of information required to be reported. Since most CETA prime
sponsors have been operating manual systems that do not record
all of the newly required data, the Department has instituted a
long-term plan for improving them.

As part of this plan, the Labor'Department is developing a
standard prototype automate0 management information system

. (MIS) for use by sponsors, preparing a technical assistance
guide that describee a model CETA client tracking systemy and
taking other steps designed to improve the quality of informa-
tion in CETA programs. A lon§krange CETA Management Information
System Redesign Program, begun ih fiscal 179, is aimed at
ensuring Aponsor compliance wIth all Federal retorting-4nd
recordkeeping requirer9ents and promotin4 improved management of
local CETA programs.2/

.

Sponsors are being urged by the Labor Department to improve
their own verification and financial management systems as a
further means of detecting fraud and preventing program abuse--
another major emphasis in the CETA reauthorization.. Prime
sponsors are by law required to establish an'Independent Moni-
toring Unit (IMU) to monitor compliance with the requirements
of the act, the regulations, and their own Comprehensive
Einployment and Training Plan. DOL is urging prime sponsors to
'use these monitoring units as managerial tools for improving
the operation and efficlency of CETA programs and activities.,.., u
The Secretary of Labor is required to assese annually the
effectiveness of each prime sponsor's IMU../

r,

Although'the emphasis on improved management by the Depart-
ment of Labor is an important step in strengthening the CETA.
delivery system, much more remains to-be done at all levels.

1. CETA Prime Sponsors
.. .

Before CETA was enacted in 1973, the Federal Government-
contracted individually with the Job Service, State vocational
eOucation agencies, community action groups, and local nonprofit
community-based_organizations to manage about 20 separate cate-
gorical manpower programs. Representatives from these various
service elillerers sat on area planning committees, usually

e,
It

chaired the Job Servic 'and had very little influence over
,the alloca ion of Federal resources, a decision usually made at
the national level. CETA decentralized the management of most,
employment and training programs to State and local officials--
mainly Governors and mayors or county executives in charge of
units of governmint of 100,000 or more population.

,.)

2/Ibid., pp. 23-24.

2/Ibid p. 24.
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Although decentralization was one of two guiding principles
of the 1973 legislation, some CETA sponsors have been criti-
cized for poor management. Much of this criticism has been
directed toward PSE activities, where nepotism, substitution, .

mismanagement, and sometimes outright fraud haVe been pointed
to as evidence of the failure of the entire CETA program. To
their credit, however, most sponsors have demonstrated effi-
ciency and flexibility in-meeting the challenge of frequent
wide swings in PSE enrollment levels, changes in funding policy
or in program regulations, and demands for the rapid implementa-
tion of entirely new programs such as the youth demonstrations.

Some newly developing approaches to organization and
management are suggesting ways in which the prime sponsor system
may be modified in the future. Under CETA title VII, every
prime sponsor must have a TTivate Industry Council (PIC) to act
as a,liaison with the local business community and to give
advice on the design bf programt and how to improve the record
of placements. It is unclear in the CETA legislation what
powers these councils have, but many are incorporating and
establishing their independence from prime sponsors. Depending
upon how powerful and independent the PICs become nationwide,
they may eventually offer a network of organizations that have
merged local public and private interests and that combine the
efficiency and discipline of the private membership with the
community concein of its public members. At least one prime
sponsor is already-reported to be merging with its PIC to form
a corporate body with a combined public-private managing board.
Whether or not this proves to be a ."wave of the future" or
merely ah interesting aberration in the evolution of the CETA
prime sponsor system, there will be much to consider about
management issues when CETA is taken up in 1982..

The INIational Commission for Employment Policy will be con-
ducting and funding research on a number of important questions
about th6 Federal role under CETA, the targeting of resources,
'the relationship of the public and private sectors in delivering
CETA services, management control issues,-the appropriate mix
of services, and many other isques that will need to be
addressed before dec,isions are made about the future Of the
program. A report is scheduled for 1982.

2.. WIN and Welfare -Reform Projects

The Work Incentive (WIN) program--though not as large as
CETA--is a major employment and training effort designed to help
recipients of Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC)
become self-sufficient. In fiscal year 1979, more than 260,000
registrants entered work and training components of thp program.

_Nationally, WIN is administered jointly by the Departments
of Labor, and Health and Human Services. At the local level,
the public Job Service has responsibility for employment-related
services. Job-ready individuals who possess a marketable skill
and have no personal barriers to employment may be referred to
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available openings listed with the Job Service. Registrants in
WIN who lack job skills are provided with classroom or
on-the-job training or placed in work experience with a public
or private nonprofit agency. Supportive services such as day
care, transportation allowances, and health care are arranged
for'or provided by local public welfare agencies to persons who
could not otherwise enter employment or programs to prepare
them for a job. In many areas, the Job Service and welfare
staff share space in the same local office as is the case at
the national leve1.1/ WIN sponsors are also expected to
maintain close ties with other programs in their areas. In
fiscal year 1979, resources other than WIN provided work and
training opportunities to 79,640 registrants,"about 60 percent
of whom were served in CETA-funded projects.2/

The Welfare Reform Projects, also known as the Employment
Opportunities Pilot Program (EOPP), are testing various reform
strategies at 12 sites nationwide. The EOPP program, admin-
istked locally by CETA prime sponsors, hps two principal
components: job search and employment and training. The job
search component consists of intake, initial assessment, a
5-week minimum active job search effort, and assessment for
employment and training. During the initial program
assessment, supportive-service needs are identified and
provided.

Although overallTesponsibility for the program and
delivery of services in EOPP rests with the CETA prime
sponsors, close coordination is also expected to exist with the
State employment service, the WIN program sponsor, and the
local public assistance agency for the delivery of specific
supportive services. Use of community-based organizations,
Private Industry Councils, and other agencies is encouraged.

A
The objective is to establi an integrated and coordinated
delivery cystem.§./

For both WIN and EOPP, a key issue in any future comprehen-
sive review of employment and training programs is that of
coordination. How do they, or any broad welfare reform
proposal of the future, fit together with CETA and other/
programs designed to promote employment? That question can be
addressed as part of the 1982 CETA reauthorization process.

1/1980 Employment and Training Report of the President,
pp. 50-51.

p. 51.

gIbid., ppt 41-42.
z
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3. The Employment Security System

This State-level system is comprised of both the Employment
Service (ES), or Job Service as it is more recently called, and
the,Unemployment Insurance System (UIS). It has existed in its
present form since 1933, when the Wagner-Peyser Act was passed.

The Unemployment Insurance Service makes use of ES personnel
to administer the work test to UI claimants and, on occasion,
to handle UI claims when a rapid downturn in the economy
temporarily overloads the system. Otherwise the VIS-is a
separate and distinct service, although in most States, UI and
ES staff may occupy the same office space and share top

management. In general, the Unemployment Insurance Service
enjoys a good reputation for efficient administration. Its
mission is clear, a detailed "cost model" for resource alloca-
tions operates effectively, and, except when applicants overload
the system during major recessions or mass layoffs, the system.
functions smoothly.

The Job Service has not fared as well in its public reputa-

tion. In the earlier discussion of job search assistance stra-
tegies, the criticism from both employers and jobseekers was

noted. Efforts to promote.employment of the disadvantaged
created distrust among employers in the 1960's, while, con-
versely, the clientd of many early manpower programs believed
the Job Service was not responsive enough to their needs.
Unlike the estimated 10,000 private employment agencies that
operate nationwide, the Job Service is required to serve all
who apply, although, on the other hand, it cannot compel
employers (except most Federal contractors) to list job
openings or accept job referrals. By the rigid rule that
applies to Job Service activity, it is credited with a
permanent placement only when an individual is hired in a
particular job listed with the agency to which the applicant
has been specifically referred. Providing any other
information or assistance that may lead to a job not listed by
the agency is not a reportable item, and yet the placement
record continues to be the primary measure of ES

effectiveness. Furthermore, it must be noted that the basic
mission of the Job Service as a labor exchange has been adeed
to immeasurably since 1933 (ES estimates it is now involvn in

,
the administration of 25 laws, 17 Executive Orders, and 16
agreements with other Federal agencies), and its list of target
groups due !special service" has grown exCeedingly long over
the years://

2/see 1980 Employment and Training Report of the
President, pp. 57, 59-61.
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Poor management and low output per dollar of investment are
among the charges that have been leveleemgainst the Job
Service. In section 5(a) of the 1978 CETA Amendments, the Sec-
retary of Labor was instructed to report to the Congress what
problems existed in- the Employment SeTvice system and what could
be done to eliminate them, with particular attention to.the
coordination of ES and CETA and any modifications of the
Wagner-Peyser Act that would,be necessary. The required report
was transmitted to the Congress in January 1980, after much
internal debate and close scrutiny by the Office of Management
and Budget. It concluded that administrative rather than
legislative changes were required'in the near term4.although
some legislative amendments might become Kecessary after more
experience has been obtained.

The particular recommended changes would entail bringing .

the management of CETA and ES into consistent time and policy
frames and encouraging closer local coordination of the two
service delivery systems by increasing the responsibility of
Governors for the Job Service and decentralizing the ES plan-
ning process. At the same time, theenational office would con-
tinue to have a strong leadership and monitoring role.

Perhaps that most important change froM the point of view
.of the Job Service would be an effort to carefully define its
role in delivering employment services. Among the currently
held tasks that the Job Service would prefer to relinquish is
that of an enforcement agent for matters that could be left to
other agencies (e.g., assurance of adequate living conditions
in migrant labor camps). A work group will be set up to sort
out all the compliance functions and determine which might be
more effectively and logically handled by other agencies.

Finally, the Job Service wants to work toward the develop-
ment of an allocation formula more heavily weighted towards
needs factoro than the current formula but that would still
leave room for rewarding performance. No change was
recommended in gunding the Job Service through Federal trust
fund accounts.§/

When CETA reauthorization is taken up by the Congress in
1982, the relationship between CETA and ES will certainly be an
issue, and information derived from the proposed administrative
coordination effort should be,of value in that legislative
exercise.

gisee p.s., Department of Labor, "Report to Congress on
Wagner-Peyser," unpublished (U.S. Depaitment of Labor, June 12,
1980), 39 pp.
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B. Educat2bn
4

Department of Education (formerly the Office
in the Department of Health, Education, and
a close relationship with many of the work
programs administered by the Department of

1. Interagency Agreements

To promote employment among disadvantaged youth, the
Department of EduCation's Bureau of Occupational and Adult
Education and the Department of Labor's Office of Youth
Programs developed three interagency agreements'in fisbal
1979.2/

In the first initiative, the two offices jointly
funded a venture to encourage cdoperation between local
agencies and prime sponsors. The cooperation is designed
to ensure the provision of education and training services
for CETA-eligible youth through the public education system.

A second initiative involVed thetransfer of some
Department of Education funds to thb Department of Labor to
establish in-school exemplary programs targeted to specific
groups (the handicapped, school dropouts, economically
disadvantaged youth, And incarcerated youth). These pro-
grams are intended to find new ways to involve the Nation's
schools in finding long-term, productive jobs for young
persons.

The third initiative provides funding by the Department
of Labor for a Summer Youth Program to be administered by
the Bureau of Occupational and Adult Education of the Depart-
ment of Education. This project peeks to introduce
economically and educationally disadvantaged youth who lack

job skills to an'intensive remedial program. Participants
include high school seniors and high school dropouts, as well g,

as first-year postsecondary students. Four postsecondary
institutions that have traditionally served the disadvantaged
have received funds.

Closer cooperation between CETA prime sponsors and the
local sehool systems is also being sought through various
agreements and joint projects at State and local levels as
w01142/ By law, 22 percent of the.funds for.Youth Employ-
ment and Training Programs, authorized by title IV of CETA,
are used for in-school youth programs with a local education
agency as a delivery unit.

9/Ibid., pp. 137-138.

)9./For example, Geo ibid.., pp. 138-139.
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2. Vocational Education

The 22-percent set-aside for CETA progranh for in-school
youth carried out through agreements between prime sponsor's and
local educational agencies (section 413(d) (2) of CETA)'and the *

regular 6-percent set-aside for vocational education programs
to be distributed by the Governors (sections 202 and 204) ensure
that the vocational education system will be an important part
of the delivery of CETA services.

"The Vocational Education Act is scheduled for reauthoriza-
tion in 1981, and (as indicated earlier) the -National Comitission
for Employment Policy is presently involved in a thotough
analysis of the vocational education system in preparation for
making its own recommendations. Among the topics now being
considered are sex equiti in vocational education, efficiency
in the delivery of services, including a review of the linkages
among CETA, vocational schools, and the private sector, the
adequacy of occupational nbeds projection techniques, and over-
all program impact. *

14?
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VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

The 1960's and 1970's were, characterized by a Federal
employment policy that sought to assist those population groups
who Were at the greatest disadvantage in the labor market. By
law and policy, nearly all-work and training programs adopted

=-1dUrtng these two decades were directed to the poor, or "econom-
ically disadvantaged," who are dispAoportiOnately minorities.
The major exception was coUntercyclical pOlic:Service employ-
ment (PSE), introduced as a national prOgeAMin1.971 under the
Emergency Employment Act and carried on under-CETA first under
title II and later under title VI. Since 1978, however, these
programs, too, have been redirected to serve mainly:the econom-
ically disadvantaged, with as yet uncertain results.

Again, with the exception of PSE, the employment strategies
of the seventies proved virtually the same as those of the
sixties. Classroom training-, work experience, and on-the-job
training have been offered by State and local CETA prime spon-
sors in about the same proportion, or mix, as the earlier
Federal contractors who administered categorical prograrp for
the Department of Labor as part of the War on Poverty.li

Futhermore, results from evaluations of these programs show
no dramatic increase in effectiveness as a result of the change
in sponsorship after 1973, as demonstrated by postprogram earn-
ings gains. Nor have analysts been able to suggest ways to
improve the effectiveness of these basic strategies in any
significant fashion. Thus, OJT continues to be cited by evalu-
ators as among the most effective techniques for increasing
participant earnings, and yet, for a variety of reasons cited
earlier, it is the least utilized of program strategies.
Classroom training, which might be classified in the middle-
range of effectiveness in terms of ability to increase future
earning power, is the most frequently applied strategy, followed
by work experience, which, according to evalyation literature,
is least effective as an employment device.A(

PSE programs, which have grown consi.derably and represent
an increasingly large proportion of CETA activitysince that

1/William Mirengoff and Lester Rinaler;'CETA: Manpower
Pro rams Under Local Control (WashOgton, D.C.: National Academy
of Sciences, Nat onal Research.COuficil,-1978), pp. 125-126.

2/1980 Employment and TrainingReport of the President,
pp; 24-26. .
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1 was enacted in 1973, has been4the center. of much controversy
because of cases of poor management, fraud, and abuse at the
local level, as well as philosophidal disputes regarding the
role of the Federal Government as an employer. In addition, it
has undergone intensive scrutiny by social-scientists and
others concerned about its possible inflationary hnd substitu-
tion effects. Nevertheless, all remegal peogram modifications
suggested so far (e.g., low wages, tight eligibility focused oh
the poor and unskilled, substantive skill training, and
transition to unsubsidized jobs) seem certain to make-the
program less attractive to State and local sponsors (as an
early evaluation bears out) and will*, in addition, make it more
difficult to operate at the desired high levels of enrollment .

required duting recessionary periods.
/

Because most evaluations have lacked control groups for
comparison purposes,-it is very difficult to make judgments b

about program outcomes for particular groups. Most studies show
gross earnings gains for program participants, but these fail
to allow for increases in earnings ibat would have come about
even in the absence of training. Maturation of the younger
enrollees, inflationary effects on later wages, and the fact
that eligibility requirements assufe that individuals who enter
the'programs are at probably the lowest point of their careecss,
all contribute to the upward trend in postprogram earnings...4i

I

Nevertheless, since 1973, some positive evidence has
appeared to support the geheral presumption of effectiveness
that has sustained manpower policymakers for the last two
decades. In contrast to the earlier, less scientific studies,
the recent Continuous Longitudinal Manpower Survey (CLMS) review
of net earnings data for participants in adult programs under
CETA piesents at least tentative evidence that enrollees have
in fact experienced net gains in postprogram earnings, though
some methodological limitations are acknowledged. Not
surprisingly,.perhaps, those persons who earned the least,
prior to e -ivy, seem to have benefited the most from their
program qr erience, as expkessed in later earnings gains.
Freliminar data for later groups of enrollees appear to offer
similar findings.

Concerning the basic delivery systems that provide services
to particular groups, CETA, the Employment Service, WIN, the
vocational education system, and others are ell in need of

2/see Borusu "Assessing the Impact of Training Programs,
Employing the Unemproyed, p. 17,
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careful scrutiny not only to determine how they may be impro4d
indillidually, but also to consider whether they can and should

*be better coordinated in order to work more efficiently ind
effectively and avoid expensive duplication of effort. Current
delivery systems may also benefit from the addition of some
promising new strategies suck as job-finding.clubs and
technigubs for creating a closer involyement of the private
sector in CETA and other work and training progins such as
Private Industill Councils (PICs).

In sum, the employment and training system has matured over
the pa0 two decades. It is a complex sysem that has helped
many,/but at considerable cost, and it has cothe under attack on
a variety of grounds. Over the next 2 yeard', the President and
Congress will have to'decide whether and how to redesign that
system.- As this report indicates, there is a great deal of
experience on which to draw for this exerciser although program
benefits and costs cannot always be measured as accurately as
they ought.to be: Ikagjsessing this infocmation is -not an easy
task, it is nonetheless an important first step in building an
employment policy for the eighties.

a

2,
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Addendum

Federal Outlays and Obligations for Work and
Training Programs, by Agency and Program,
Fiscal Yegr 1979 ($ in millions)

Agency and Program Obligations Outlays

TOTAL, ALL AGENCIES $15,257.6
(

Departmedi of Agriculture
Youth Conservation Corps

d")
60.0

Department of Commerce
Job Opportunities Program 0.0

Department of Health and Human Services.
Social Services Training and Employment* 223.0
HHS Vocational Rehabilitation 1,018.8

$14,452.5

1

62.7

2.0

223.0
965.9

Subtotal, HHS 1,241.8

Department of the Interior
Indian On-the-Job Training 1.2
Indian Institutional Training 17.6
Indian Direct Placement 14.2
Indian Action Teams 22.4

1 188.9

1.2
17.6
14.2
22.4

Subtotal, Interior 55.4

Department of Justice
Prisoner Training 5.0

Depaitment of Labor
. Older Americans, 220.6

Work Incentive (WIN) Program 380.1
Employment Service:

ES Services 696.9
Food Stamp Recipient,Placement 28.7
ESAP 22.7

55.4

1.9

207.8
385.0.

696.9
25.4

3111
745.0

1,801.5
1,755.4

66.1
90.2

122.9
46.5

659.5
379.6
273.2

90.7

76.6

480.1
136.$
47.3

. Subtotal, ES 748.3
Employment and TrainingoAdSistance

Title 1,910.1
Title II - D 2,442.8
Indians 73.2
Migrants 91.8
Other National Programs 168.3
Program Support 57.5
Sumffier Youth Empioyment Program 622.2
Job Corps 400.8
Young Adult Conservation Corps 226.7
Youth ComMunity Conservation and
Improvement Projects 81.9

Youth Incentive Entitlement
Pilot Projects 82.7

Youth Employment and Training
Programs' 427.3

Siill Training Improvement Program 34.0
HIRE 4.5
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*"

Federal Outlays and Obligations Ior Wcrkk and
Training Programs, by Agency and Program,
Fiscal Year 1$79 ($ in millions) - Continued

Agency and PrOgram Obligations . Outlays

Migrant Initiative 0.1
Indian Initiative 2.1
Private Sector Program 32.6
Labor PRM 0.0
YCCIP R&D- 11.5
YETP R&D 67.3
TJTC Administration 10.3
Welfare Reform Demonstration 23.5
CETA Outlay Shortfall 0.0

Subtotal, E and TA 6 811.2
Temporary Employment Assistance'

(Title VI) 3,317.2
Other DOL

Antidiscrimiriation (ESA) 5.5
Labor Market Information (BLS) 36.9
Program Administration (ETA) 114.0
Contract Compliance (ESA) 41.5

4kubtotal, Other DOL 197.9
ASubtotall Labor 11,675.3

Department of Education
College Work Study 574.0
Vocational Education 682.9
Education PRM 0.0

Subtotal, Education 1,256.9

Department of Housing and Urban Development
Community Development 39.0 20.4

Veterans Admini tration
Veterans Sk 11 Training .

505.8
Veterans Assistance Centers 11.0
Veterans Vocational Rehabilitation 109.1

Subtotal, VA I 625.9

16.2
15.6
3.7
0.0

12.7
75.4
5.8
2.4
0.0

6,157.9,

3,285.2

5.5
36.2

113.8
39.5

194.5
10,975.4

542.0
680.7

0.0
1,222.7

Other Independent Agencies .
II

Equal Emplpyment Opportunity Commission 105.6
Other.Contract Compliance 0.0
Agency Federal Youth Programs:

,
Summer Aides 36.2

, Stay-in-School 92.8
Federal Summer Employment 72.7

Subtotal, AFYP 2-6177

Subtotal, OVA, 307.3
Atm

5011.3
11.0

109.6
628.9 -a.

92.5
0.0

36.2
92.8
72.7
2-077
294.2

SOUR)CE Office of Management and Budget.
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I. OVERVIEW

A. Introduction

At its December 1979 meeting the National Commission for
Employment Policy determined that economic development efforts/
to reduce unemployment and underemployment would be a major
agenda item for 1980. The Commission's view was that the pro
pects for very tight Federal buagets over the next several y ars
--concomitant with continuing problems of joblessness and po
erty--made it especially important to determine the most ef ec-
tive way to use economic development activities to address em-

ployment problems. The focus of the Commission staff's effort
was on how economic development policies can be harnessed/to
alleviate structuril unemployment.

The definition of "structurally unemployed" person used
here is the one that has been used in the employment a d
training literature for the past several years. It r fers to
those'persons who have had difficulty in making and aintaining
an effective attachment to the labor market because f a lack
of basic educational and occupational skills or who have such
difficulties because of personal circumstances (su as being a
female head of household with responsibilities for supporting
children) compounded by discrimination. In other ords, the
economically and educationally disadvantaged.

Over the past two decades, use of the term
unemployed has come full circle. In the early
referred to people who became unemployed becau
changes in particular industries or regions.
1970's, the term was used as a substitute or a euphemism for

the poor and disadvantaged. With the relatively recent
problems in basic industries, such as automobiles alld steel,
the term is again being used in its earlier tense and thus has
become somewhat ambiguous. To reiterate, in this report
structurally unemployed refers to the disadvantaged.

B. Report Outline

The next chapter presents information on the nature of the
economic development problem and on the relationship between
this problem and that of structural unemployment. It concludes
that some form of development assistance--that targets jobs
where the unemployed and underemployed live--is necessary.

ructurally
960's, the term
e of structural
Later, in the

Chapter III turns to a review of economic development poli-
cies as they have been practiced. The chapter begins with a
description of the historical evolution of Federal programs and
concludes with a description of current programs within the
Federal, State and local governments and' within the private

sector..
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Chapter IV examines.the effectiveness of these economic
development policies and programs in meeting their stated goals.
In particular, the economic, political, and statistical problems
inherent in targeting assistance to particular locations are
Summarized. In addition, the alternative methods that are'used
to stimulate location-specific private sector investment, and
hence job opportunitiese are analyzed. The concluding section
deals with the specific issue of linking this development-in-
duced investmerit to the job needs of structurally unemployed
persons. One of the ways this linkage might be accomplished is
by trainingthe people.for jobs in the firms which receive
development assistance.

Chapter V continues this discussion of linkage first by out-
lining the barriers to effective coordination of the various
development and employment and training programs. It then re-
views several recent demonstrations and experiments that have
been designed to overcome the barriers.

O
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II. ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT POLICIES AND STRUCTURAL

UNEMPLOYMENT: .DEFINING THE PROBLEM

A. Introduction

Economic development is a process.. It involves Alterations

in the basic elements of an econpAy: in its industrijal (or

export) sector,, in its service and retail sectors, in its.stock
ofthousing and in the skill level and mix of its wprk foice.
The development process is more than economic growth. ,,Growth

means increases in the *entity of an economy's output. Devel-

opment implies qualitative changes within'the structure of an

economy as well. These changes may involve innovations in tech-

,
nology, the establishment of new institutions (private or pub-

lic) or a reorganization of the relationships among existing

institutions.1/ The goal of economic development is increased
well-being of the population, measured specifically by increases

in per capita inCome and reductions in unemployment.

At present, the term economic development is used in seileral

different ways. The defidition just given is a traditional one,

most often used in the context of national econoMies. ThiS

definition takes into account the connections aiong sectors as

well as the linkages among subnational, regional and local

economies.

As the term is used today in the context of the American
experience, economic development implies something more limited

in scope. In some cases it means the physical revitalization
of deteriorated or abandoned buildings and infrastructure in a
particular neighborhood. In other cases, it means job creation

and job retention in individual regional or local economies--it

, is thiS sense that the term economic AevelopmentOis used in this

report.

B. Geographic Variations in EconOmic Well-Being

The problem of economic,development in the U.S. is viewed
in terms of differentials in the economic well-being of places.

Some areas have high condentrations of unemployed and underem-
ployed workers and are growing slowly, if at all. At the same

1/See R. Vaughan and P. Bearse, "Federal Economic Develop-

ment Programs: A FrameworX for Design and Evaluation," Economic
Development Policies to Reduce Structural Unemployment: TOTIVE=

ence Proceedings and Background Papers (Wanhington, D.C.
tlational Commission for Employment Policy, forthcoming 1981).
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time, other areas of the Nation are prosperous: they have iow
unemployment rates as well as high and rising levels of per
capita income.2/

Variations in economic well-being across regions, and be-
tween urban and rural areas, have been a longstanding feature
of the American economy. In broad terms, the problems that
areas have experienced have not changed over time. For example,
in spite of increases in per capita income, poverty remains a
major issue in rural America and the South. At the same time,
slow growth and unemployment have ,been major concerns.in urban
areas and in the North.1/

Still, the particular places which have experienced greater
--or lesser--hardship have not peen'the same. Chart A illus-
trates this point for regional unemployment rates. It shows
the ratio of regional unemployment rates to the national averagefor the period 1955-1979. By using the ratio of unemployment
rates, adjustments bre made for, the impact of national business
cycles. From this chart it is been that throughout the1960's
the Western States had the highest unemployment rates ir the
country. But beginning in the early 1970's, this problem shift-
ed to the Northeast. A comparison of the poverty data in Tables
la and lb makes the-same point at the local level. A decade
ago the proportion of the nonmetropolitan population that was
in poverty was greater than that in the dentral cities (19 vs.
15 percent, see Table la). In 1976, the incidence of poverty
was somewhat greater in the inner cities than in
nonmetropolitan areas (16 vs. 14 percent, see Table lb).

Long-term unemployment is also geographically concentrated.
It has-been found to be more unequally distributed across Stated

1/Congressional Budget Office, Troubled Local Economies
and the Distribution of Federal Dollars (Washington, D.C.:
Congress onal Bu get Ott ce, August 1977); B. Chinitz, "The
Regional Problem in the U.S.A.," in Backward Areas in Advanced
Countries, ed. E.A.G. Robinson (New York: St. Martin s Press,
1969).

2/See also C. Jusenius and L. Ledebur, Federal
Res onses to the Economic Decline of the Northern Industr al

Re ional

T er, Econom c Development Researc Report Was ngton, D.C.:
U.S. Department of Commerce, Economic Development Administra-
tion, March 1977).
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Table la: Economic Characteristics of Metropolitan
and Nonmetropolitan Populations, 1970.

\

Economic
aracteristic
of the

Population

: Total
: Number
: (in 1000s)
:

.

: Metropolitan
:

Nonmetropolitan

:Total : Central 'City
%

: Inside : Outside
Total

Civilian Noninstitu-
tiondl Population

Percent Distribution 1970

(over 16) 139,089 68.8 32.5 36.3 31.2

Civilian labor force... 79,444 70.6 33.0 37.6 29.5

Unemployed 3,485 68.9 35.8 33.1 31.1

In Povertya/ 27,204 56.0 34.0 22.0 44.0
sr. '

Rate in percent 197003

Unemployment Rate12./ 4.4 4.8 4. 4.6
1Percent in Poverty .... 13.8 11.2 14.9 8.1 19.3

In Poverty includes all persons in families but excludes unrelated individuals under 14
years old, members of the Armed Forces living in barracks, and college students living
in dormitories.

P../ For April 1970.

SOURCES: U.S., Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Social and Economic
'''..Characteristics of the Metro olitan and Nonmetro olifER-11-675-17FUWr077 and 1970,

1 .16u

Current Popu ation Reports, Series P- , No. Was ngton, D. .:
Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, November 1978); U.S., Department of
Commerce, Bureau of the Census, General Social and Economic Characteastics,
Census of the Population, Final Report PC(1)-C1, U.S. Summary (Wash ngton, D.C.:
U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census).
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Table lb: Economic Characteristics of Metropolitan
and Nonmetropolitan Populations, 1979

Economic
Characteristic

of the
Population

: Total :

: Number : Metropolitan
: (in 1000s) :

.Civilian Noelinstitu-
tional Population.... 161,532

Civilian labor force... 102,908

Unemployed 5,963

Structurally UnemployedR/' 1,471

In Poverty (1976)2/ 24,975

Unemployment Rate

Rate of Structural
UnemploymentY

Percent in Poverty

tir Nonmetropolitan

:Total :
Central City :

: Inside : Outside
Total : Farm : Nonfarm

'IJercent Distribution 1979

68.1 28.5 39.6 31.9 ( 2.8 29.1

69.2 28.0 41.2 30;8 2.8 28.0

69.8 34.3 35.6 30.2 1.1- 29.P

72.9 39.8 33.2 27.1 lO 26.0

38.0 23.0 39.0 N.A. N.A.

1.4 1.5 2.0 1.2 1.3 0.5 1.3

11.8 10.7 15.8 6.9 14.0 N.A. N.A.

a/ . Persons unempfoyed 15 or more weeks, as determined in the March Current Population Survey.

The figure excludes 99,000 persons whose places of residence wdre not identifiable due to

confidentiality restrictions.

In Poverty includes all persons in families but-excludes unrelated individuals under 14

years old, members of the Armed Forces living in barracks and college students living in

dormitories.

SOURCES: U.S., Department of Labor, Burvau of Labor Statistics, Employment and Earnin s 27,

No. 1 (Washington, D.C.: U.SA Department of Labor, January 1 ; VW.,Depattment

of Commerce, Bureau of the Censua,
k
cial and Economic Characteristics.
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Ulan either total unemployment or inpme.51 Also, as shown
in Table lb, while central citiesohave about 29 percent of the

'I g

pulation and 28 percentof the labor force, they have 40 per-
nt of the long-term unemployed.

OIC

C. Alternatives for ReducIng Geographic
.

f

.

,Variations in Well-Being ,

Reducing geOgraphic disparities in economiCwell-being coutd
be achieved in either of two, not mutually exclusive, ways:
people could be encouraged to move to areas where jobs are
located or job creation could be stimulated where the unemployed
reside. Economic development programs have focused On the lat-
ter option: thity attempt to stimulate private sector invest-
ment, and henc6.'job opportunities, in economically-distressed
areas.

In the Federal Government and among students of economic
development, there is a growing consensus that an important ob-
jective of development programs is net new job creation for the
Nation as a whole. While clearly new jab creation should be an
objective of development policies, the distribution of jobs
among local economies is also an issue. Equity considerations--
4.e., should people in one area suffer high unemployment while
those in another area prosperare a major concern. In addi-
tiona the efficiency questionshould we help move people to
the jobs or the jobs to the peoplesuggests a reuon for en-
couraging local economic devElopment even if there is no net
job creation. The case for this approach, which targetp jobs
geographically, hinges on the inability and cocjt of moVlipg
workers and capital.

Once in place, moot capital is immobi4
(such as buses or office equipment), can be r
the'short rqn, other forms (such an roads, oc
are fixed.1/ Further, there are social ,cocts
permitting deterioration or abandonmtpt otth

.While some forlon
located even in
ors and buildings)
associated with

fixed capital.

The extent to.,which people are immOile is less c1d4. By
moving jobs to people, economic development policies assume the
existence of barriers to their mobility. These barriers may be
institutional in nature, spch as housing discrimination on ra-
cial grounds; or they may be attitudinal, for examplO, a prefer-
ence for living in a particular location due to family :ties.

A/F. Fischer, "Geographical Variation
Economic Development Policies to Reduce.

Yin some cases (e.g., buildings and seW6 s) relocation
is possible, but,generally at prohibitive* hi h coot.

Unempltyment,"

1(4.

1,50



On the other hand, it might be expected that, workers. ip.hi.gh. ,

unemployment areas would'migrate to search or work in lower

unemployment regions and'localities so-that over time geo ic

differences-in economic well-being wouid diminish. Ther is

evidence that th0 a nual flow of migrants is roughly 10-times

that which would be necessary to equalize unemployment across .

States,§I This sug sts a need to understand why unemploymeat

rate differences exist and reTairOover time.

Several reassns have been offered for the gepgraphical dis-

parities in unemployment.2/ Each has a different implied pol-

icy response. The policy responses are discussed in Chapter IV.

1. Geogrephic variations in unemployment, are due to
temporary "phocks" which strike different areas
at different timed. Local workers, recognizing
that their unemployment may be of short duration,
remain in the area.rather thari emigrate.

2. Unemployment rate differentiaIs persist because
of barriers to migration (orcommuting).. Such
barriers include, for example, a lack of (moder-
ately-pricdd) housing or inadequate local trans-

portation networks.

3. Relatively high ufiemployment \rates exist in. areas

where low-skill, workers are disproportionately
Colventrated. These workers make rational deci-

sions not to migrate: they can do no better else-
where, considering not only the costs of the move

and the probability of obtaining wprk at the new
location but also the expected duration of that
employment and the wage that is likely to be

offered.

4. Some areas are more attractive.thap others in
teems of amenities and the wages that Are offered.
People prefer to live in suchAplaces and risk
unemployment rather than move to less desirable,
locations and perhaps also receive lower (real)-

wages.
'

§./Fischer, "Geographical Variation in Une'mployment," Eco-

nomic Development Policies to Reduce.

2/These reasons are summarized in S.,Marston, "Anatoity of

PersisteneLocal Unemproymeht," Economic Development Policies

to Reduce.



In assessing the_r0,aYeAmRotarIce. o these.alternative
ii necessary to distinguish between reasons

for regional differences in unemployment rates, where long-dis-
tance moves are an issue, ind reasons for unemployment rate
differences between cities and suburbs, where commuting or
short-distance moves are possible. The evidence indicates that
whether one considers long- or short-distance moves, Ampricans
do move to avail themselves of job opportunities. About
one-third of those who change jobs also tchange their place of
residence and about 50 percent of all residential moves involvejob changes. Such1.oves may be frOin one region to another or
from one part of a ity to another.2/

Still, research has found that some groups do not move." In
particular," female-headed households are extremely immobile
residentially. Also, blacks are less mobile within urban areas
than among them, perhaps due to housing discrimination.9/
Finally, research suggest6 that some barriers to mobility aremore subtle. Long-distance moves by families require a joint
decision by the husband and wife. Those couples in which the
wives are employed have been found to have a lower probability
of making long-distance moves.10/ Moreover, among the unem-
ployed, those who do mit migrate between, cities seem to be mak-ing rational decisions. For those who hove limited skills, the
choice seems to be between unemployment Ot theiricurrent resi-
dence and low wages in unfamiliar surroundingsorFor those who
are skilled, the choice is between uncertain employment in a 0less.attractive (from the individual's perspective) location.
For both groups,'geographic mobility may not pay: all oppor-
tunities for gain (financial and otherwiSe) haVe been realized
at their current location.11/ In sum, while Americans as a
whole are a geographically mobile work force there are some
Who cannot, or do ndt, move.

11/J. Madden, "The GeograPhiO- Targeting of Job Programs,"
Economic Development Policies to Reduce; see also, U.S., Depart-
ment of Housing and Urban Deiyelopment, The President's National
Urban Policy-Report (Washingston, D.C.: (J.S. Department of
p)using and Urban Development, 1980).

97Madden, "The Geographic Targeting of Job Programs,"
Economic Development Policies to Reduce.

Ws. Sandell, "The Economics of Family Migration," Dual
Careers 4, U,S., Department of Labor R&D Monograph No. 21
(Washington, D.C.:. U.S. Department of Labor, 1976).

11/Marston, "Anatomy of Persektent LOcal Unemployment,"
Economic'Development Policies to Reduce.
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To the extent that barriers to mobility inhibit migration,
there is a need for policies to reduce these barriers. Evi-
dence indicates that training and education programs, which
increase people's skills and hence the range and quality of
their job opportunities, are important. In some cases,'employ-
ment can then be obtained in the person's current location, thus
foregoing the need for that person to leave familiar surround-

ings. In other cases, employment in a new location becomes a

viable option. At the same time, both because some people wish

to remain where they currently live and because there are social
costs to "leaving capital behind," there is also a need for some
form of development assistance which "moves jobs to i)eople."

.4
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III. ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT POLICIES AND
STRUCTURAL UNEMPLOYMENT: PAST AND CURRENT

POLICY RESPONSES

A. Historical Evolution of Programsli

The current set of Federal development policies can be °

traced back to the mid-1950's. At that time a bill was intro-
duced to provide Federal assistance to chronically depressed
areas. The legislatiOn was based on a concern that some com-
munities and workers were falling behind economically because
of regional movements of industry and technological change.
Unless these communities and the skills of their workers were
changed and adapted to current and future needs, they.would
continue to lag behind the national economy.

Ultimately passed in 1961 as the Area Redevelopment Act
(ARA), the legislation provided four kinds of aid:

-- Grants to communities to upgrade local infrastructure to
enable them to compete with other communities in attract-
ing firms;

- - Access to capital (and lower-priced capital) for firms
willing to locate in such communities;

- --Training and retraining for unemployed workers; and

Technical assistance to both firms and local communities.

Thus, place-oriented, investment-incentive assistance, and peo-
ple-oriented training programs were joined in a common legisla-
tive framework, the ARA.

This, however, was hot the,first time in the Nation's his-
tory that economte development activities were undertaken. q
brief digression might help to put tne ARA and its successor
initiatives into perspective. The Nafional Government's inter-
est in development began in the early days of the Republic.
National pokicies to open the country's interior for develop-
ment, i.e., the construction of infrastructure, were early eco-
nomic development policies. Vast networks of roads and water-
ways were created; land grants to railroads assisted them in
linking communities and markets. During much of the .19th cen-
tury, the,country was concerned with opening the.continent and
developing a national economy.

I/This section is based largely upon R. Widner et al.,
Economic Development and Employment: A Survey of Economic De-
velopment Employment and Training Programs Since 1960, Techni-
cal Report (Washington, D.C.: National Commission for Employ-
ment Policy, forthcoming 1981).
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Toward the end of the 1800's, the Government tiegan to move

away from such active intervention in the development process
and toward a more passive, rule-setttng, refereein/ role--the

days of laissez-faire. Unless one classifies the passage of

,the Smith-Hughes Act in 19172which established a national role

in vocational education--as development legislation, there was
little activity in this area from the beginning of this century

6 .

to.the 1930's.

In response to the depression of the 1930's, the Federal

Goveinment again became an active force in the Nation's develop-

%
men 1 A variety of programs.that would now be classified aso

"pla e-oriented" were..initiated. The most ambitious of these

was.t e TwnesSee Vallby Authority, a major undertaking that

sought to-redevelop a whole region of the Nation. Oiher.public

works helped to improve and extend the public capital of many

areas of the country. These included the construction_of air-

ports and public buildings (schools, courthouses, post offices,

etc.).

.
Simultaneous with these "place-oriented".programs wes a

series of employment programsthe Works Progress Administra-
tion, the Civilian Conservation Corps, and National Youth Ad-
ministration--that were "people-oriented," providing employment

and training to large numbers of unemployed persons. In addi-

tion, the Federal Government initiated programs an& policies
designed to facilitate labor exchange and to provide some cus-

hion for shocks resulting from major changes in the economy.
These includedithe Wagner-1.Peyser Act (U.S. Employment Service)

and the Social Security Act.

Despite these programs, unemployment remained high until

the United States became involved in World Nar II. While the

Nation prosecuted the war; the economy operated at a more than

fu 1 employinent level. It was not until the war's end that
islative concern returned to the subject of unemployment.

The Employment Act of 1946 committed the Nation to policies

to promote maximum employment and price stability. Despite the

policy commitment, unemployment and inflation were at high

levels during the immediate post-World War II period. As the

Nation moved Orro-ithe decade of the.1950s, structural and tech-
nological chalig6s)began to occur, leading to the kinds of prob-

,

lems that were-addressed in the economic.development'proposals
that became th

)

Area Redevelopment Act.

To return to the opening theme, the ARA, designed to assist

people and
t_l

places affected by structural and technological

changes in the economy, became law in 1961. Responsibility fog

administration of the development assistance prograr was vested
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in the Department of Commerce in a new Area Redevelopment Admin-
istration. Responsibility tor the training portions of the
Act's programs was assigned to the Departments of Labor and
Health, Education and Welfare.

The Original ARA was short-lived. In 1962, Congress passed
the Manpower Development and Training Act (MDTA) to prOvidefor
the .training and retraining of workers, regardless of where they
lived, who had been displaced by automation and other technolo-
gicll changes: This new le4Islation replaced the training pro-
visions of the ARA and provided more funds for such programs.
It also divorced place-oriented assistance from people-oriented
assistance. The MDTA was amended in 1965 to provide for job
training programs in areas that were eligible for economic
development assistance..

Place-oriented programs and.people-oriented programs have
been separated since the mid-1960's. In addition, the thrust
of manpower programs moved away from the technologically-dis-
placed workers; with the advent of the War on Poverty in 1964,
manpower programs were reaimed toward the poor--or more specifi-
cally, the group presently termed the structurally unemployed.
As noted, they are the long-term unemployed who have poor at-
tachments to the labor markets, few skills, amid little educa-
tion.

The next section of the paper reviews the current set of
economic development programs_which attempt to imRrove the labor
market status of structurally unemployed perbons,S/ It first
describes the severalgedifferent Federal programs; it then pre-
sents a broad overview of the various State ahd local efforts,
and it concludes with a brief summary of private sector develop-
ment initiatives.

B. Current'Programs

Economic development programs are Conducted at every level
of government and by the private sector as well. Although this
project is concerned primarily with Federal programs, it is
recognized that Federal programs need,to be related to State
and local efforts and to those of the private sector.

i/it is recogni2ed that current economic development pro-
grams have other goals in addition to the reduction of geheral
unemployment, including the improvement of the physical environ-
ment and the fiscal capacity of local governments. The present
project, however, has a highly restricted focus on the utility
of these programs in reducing structural unemployment.
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The Federal Government operates many programs and undertakes

many activities that affect economic growth and development

which are not consideNtithere. Federal policies such as de-

fense, transportation, water supply, clean air, energy, and many

others have important effects on variations in regional arta

State growth and on the structure of cities. At present there

are no adequate systems for assessing their consequences for
economic development as the term is used in this project.

1. Federal Programs

The principal Federal economic development programs consi-

dered here are the Department of Commerce's Economic Development

Administration (EDA) programs, the Housing and Urban Development

(HUD) Community Development Block Grant program,and the HUD

Urban Development Action Grant Program (UDAG), the Department

of Agriculture's Farmers Home Administration programs (FmHA)

and the Community Service Administration's Community Economic

Development program. The Small Business hdministration conducts

certain programs that are part of economic development, but the

main focus of that agency is assistance to, and development of,

smaller businesses, not necessarily on economic development as

the term,is used here. Table 2 shows the 1979 budget authority

for these economic development prograWitn'r,

Taken together, the principal economic development programs

listed in Table 2 offer a variety of place-oriented incentives

for private sector investment. Their purpose is to provide

increased access to capital markets and lower priced capital,

for firms seeking to or willing to do business in certain kinds

of areas--rural areas in the case of the FmHA programs and

ecbnomically distressed areas in the-case of EDA programs.2/

The programs also pro e Thfrastructure grants (for water and

sewer systems, etc.) for aces that are setking to upgrade

themselves as "places to d busingss." Finally, certain pro-

grams also provide grants f r community facilities, such as

health care and training in titutions.

The point af the foregoing discussion is that the var4ous

Federal developmen programsprovide similar, and in some cases

identical, types'of assistance and have overlapping geographic

2/See also the typology of programs ip Vaughan and Bearse,

"Federal Economic Development Programs: A Framework for Design,.

and Evaluation," Economic Development Policies to Reduce.
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Table 2. 97
Principal Economic D8V 1

Agency Progra

<,

dget
ment Programs2/

:Budgeted
:Auth9rity
:(Millions)

Commerce (EDA)... Distressed areas (ti les $
I, III, IV, IX)

:Loan"
:Autho ty.
:(Mil ions)

c,

Business in distres e 97 $ 289
areas (title II)

HUD CDBG entitlement 2,652

CDBG small cities 657

UDAG

Agriculture FmHA busineps
industry/loans

400

CSA Community De elopment 42
Corporations

1,100

Adapted from Widner et a . Econpmic Development.
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service areas. Hbwever, the programs have differing delivery

systems, as summarized in Table 3. 'Following are brief descrip-

tions of the individual programs:

a. Department of Commerce--Econogic Development Administration

(EDA) 1

EDA, the successor tO the Area Redevelopment Administration,

provides funds to distressed local areas under,several titles

of the Public Works and Economic Development Act (PWEDA). Title

I authorizes grants and loans for public works and development

facilities. Eligible activities include infrastructure such as

water and sewer facilities, utilities, streets and access roads,

and vocational schools. Title, II provides for business develop-

ment loans and loan guarantees with which applicant firms can

purchase land and facilities (including machinery and equipment)

for industrial or commercial use. Title III provides funds to

State andlocal governments%.and other eligible applicants fbr

technical assistance, research, and planning. Title Ix

authorizes speci; a economic development and adjustment

assistance to St te and local governments in responding to

sudden and sever4 economic dislocations or lcong-term economic

decline. EDA al o administers a part of the trade adjustment

assistance progr bin.

The basic legislation establishes criteria of distress that

take into account unemployment, family income, and other indi-

cators of economic distress. Under present law, approximately

80 percent of the country is eligible.

In addition to meeting the economic distress criteria, areas

must be designated as Economic Development Districts (EDD) or

Redevelopment Areas by the Assistant Secretary. An.EDD must

establish a board which produces a local Overall Economic Devel-

opment Plan for the district. Proposals for assistance must he

consistent with the-plan.

b. Department of Housing and Urban Development--Community De-

velo ment Block Grant Pro ram CDBG

In adopting the Housing and Community Development Act of

1974, theeCongress consolidated a number of limited,purpose

categorical grant programs into a broader and more flexible

"Community Deve3Opment Block Grant,' whose funds are available

to eligible communities largely on an entitlement basis. Pro-

grams consolidated into the CDBG i clude: urban renewal,,neigh-

bothood facilities, public facilit s and rehabilitation, open

space, urban beautification, and 1storic preservation.

0.
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Table 3: Principal Economic Devellopment
Programs Delivery Systems2/

Agency Program :Delivery System

Commerce (EDA) Distressed areas Categorical

Busines in distressed areas Categorical

MUD CDBG Entitlement

CDBG (small cities) Entitlement

UDAG Categorical

Agriculture FmHA business and Categoricql
industry loans and
loan guarantees

CSA Community Development
Corporations

Categorical \

:?../ The kinds of complications that result from the varying delivery sys-tems for economic development are illustrated in Chart 3 in P. Choate, AsTime Goes B : The Costs and Conse uences of Dela (Columbus, Ohio: Aca-emy or Contemporary Pro lems, 1980
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Recipient jurisdictions have wide latitude in choosing the

activities to be conducted. with their.CDBG funds, but their

plans/applications must give maximum priority to one of three

priority areas: (1) benefits to low- and moderate-income

families, (2) community preservation or elimination of slums

and blight, or (3) other community development having a particu-
, lar urgency.

Economic development was added to the Housing ana Cpmmunity

Development Act as a specific national objective in 1977, al-

though a number of jurisdictions had used portions of thekr CDBG.

funds for that purpose prior to the new legislation. The 1977 .

legislation permitted grantees to purchase real property and

purchase, construct, rehabilitiate, or otherwise improve public,

commercial, or industrial facilities. They were authorized to

make grants to local entities for technical assistance, finan-

cial assistance (for working capital or acquisition of,proper-

ty), assistance toAminority contractors, and the fundivIg of

other economic development or neighborhood revaalizatIon

efforts.

Central ci es in SMSAs, metropolitan cities with popula-

tions of at 1 50,000, and certain urban cornies having

populations of a least 200,000 are eligible for CDBG funds on

an entitlement basis. In addition, small cities having popula-

tions ok 50,000 or fewer are eligible for funds.

Funds are distributed on the basis of a two-tier formula

adopted in 1977. The original 1974 formula was based on popula-

tion size, poverty, and overcrowding; the new formula takes into

account the lag in population growth, age of housing stock, and

poverty. Jurisdictions applying for CDBG funds may use which-

ever formula results in higher funding.

c. Department of Housing and Urban Development--Urban Develop-

ment Action Grant Pro ram UDAG)

The Urban Development Action Grant program was authorized

by the Housing and Community Development Amendments of 1977.

These amendments authorized the $400 million per year program

designed to stimulate joint public-private ventures to attack

local economic and physical distress.

UDAG's purpose is to assist distressed cities and urban

counties in the alleviation of economic and physical?deteriora-

tion by the stimulation of commercial-industrkal development

and neighborhood reclamation. UDAG assistance may be used for

any activity for which CDBG funds may also be used, including

land acquisition and the development, construction, or rehabili- ,

tation of public, commercial or industrial facilities. They

may not, however, be used for planning purposes. Solid private

sector commitments are required before UDAG funds are awarded.

The requirement is based on the premise that the private sector

is vital to the carrying out of economic development and neigh-

borhood projects.
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Under the UDAG program, eligible cities and urban counties
must have demonstrated, to the satisfaction of the Secretary of
HUD, results in providing housing to low- and moderate-income
persons and in providing equal opportunity in hoUsin9 and em.-ployment for both low- and moderate-income persons and minoritygroup members. In addition to the demonstration of program
effectiveness, the cities and urban counties must meet certaindistress criteria.

Funds for the UDAG program are awarded by the HUD nationaloffice. There isla requirement that 25 percegt of the fundsmust be set asidej for cities with popUlations under 50,000 thatare not central Oities of SMSAs.

d. De artment o A riculture Farm4Ys Home Administration (FmHAL--Bus ness nd Industry Loan Program

. The FmHA Bu/sifiess and Industry Loan Program (B&I) is autho-rized by the ROral Development Act of 1972. That legislation
authorized the Secr%tary of Agriculture t9 make and insure loansto public, pr vate, or cooperative organiiations (profit or non-profit), and o Indian tribes 4n.d individuals. Such loans mayi/
be for the of improving, developing, and financing busi-
ness, indust y, and employment and improving the economic'and
environmental climate in rural areas. Loan activity, primarilk
in the form/of loan guarantees ha,s grown from $181 million in
fiscal year/ 1974 to $1.1 bill n FY 1979.

.L

Within the 9eneral authority of the Act, the Administration
has established the following operational priorities gor theprogram:

--Preservation of existing jobs1

--Bxpansion and improvement of pxisting
14Iusinesses and industries;

'

6-*Creation of new jobs; and t\

0Stabilization of local aLea eobnomies.

Areas withIpopulations of 50,000 or less are eligible underthe B&I program. In practice, the agency gives priority to
areas with populations of 25,000 or fewer persons. Funds areallocated among the States'on the basis of alormula that takesinto account each State's proportion of rural population to thenational rural population. At the State level, applications
are received and acted on a first come, first served basis.

c3,
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e. ComMunity Services Administration (CSA) --Office of EcOnomic

Development
.

. -
.

Under the Community Economic Development title of the Com-

munity Service Act, the Director of the CSA (which replaced the

Office of Economic Opportunity) .may make grants to Community

Development Corporations (CDCs).// CDC programs may include:

-- Community and commercial development including (1) pro-

grams whichsprovide financial and other assistance to
start, expand, or locate businesses in or near the

area served to provide employment and ownership oppor-
tunities for residents, and (2) programs for existing

small businesses located in, or serving residents of,

such areas;
*

Physical development programs including industrial

parks and housing activities;

Training and employment programs including coorqina-

'tion with CETA programs; and

Social service programs that supporter complement the

development effort.

Budget levels for CSA's community economic development

activities have, been ptatic for the past few years. As a con-.

sequence, new CDCs ard' not being funded. Some 40 CDCs are cur-

rently funded, although some of them are funCtioning with plan-

ning grants only and may not become fully operational. A small

Office of Economic Development, located in Washington, D.C., is

responsible for funding and overseeing the federally supported

2. State and Local dovernment Economic Development Krograms

State Governments, like the National Government, have broad

powers that can and do ,affect development within States. High-

way and transportation programs, public wogs, and standards.

for and assistance to the education and training systems can

have's direct influence on economic development. Despite these

powers, few States have att4mpted until recently to use them in

a coordinated way to influence development. Instead, they have

tended to rely on their taxing powers (and those of the cities

and counties) to provide financial incentives to induce develop-

ment.Y

1/Community. Development Corporations are defined as non-

profit organizations responsible to the residents of the areas

whidh they serve and as enterprises that are more than 50 per-

cent owned by the CDC:

2/Widner et al., ysRastmIssamiumn1; See also R.

Schmenner, "Industrial Location and Government Policy," Economic

Develo ment Policies to Reduce.
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Many States have employed strategies to make the tax climate da
attraetive to firms willing to locate or expand there. These
strategies may include adjustments to tax structures and rates.
Another, not mutually,exclusive, technique is to offer specific
incentives, such as specific exemptions, tax .a6atemento, or
preferential assessments.

other financial incentives include industrial-developmerkt
bond programs that permit States to provide lower cost capital
to firms by virtue of the tax-exempt statuo of the bonds that
are issued by State and local governments. Another device is
the provision to firms of low coot or no cost public services
such as roadways or utility hookups. .

Specific applications of State financial incelltives vary
widely--too widely to summarize quickly. However, some St.'ate
programsdare worth noting. During the 19702s, a few--notably
California, Massachusetts, and Michigan--adilanced comprehensive
policies that have attempted to devioe methods for directing
economic development in particular ways. The Massachusts
growth policy, for example, was'direOted toward urban giowth
and revitalization. The Southeastern 1States have developed
policies that seek explicitly to ihco
and training assistance into their'ap
often cited ip this regard..61 guch
and local govdrnment involvement in
related programs resulted from the g
and their associated incentives du

orate Federal employment cl
oaCh. South Carolina is ,

the impetusdOor State
conomic devel pment and
owth of Federal programs
g the 1960's.

3. Private .and Community-Based Economip Development

a There is.a wide spectrum of private and commurlity-baoed .

develbpment activities. In their survey, Widne.r1/ and hig
associates classified them under these groupings:

--Private organizations

--Mixed public/private *coups
't

. :--Community-based,organizations

Piivate organizations have undertaken a variety of opproa:
ches. 'In some dases, single companies have taken the'lead in
the redevelopment of citeSi. Sometimes they are retailers and
-in.other instances, banks and utilities. A contemporary example
is the Control Data Corporation which has undertaken a large-
scale program of establishing inner city plants, creating

WSchmenner, ',Industrial Location an Government POlicy,")
Economic Development Policies to.peduce.

2./Widner et al., Economic Develo ment.
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business service centers for small businesses, and providing '

leadership *to a new company that provi d technical and other

assistance in establishing inner city firrns./

,...

.

Blue ribbon groups typically have played a role in local .

economic dgvelopmént activities indarban areas. _Their aceivi-

.ties haVe been directed tOwaled general-development and revieali-

zation'but not necessarily toward the strUcturally unemployed.

Mixed public/private ''organizations are providing assistance

and leadership'i N economic develgpment in a number pf places.

Many go by the ge eric name, econofflic development corporations;

they operate in a riety of ways. Some serve.as.links between,

organizations such a4-%the Criamber of Commerce.and the City

) government; in other places they\serve as the operating arm of

1 gOvernment; and in still-others,. they function as technical

asaistance/capacity building groups, Several such groups have

been established recently to work in the employment and training

area specifically. There is as yet little evaluation literature

on their effectiveness. .

The Private Indmstry Councils (PICs), which were established

pursuant to the Private Sctor Initiative Program in title Vfl

of CETA in 1978, are among the newest public/pTivate entities

created to factlitate cooperation and coordingtion betwjen the

business sector and employmerit and training programs. Although ,

the original mission.of the PICs was to foster public/private 1

cooperation in employmeht and training programs, some have moved

"gressively into etonomic development'activities.. EconomiC
devel9pment was added legislatively to the PICS' mibsion in the

,1980 extension of title VII. ,

any of the better-known,community-based organizations-

developed and grew to their present size and prominence in the

period since the mid-1960's. The nationally-known organizations

include, the Opportumities Indastrialization Centers (OIC), SER-

Jobs.for Progress (SER), and'the National Urban League. OIC

and SER were developed and expanded around issues of trainin

and jobs, while the UrUan League, a much older organization,

added training and jobs to a.preexisting agenda. All of these -

'plus some lesserknown independent organizations -(smch/as The

East Los Angeles Community,Union (TELACU), The Watts Labor Com-

munity Action Committee, The Woodlawn Organization, Rarlem Com-,

monwealth Council, nd others) have moved into the economic .

development field w th emphasis on community-based development

that seeks tO epand oolmynity ownership, increase employment

in the communit , and ..y.rove social services.

§/Panel, "Economic Development and the Private Sectorv"

&conomic Development Policies to Reduce.
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This chapter has demonsteated the wide variety of economic
development programs that exist within the Federal, State and
lOcal go4ernments_and ivithin the private sector. In the nextchapter the effectiveness.of these programs,.as a group, isconsidered.

a .
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IV. THE EFFECTIVENESS OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
POLICIES IN REDUCING UNEMPLOYMENT

A. Introduction

As seen in the previous chapter, the many eConomic develap-
ment programs have a common set of characteristics: localities

are looked\et primarily as individual, rather than interconnec

ted, subnational economies; the -programs fOcus on job-retention
and.expansion in the industrial and service sectors; and the
policies they.use to achieve these goals are directed' at stimu-

lating private sector investment.

There are several ways that growth in the private sector's
capital stock'might be stimulated. One is to increase demand
for the goods which the capital,- in aombination with workers,

produces. To-satisfy such an increased demand, firms would be

encouraged to increase their prodiuctive capacity. Another, not

mutually exclusive,y be Ito lower the ptice of capital.

a lowee pri6e films would demOnd'more capital, using it

either to expand output or, for:Wgiven level of output, to
substitute.it for labor which- is naw more expensive (relative
to capital) than it had been. Finally, investment in plants
and equipment would be encouraged if the supply of funds (such'

as savings) available for this investment were enlarged.

Poblici, to stimulate private ector investment by '(1) lower

ing fhe price of capital and (2) increasing the supply of avail-

able funds are currently a topic of much discussion.1/ They

,are a major part of what has cometo be termed "Supply side

economics." However, it is important to notesthat these policy

thrusts are not new. Programs that lower the price of capi.tal

ind increase the avdilability of funds for investment have been,

and are, critical components of economic development'efforts.

Recently there have been two proposals, reflecting the pers-

pective of "supply-side economic's," which would affect invest-

ment in distressed areas. One is concerned with total national

investment and'the way in which th'e tax structure can be used

.ta lower th dost of capital al0 theteby stimulate new capital

formation-2J The other is aimed directly/at the aevelopment
problems_of individual communities: it seeks to stimulate in-

vestment in targeted areas across the nation by lowering the

price-Q Both capital and labor for firms located in these

areas.17. a

1/Po1icy options to stimulate investment nationally are
discussed'earlier in this Report.

1/For example, see the Tax Reduction Act of 1980, H-5829,

. September 15, 1980.

2/Urban Jobs and Enterprise Zone Act of 1980, S-2823, 96th

Congress, 2nd Session, June 12, 1980.
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. At this point little is known, about the effect on distressed
regional or local economies of either nationaleinvestment poli-
cies or-the many area-specific programs described in CHapter
III. Even less is known about the overall_impact that national,
in combination with area-specific, investment programs have on
the employment and earnings prospects of residents of distressed
areas.

.4

Knowledge about these issues is limited, due largely to the
complexity of the-interactions involved.1/ Resolving the
issues requires a methodological framework that fully incorpor-

.ateS (1) the linkages among industries apd their capiad requi-
rements withinahd.acrots emraphic areas, GO the move-
ment of workers of different skill leVels into, out of, and
among labor markets, and (3) the.complementarity- between, and
substitutabili,ty of, worers and capital in producinq-an output.
It also reqUires the appropriate data. Only recently have someof the parnecessary to resolve these 'issues'been
áddressed.2.111,

Thus this chapter.has a limited focus. It presents what is
known about the effectiveness of the approach taken by current
development prlograms in achieving their desired gOals of in-
creased employment and earnings of local area residents. While
there are many differences in the speBifics of the various de-
velopment programs, as noted'earlier, they are similar in the
approach they take to stimulating dovelopment. In particular,
they seek to (1) lower the price of capital in distressed areas,
nscognizing that the "high cost of doing business" may work
aOinst private sector investment; (2) the availability ,

of funds for firms aind'organizations willing t invest in these
areas and,(3) enhance the managerial and technical expertise of
firms and organizations located there.

1/In particula.r, see the discussion on page 25 of G.
Vernez, R. Vaughan et al., Federal Activiti.es in Urban Economip
DevelopmentIASanta Monica, California: Rand Corporatioil, April
1979).

,5../For example, see W. Oakland, "Alternatfve Models for
AssesSing Regional Public Policy Impact," in COUPE Papers on-
Public Economics: Interregional Movements and Regional. Growth, .

ed. W.,Wheaton (Washington, D.C.: The Urban Institute, 1979);
D. Hl

#
iermesh and J. Giant, "Ereametric Studies of Labor-:Labor

Substtution and Thei Implic tions for Policy," Journal of
Human Resources 14, no.'4' (Fall 1979); W. Oakland, Y. Horiba
and A. Zelenitz, "Effectivegftss of Alternative Demand Policy in
Reducing Structural Unemplog*nt," Economic Development Policies
to Reduce.
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There are three parts to this chapter's presentation:

first, an assessment of the efficiency of using a location's

characteristics as criteria for the provision of development

, assistance; second, an examination of alternative ways of en-

couraging investment in a particular area, especially one that

is economically distressed; and a review of what happens to the

-structa.'ally unemployed as a result of develowent efforts to

increase an area's capital stock. '

_

B. Using Locational C4aracteristics to
Target Development Assistance

This section considers some of the problems-involved in at-

tempting to direct'investment (and lience, jobs) from the nation-

al to the local level on the basis of high rates of unemployment

° or poverty and large numbers of unemployed or economically dis-

advantaged persons. The problems discussed are economic, polit-

ical and statistical in nature.
1

Targeting'private sector investment to local/labor markets

(such as ag urban area) with high rates of unemployment and

poverty asiumes that such investment will alleviate theseeprob-

lems. However,.there are sever 1 different reasons why the

)----
problems may exist. High rates f poverty may be-due to the

prevalence of low-wage industrie and a lack of skills among

the population as well as unemployM-a't. High rates of Unemploy-

Ment may also have different sources; these'were given-in Chap-

ter II and ,v'e listed again below, this time with associated

policy responses.

Reason Response

1. "Shocke'to locear--c-conomies
that occur at diffeEent times

to different places causing
temporary increases in

unemployment.

2. Barriers to mobility, such as
lack of (moderately priced)
housing, prevent the'unemployed
from relocating.

3. Concentrations of low-skill
workers who dd not move
'because they perceive they ca.n
do no better elsewhere, all

things considered.

Provide unemployment
insurance and/or public
service employment.

Reduce specific barrier
to mobility; provide jobs
where unemployed reside
(economic developMent
assiseance).

Pr4ide training oppor-
tunities to inckease the
job opportunities4of the
unskilled at their current
location or at new
location.
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c)

4. Elton rates of in-migration in
some areas because of thei?
high wage rates or their
physical or cultural
attractiveness; in-migration
exceeds the growth of job
opportunities.

Do nothing; making an
already attractive
location even more
attractive may only induce
more in-migratlon.

Appropriate targeting from the national levef to local labor
markets would require distinguishing among these reasons and
selecting those labor markets experiencing high unemployment
because of barriers to mobility (#2 in the list). Without such
differentiation among the sources of unemployment, the policy
response may be inappropriate to the problem. -For example, an
area's unemployment rate could be high because the rate at which
people are moving into the area exceeds the rate at which em-
ployment growth is occuring. In turn, people could be migrating
into the area because it has high wages or is physically or
culturally attractive (#4 in the *ist)..61 Making the area
even more attractive by increaising the number of job opportuni-
ties there, may only induce adJitional in-migration.

Targeting investment assistance along geographic lines also
has politidal problems. In order to be responsive to the needs 'of the areas -they represent, elected officals have an incentive
to increase"rather than restrict--the number of places eligible
for assistance. This typically meang broadening, rather than
limiting, the.eligibility criteria. In the past this has re-
Nulted in situations where scarce funds are dispersed widely
across the Nation, rather than being concentrated in areas of
greatest need.21

6/Marston, "Anatomy of Persistant Local Unemployment,"
Economic Development Policies to Reduce.

2/This was seen in the Model Cities andAIDAG programs and
in the,recent debate over EDA legislation. See also Vaughan
and Rearse, "Federal Economi,c Development Programs: A Framework
for Design and Evaluation," Economic Development' Policies to
Reduce; pational Governors'Association, National Governors', .

T-si-O-Eiation 1980181 Policies for Community and Economic Develop-ment (Denver, Colorado: National Governors' Asgociation, August
1980) . Countering this view is the argument of agencies that
the discretiod they have over the use of funds permits targeting
to areas of'greatest need. The extent to which they have been
successful in their targeting efforts has not been fully re- °
solved. See A. B. Johnson, "Federal Aid and Area Redevelop-
ment," The Journal of Law and Economics 14, no. 1 (April 1971);and R. Ta-rt-717--1,7,7-Efiriederal Regional Develop-
ment Programs," Growth, dnd Chan.e 10,no. 2 (April 19791.
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Finally, there are statistical problems with targeting
monies aocording'to the characteristics of individual local

areas./11 There are two sources of official data on the labor
korce, employmerit, and earnings status of individuals. One is
the decennial Census; the other is the Current Population' Survity

(CPS), undertaken monthly. Both sources are of limited useful-
ness in targeting assistance to individual localities. In the

case of the CPS, the data are not sufficiently reliable to per-
mit precise unemployment and poverty figures for. individuail
localities since only about 65,000 households are surveyed. To

become reliable, the number of households interviewed would need

to be increased sgbstantially. The cost of such action is pro-
hibitively high.21

Because the Census of Population surVeys'the entire Popula-
tion, it does not have the data limitation problems of the CPS.
However, over time the economic and demographic characteristics
of neighborhoods (and Census tracts) often change and the reli-
ablility of Census data in describing individual lacalities
diminishes as the decade proceeds.

In addition, because both the' Census and the CPS are house-
ho4d surveys, the local area Unemployment and poverty rates that
they provide indicate where the unemOloyed reside, not where

they might potentially work. This implies problems with using
data from households to define the geographic boundaries within
which new jobs would be created. Specifically, the' smaller the
geographic boundaries of the target area, the greater the proba-
bility that new jobs will be located in the midst of a residen-

tial area. At the extreme, if there are no empty lots or aban-
doned buildings, it is possible that housing units would need
-to'be demolished to provide sufficient space for the new indut-

trial or commercial estahlishments. On the other hand, there
.are also problems with defining the geographic boundaries Ge a

target area too broadly, such as those implied by SMSAs or by
the Bureau of Economic Analysis. The commuting distance which
is implied under these definitions is greater than that typical-
ly available to the disadvant d groups at whom the development
assistance is being directed.Lf. Further, the prec7se cow:.
'mutation patterns which exist in individualAocal la or markets
differ widely, according to housing and zoning patt rns, as well

as transportAtion networks.

8/_ See Madden, "The Geographic Targeting of Job Programs,
Economic Development Policies to Reduce.

1/4

2/See H. Goldstein, "State and Local Labor Force Statis-
tics," Data Collection Processing and Presentation: National

and Local Countin the Labor Force Appendix, Vol. II (Washing-

ton, D.C.: National Commission on Employment and Unemploynient

Statistics, Labor Day, 1979).

11/See Madden, "The Geographic Targeting of Job Programs,"

Economic Development Policies to Reduce.
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There are lso roblems with using area-specific employ-
ment rates.and incom measures to estimate the outcom4 of devel-
opment programs. Some of the problems'stem from the f t that
local economies are "open" to both in- and out-commuting, and
in- and out-mdgration. Specifically, the newly created jobs
may go to persons living outside the area,- who commute to it
for work.. In this case, the unemployed,and disadvantaged resi-
dents of the area.may be little affected by the development pro-
gram, and high rates of unemployment and poverty would continue
for the area. Alternatively, the newly created jobs could go
to workers who subsequently move into the area and thereby ef-
fectively force the present unemployed, low-income population
to move elsewhere. In this case, the one 'area's unemployment
and poverty rates would decline. Howeverv because the economic
problems of the individuals remain, the uflemployment and poverty
rates of the areas to which they move would rise. Finally, even
in the absence of commuting and migraticin, a locality's unem-
ployment rate may rise (or remain high) coincident with rising
employment opportunities. Workers pne iously omrt of the labor
force may be attracted by the possibility of jobs and begin to
search for work.

C. Options for Stimulating Private Sector
Investment In-Distre.ssed Areas

The previous section outlined the problems involved in tar-
geting development assistance from the national to the local
level. Here we consider the 4ffectiveness of such assistance
in achieving its goal--increasing the capital stock of the pri-
vate sector in economically distressed arelas. There are several
ways in which the capital stock of an area might be expanded.
Firms could be encouraged to in-migratell/; the expansion of
firms and organiza0ons already in the area could be encouraged;
,and the establishment of new firms could be stimulated.

1. Development Programs as a Locational Incentive

When a firm decides to expand its capacity, three location
options are available: it can expand.at its existing site,
locate an additional facility elsewhere, or relocate the entire
plant. Among.those three choices, onsite expansion is the most
preferred among manufacturing firms due to cost considerations
and the speed with hich it can be accomplished. -Opening a new
plant or relocation becomes the preferred option when problems
of plant management (due to product proliferation or size of
work force) would arise with expansion atAhe existing site.
Relocation'decisions also becVme ways of introducing new tech-
nologies and new labor-management relationships into the produc-
tion process.

11/This in-migration includes the relocation of exist.ing
firms and the location of new branch plants of established
firms.
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Research has shown that relatiVely few firma choose torelo-

. Cate. Among manufacturing firms in New England, for example,
it has been found that "Roughly, between 6-9 percent of all
plants actually expand on site during any one year. This com-

pares with about 1-3 percent per year which aro- new branch
plants ancLidith the about 3 percent per year which are mover

plants."121 Further, when plants do move, they tend to be

"short-distance" movers, relocating within 20 miles of-the old

site.13/

When a large firm decides to relocate or open a new plant
elsewhere, the site-selection process is often.completed within
6-12 months. The process itself is complex: it involves'seleo-
ting among regions or States, among local areas within the
State, and then selecting the actual site. 'In general, three
factors appear to stand out as important inflUenceeOn this
decision: the quality of life in 'the, area, the proximity to
suppliet and resources, and low labor costs. Of course, there

are important variations in these.factors among industrie
For example, "quality of life" is more important to "hig hu f

firms than to firms within agricultural-related industri
Also "low latiJor Costs" are important to industries which u
labor relatively intensively (such as furniture and textiles),
but are relatively unimportant to the heavy-metals and come of .

the other more capital-intens've indUstries.14/
\\\

12/R. Schmenner, "Summary of Findings, The Manufaceuring
Decision: Evidence from Cincirinati and New England," Report for
U.S., Department of Commerce, Economic Development Administra-
tion, Office of Economic Research (Washington, D.C.: U.S. De-
partment of Commerce, Economic Development Administration, Of-
fice of Economic Research, March 1978); D. Birch, "The Job .

Generation Process," Report for U.S. Department of Commerce,
Economic Development Administration, Office of Economic Research
(Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of Commerce, Economic Devel-
opment Administration, Office of Economic Research, 1979).

13/Schmenner, "Industrial Location and Government Policy,"
Economic Develo ment Policies to Reduce; C. Jusenius, "Document-
ing the Decline of t e North and 'R se' of the South, (or Vice
Versa),"- Economic Development Research Report (Washington, D.C.:
U.S. Departmerq of Commerce, Economic Development Administra-
tion, Office Of Economic'Research, November 1977); C. JUsenius
and L. Ledebur, Where Have All the Firms Gone? Nh Analysis of

the New En land Econom , Economic Development Research Report
(Wash ngton, D.C.: U.S. Department of Commerce, Economic Devel-
opMent Administration" September 1977).

14/See Schmenner, "Industrial Location and Government
Policy," Economic Qevelopment Policies to Reduce.
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Of particular interest here is the effect that Various
developtent policies have on the location decision. In this
context it is important to distinguish not only among Federal,
State and 'local policies, but also between those which are auto-
matic (sAlch as.a lower property tx rate) and those for which.
an application is necessary.

Overall, the eviAnce indicates that financialc,inducements
do not play a major role in the location dcision, particularly
among ecdnomically healthy firms. To the extent that,financial
incentives are considered, State and local pragrams (differen-
tial tax rates, in particular) outweigh in importance Federal
efforts.W Even here, State-level programs matter only for
the "long-distance" movers--the number of which seems to be
relatively small.

1
There have been seve-ral Federal government attempts o at-

t*act firms to high unemployment areask(such as inner ci ies)
by lowering the price of capital for those that,,agree to 1 cate
there. The argument for such programs is the "high cost of
doing business" in these distressed areas. Specific assistance
has often taken the form of infrastructuret such as the creation
of an industrial park or a parking garage.-11/

In the late 1970's there040 a major'policy thrust to use
Federal monies in this manner, i.e., to "leverage" location-
specific private sector investment. However-, this was not a%
new idea. During the years of the Area Redevelopment Adminis-
tration and into the early pe?tiod Of the Economit Development
Administration, attempts were:also made to link public and pri-.
vate sector investment. The approach, termed "a bird An the
hand," required an area to guarantee that a private firm would
locate there before public monies would be expended tO build,
for example, am industrial park. This typeof linkage proved
difficu4.t to achieve and gradually a less reStrictive approach
was taken toward funding iriVIastruCture. 5pecifipa1ly, EDA
began to'fund industrial parks even though there was little or
no ind.tcation that firms would- locate in them.171

4

15/See Schmenner, ibid.; and G. Cornia et al., State-Local
Fical Incentives and Economic Development, Vrban and Regional
Development Series No. 4 (Columbus, Ohio*: Academy for Contempo-
rary Problems, June 1978). Both of these reports provide surveys
of the literatu-ee.on this topic. . 4

i_VUDAGs are an example of this type of program.

17/Studios undertakem in the early 1970's indicatdd that
these.parks had low ut,ilization rates. The ntudies are suminar7
ized in f. Levitan"and J. Zickler, Too Little But 3ot Too Late
(Lexington, Massachusetts: Lexington Books. .1976).
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It is not clear that prevent-day attempts to "leverage"
private sector 'investment operate as intended. Some downtown
areas have been revitalized with the use of EDA or UDAG monies
(for instance) and private sector capital. Still, Federal
development monies have been expended as an incentive to private
sector projects that would have been undertaken in any
case.18/ 1

To be effective, these programs must alter the locational
decipon from that,which would otherwise have-occurred. In
turn,'this requires comparing the cost of siting in the
distressed area with that of locating in a nondistreSsed area.

Refatively little work has been done estimating the size of
such cost differentials. One study, which examined the city of
Boston and its suburbs, found that dependling upon the particular
sites which were compared, the cost of locating in the city was
from 23-100 percent higher than in the suburbs.19/ This sug-
gests that a sizableAost-offset would need to be offered if it
were to be an effective, enticement to a firm. 20/

Atinistrative problems have been offered as reasons for
the lack of influence of those Federal programs that require an

application. First, there is the large nutber-and the complexi-
ty of the programs, in combination with a lack of "up-front"
communication between the.Federal agencies and the firms:
Second, the length of time required to process such an applica-
tion often exceeds the amount-of time a'firm has.allatted for
the location deèision.21/ And third, since most of the Nation
qualifies under one or another of the Federal programs, firms

18/U.S., General AcCounting Office, Improvements Needed
in Selecting and Processin9 Urban Development Action Grants
(Wash,ington, D. C.: U.S. Gerieral Accounting Office, March,30,..

1979); Centaur Associates, Inc., Economic Develo ment Admin-
istration Title Public Works Pro ram Eva uation .(Was ington,
D.C.: U.S. Department of Commerce, Economic Development
Administration, Septeinber 1980).

12/A. Hamer, Industrial Exodus fr_op Central Cit (Lexing-

ton, Massachusetts: Lexington Books,--191.3) as cited in D.

Puryear and R. McHugh, "Private ,Sector Tax Credits for Urban
Revitalization," paper presented at a conference, "A Federal
Response to the Fiscal Crisis in American Cities," sponsored by %

U.S., Department of Commerce, Economic Development Administra-
tion, Washington, D.C., June 15-16, 1979. See also the discus-,
sion in Vaughan and Hearse, "Federal Economic Development Pro-

grams:, Framework for Design and Evaluation," Economi'c Develop-

ment Policies to Reduce.

20/See also the discussion'in Vaughan and Hearse,. ibid.

'21/The UDAG program of HUD may he an exception here.since
applications must be actpd upon within 60 days.
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seeking a new site feel ."it is much easier to find a location
and then determine the programs, if any, for which (,theyt are
eligible."12/

2. Develcipment PrOgrami to Stimulate
Investment by Firms in an Area

ok,

, Over the past decade the use of financial incentives ,to
attract firms to particular areas has grown conbiderably, espe-
cially at the State and local levels. But there is now an in7
creasing awareness that such competition-at the State or local
level May be wasteful. From a national perspective, it produces

, "b ggar thy neighbor" outcomes: one area's gain is achievdd ata
the expense of ,another; Alto, from a local perspective, .the
fin ncial inducement.offered may prove tobe too large when com-.
pared with the cost of public services that must ultimately be
fprovided and the loss in tax revenues associated with the,dis-
placement of alreadyestablished, but competing, local firms.
Awareness of these issues is starting to lead States and locali-
ties to seek ways in which they can build up their economic
capacity by relying on their own entrepreneurship, _industries
and 'work force. .

-In distressed areas, particularly, there are barriers to
increasing the capital stock of existing firms and organiza-
tions. While the high cost of doing business is one such bar-
rier,, others have been found to be of greater importance.
First, there are problems of capital availability (loans).
Sometimes thid problem manifest6 itself in a small-business
person's lack of personal contacts within the financial communi-
ty or,lack of the Skills necessary to convince a loan officer
of a project's viability. Other timps financial institutions'
may be uninterested in making small loans given the alternative
opportunities available. An extreme ,example of this particular
problem is found in New York City where the financial community
has turned to international markets and has become Less inter-
ested in making small ($1 million or less) loans within the
city. This problem led to the creation of the Equity Capital
Corporation--an intermediary financial institution<that combines
Government and private funds to make them available to smaller
enterptises.

, API
Loan and loan guarantee prograMs attempt to allevate som6

of the problems of capital availability. However,'most of the .
Federal funds are directed toward longer-term financing fot
older firms. A major gap n the cK,ital market lies in venture
capital for many types of new 'firms, and long-term debt

,22/The Fantus Company, Inc., "Induatrial Location: Pro-
cesses, Factotio trends," Presentation at the White House,
April 8, 1980.
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financing for small- and medium-size ones.22/

Andther barrier to the deftlopment of "dwn capital" lies in
the lack of "institutional capacity': within a local population
to recognize opportunities for investment 2.11 to access rele-
vant Federal prbgrams, and to manage stall, locally owned enter-

prises.25./ In this context, -institutional capacity means
having the technical and managerial expertise to plan, imple-
ment, or Maintain a successful project. It also means having
knowledge of relevant Federal programs and how to gain access
to them. Finally, it means having the organization or institu-
tional body necessary to apply for and receive development
assistance.

Problems of institutional capacity seem to be particularly
acute in rural areas and small towns. As an evaluator said to
a member of the Commission staff, "You are really facing a dif-
ferent order of things when you go into a little town where the
largest local bAlsiness ts the filling station at the crossroad."

22/See J. Howell, "Business Capital Needs in the Frost-
belt," in MobilWalCalatal, ed. P. Bearse (Net.: York: Elsevier,
North Holland, forthcoming 1981):- Vaughan and Bearse, "Federal
Economic Develdpment Programs: Framework for Design and Evalua-
tion," Economic Develo ment Policies to Reduce; C. Callahan, "A
Look into Venture Cap tal," Mob lizing Ca tal For Economic
Develo ment: Institutional Innovat on and t e New Urban Polic
ed. P. Bearse Princeton, New Jeropy: Center tor New. Jersey
Affairs, Woodrow Wilson School, Princeton UniversiW, August
1978);U.S., Small Business Administration, Re ort of the SAA
Task Force on Venture and E uit Ca ital for Small Bus ness

ctidm n strat on, January
Business Preliminar

(Was ngton, D.C.: U.S; Small Bus ne
1977) ; White House Conference on Sm
Conference Report Wao ngton, D.C.: Wh te House Con erence,
January 13-17, 1980). See alooThS.,fenera1 Accounting Office,
CoMptroller General, Le islation Needed to Establish Sbecific
Loan Guarantee Limits for
t on' (Was
1979).

Econom---
ngton, D.C.: U.S. Genera Account ng Ott

Adm n stra-
ce, January

24/An example of "recognizing opportunities" is the Wan-
chese Harbor Development Project in North Carolina. It is a
Federal, State and county financed project devoted to building
up new seafood processing and fishing industry in the area.
In addition to using Federal development (EDA) funds, CETA dol-
lars are being employed to train people in various parine

crafts. See MDC, Inc., The North Carolina Rural Em lo ment
Laborator : A Demonotrat
tive Rura Develo ment, F rot-Year Final Report (Chapel H 11,

Nort Caro na: MDC, Inc.,May 1980).

25./See the comments by R.E. Stewart. Panel, "Economic
Development and the Private Sector," Economic Development Poli-

cies to Reduce.
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r
Technical assistance"programs are intended to provide the

help needed to overcome these problems. But new and differdnt
types of support appear to be needed.2I/ The assistancte re-
quired to help an individual town or community/neighborhood
group open or maintain an-enterprise or (re)build needed infga-
structure must often be carried_owt on a one-to-one basis and
over a long period of tiTe. Also,,it must often.be oriented
toward practical prOblems, which may or bay not be related to
any specific government program.

D. The Effect of Economic Develo rtliot Pro rams
on Local-Area Unemployment

Economic development administrators.have recognized that
the private sector investment stimulated by their programs may
not directly produce jobs tor the unemployed residents of an
area. However, it has been argued-that at least some jobs will
become available to them because of a "tricklIgpn" effect.
Vacancies will occur in firms which the ner emp yeeehave left.
Also/ jobs will be indirectly created by ti)e Kbialy employed
workikcs; they will spend a portion of the r income dn.goods and
services and thereby increase Ukaal area demand for workers who
produce and sell these goods and services. This process of
indirect job creation is called,the. "multiplier effect."12/

Questions have been raised about relying on this tricit4R-
down effect as the Means by which the unemployed become dtp-
ployed.21/ For individual workers, this view assumes that a
match exists betelv the.skills demanded in the jobs and the
skills which the%n"6mployed have. For the local economy, the
size of this trickle-down effect will vary, depending upon

14
2I/Vaughan and Bearse, "Federal Economic DevelopMent Pro-

grams: Framework for Design and Evaluat,ion," Econem p Develop-
,
ment Policies to Reduce; National Governors' Ass c ction, Poli-
cies; Centaur AssocraTs, Inc., Title I Public Works..

27/The mul,ti,plier effect has several rounds. Workers
whose jobs have, been indirectly created by the firm also spend
imme portion nf the.ir income in the area and thereby create
additional jobs. This process continues until thp iial

,employment impact of the firm has worlied its way through the
local economy. It does not go on "forever" because of "leak-
ages" in the system, i.e., some portion of income is saved (not
spent) 4nd another portion in spent outside the local areh.

28/Both the Ford and Carter administrations recognized
the problems inherent in this trickle-down effect and attempted
to link dirctly jobs created bY the development programs(with
the employment 'needs of the,structurally unemployed. See,the --
discussionpf there efforts An Chapter V.
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several factors, such as the industrial structure and the ex-
tent to which the newly hired work force commutes into the'area
rather than resides (and purchases goods and services) in it.

For our purposes, there are two issues which nee ! to be

addressed. First, how many new Aobs are created dir ctly and ,

indirectly within a local economy as a consequence of develop-
ment-induced private sector investment? Second, how many of'
these jobs go to the structurally unemployed? Little solid
empirical research has been done on either of these questions.

Research on the size of multipliers within ghetto areas
suggests that they are small. In other words, residents of
these areas spend relatively little of their income within their
neighborhoods and the-trickle-down effect is sma11.29/

Generally, however, figures on the number of jobs directly
and indirectly created by specific development projects are
typically rough estimates--as sometimes noted by the researchers

themselves.30/ Several methodological and data problems which
preclude reasonable estimates of the total job creation effect
of development assistance have not been resolved.31/

Further, little work has been done estimating the extent to
which the structurally unemployed obtain jobs as a consequence
of the deilelopmene programs. On theoretical grounds, there are
reasons for believing that employment opportunities for unskil-
led workers in urban areas will not be improved as a result of
economic development programs.E7--

29/W.. Oakland, F. Sparrow, andsg. L. Stettler III, "Ghetto
Multipliers: A Case Study of Hough," Journal of Regional Sci-
ence 2, no. 3 (1971).

30/Centaur Associttes, Inc.* Title I Public Works.

21/Some of these issues are discussed in N. Glickman,
"Methodological Issues and Prbpsects for Urban Impact Analysis,"
The Urban Impacts of Federal Policies, ed. N. Glickman (Balti-
more: The Johns Hopkins Press, 1980). Also, it has been shown
that depending upon the technigue employed, the number of jobs
indirectly created in an area ill very substantfally. See B.

von Rabenau, The tdonomic Develoment of Bryan County with Spe-
cial Reference to the Retail and Industrial Sector (Columbus,

Ohio: Ohio State University, Departpent of City and Regional
Planning, March 1976).

2Z/Oakland, Horiba, and Zelenitz, "Effectiveness to Alter-
native Demand Policy in Reducing Structural Unemployment,".Eco-
nomic Development Policies to Reduce.
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As a practical matter, Fpderal aciencies involved in develop-
ment activities,have not systematically collected information
on the characteristics (for example income, work experience and
education) of thelpeople hired as a consequence of these pro-
grams. A few speaial surveys have beem undertaken in an attempt
to gain this information. Tilo results are reported here despite
a major drawback: these sur'veys reported the.number of unem-
ployed persons who found employment, but did not differentiate
between the long-term unemployed who had little labor force
experience and those who were experiencing a short spelt of
cyclical or frictional unemployment. Still, sipce these are-
some of the few surveys that have been undertaken, the results
are reported.here.

One survey, undertaken in the mid-1960's, looked solely at
the characteristics and labor forse staius of the worker's irT
newly opened plants. It was found that almost.50 percent of
the new workers had previously been unemployed. Among men, -

another 42 percent had previously been employed full or part
time; and among women, another 36 percent had previously been
out of the labor tOrce.33/ A second survey, undertaken in
the late 1960's, looked not only at the new firms' employees,
but also at the positions which these employees bad left.
yindings here indicated that about 70 percent of the new jobs
were filled by previously employed workers. Of the vacancies
these workers created, one-thiard were filled by previously
employed persons and one-fifth by those who had been
unemployed; the rest af the jobs were eliminated..34/

As describea bie detail in the nextsection, under the Em-
ployment Initiatives, development agencies are using the ppwer
of their financial assistance to leverage jobs for the structur-
ally unemployed in the firms that receive program monies. Plans
are underway to monitor the results of this effort. The data
derived from this monitoring effort should provide some informa-
tion on the empirical relationship between economic development
'assistance and jobs for the etructurally unemployed.

Even without (jood data, it is possible.to examine alterna-
tive ways of directing development assistance so that employment
opportunities for this group will be realized. Four not mutual-
ly exclusive, options are discussed below.

12/w. Miernyk, "Local Labor M;rket Effects of New Plant
Locations," in Essays in Regional Economics, eds. J. Kain and
J. Meyer (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard University Press,
1971).

21/Chi1ton Research Services, Multiple Job Shifts Associa-
ted with EDA Business Loans, Report for the U.S., Department of
Commerce, Economic Development Administration (Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania: Chilton Research Services, June 1970).
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- One optibn would be to target the programs on those types
of industries that use labor, particularly low-skill labor,
relativerY intensively in their production processes. This
policy would require knowledge of both the characteristics
(e.g., education, work experience) of the structurally unem-
ployed and the hiring requirements of specific industries. With
tnis information, policymakers could be reasonably assured that
in selecting among the firms that apply for the program, ones
:would be chosen that employ relatively large num ers o'f the .

otherwise unemployed.

Under this approach; the growth of certàt n industries would
be encouraged. It would need to be determined whether these.are
industries that ohe would wish to stimulate on other grounds,
such as productivity and international balance of payments 'con-
cerns. It does.appear-that they would be !industries in which
the U.S. does not have a comparative advantage internationally.
Rather, this economy's advantage lies in industries that tend
to employ highly skilledjworkers

Another option would be to require that some( proportion of
a firm's newly hired workers be from the ranlos of the structur-
allylbnemployed. Here itikwould be necessary to determine the
appropriate peoportion. If a policlimaker chboses a proportion
below that which would-have been hired anyway, jhe reigaiirement

' will have no net employment effect. On the other harid, if the
required proportion of otherwise structurally unemployed persons .
is excesively high, firms are unlikely to apply for'the invest-
ment-incentive program. Thus, to be effective, the required
prbpoition must be between these two libits. This requires the
poliiymaker to have detailed knowledge of the technical nature

. bf.the production processes of all industries.36/

A third option would be to encourage the growth of\those
community and neighborhood groups that are organized:to serve
the communities in which the structurally unemployed reside.
These groups include CDCs, such as those funded by the Community
Services Administration, local cOmmunity- and neighborhood-based
organizations, and those community-based organizations affilia-
ted with national ones, for example, The Urban League, SER, and

OIC.

21/See "The Impact of Changes in Manufacturing Trade on.,
Selected Employment Patterns-Progress Report," in.Trade and
Employment, Special Report No; 30 (Washington, D.C.: National
Commission for Employment Policy, November 1978).

2§/See the discussion in Oakland, Horiba, and Zelenitz,
"Effectiveness of Alternative DemanS Policx in Reducing Struc-
tural Unemployment," Economic Development Policies to Reduce.
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These groups are more likely to use economic development
funds in ways that involve people within their communitieS than
in ways which displace the residents. Without community in-
volvement, development has often meant that deteriorated and
abandoned buildings are either demolished or upgraded. Low rent
istricts become high rent, and property values increase. This

benefits the property owners, but in some cases has also led to
the displacement of the stru/turally unemployed and disadvant-
aged resident population--the group the development programs
are .designed to serve.37/

In some instances the approach being taken by CDCs and CBOs
to revitalize their communities seems to approximate closely
the traditional meaning of economic development given in Chapter
II. That is, they attempt to create jobs, replenish the Housing
stock, expand the service sector, and through training and tech-
nical assistance, increase the skills and managerial expertise
of the local labor force.38/

On the other hand, there are limitations to a major Federal
government policy effort in this direction, at least in the near
future. First, relatively few such groups currently exist, con-
sidering the size and geographic distribution of the structural-
ly unemployed population as well as the dimensions of the capi-
tal abandonment problem, particularly in some urban areas.
Second, not all of these groups presently have the technical
and managerial capacity to utilize effectively the sums of money
that would be necessary to (re)build their communities.
Finally, with this.approach, the growth of certain types.of
jobs would be stimulated. It would need to be determined
whether these jobs are consistent with the long-run economic
well-being of their incumbents. Also, as with the first option
discussed, it woLad need to be determined if these jobs were
consistent with t'he long-run interests and goals of the total
local or national economy.

The final option would be to make training programs for the
structurally unemployed and underemployed an integral part of
economic development assistance, regardless of the firm that
received it. With this policy, a firm's hiring requirements

*are taken as stated; no investigation would be necessary. Un-
skilled and semiskilled workers6Would become skilled. This
would have the effect of raising the workers' earnings and
simultaneously creating vacancies for unskilled and semiskilled

37/Oakland, Horiba and Zelenitz, ibid.; Vaughan and
Bealse, "Federal Economic Development Programs; Framework for
Design and Evaluation," Economic Development Policies to
Reduce.

214/Based on site visits of the Commission s staff.
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workers in firms which these upgraded workers had left.22/

This is the policy op.Oon that was selected under the Com-
munity Economic DevelOPIIient Program,ana more recently, the
Employment Initiatives. Evidence on these efforts indicates
that to be successful, there must be close cooperation at the
local level among economic development officials, the firm's
managers and members of the training community. At the same
time, it is being found that institutional, admintstrative.apd
attitudinal barriers to such cooperation exist.12/ These
barriers and some efforts to overcome them are the topic of the
next chapter.

22/See also the discussion in Oakland, Horiba, and
Zelenitz, "Effectiveness of Alternative Demand Policy in duc-
ing Structural Unemployment," Economic Development Policips to
Reduce.

12/For example, see J. Scales, "Linking Economic Develop-
ment and CETA I4ograms: A View From the Field," Economic De-
velopment Policies to Reduce.
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V. LINKING TRAINING AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAMS: PROBLEMS AND PROSPECTS'

Unfortunately, there is really no topic which
is so dull as government organization. It's
'dull for two reasons--one, it is complicatpd,
and, two, most people think it'ahopeless.
That combination of being really difficult
and hopeless*kind of makes your eyes glaze
over and say: let God handle reorganization.

--A member of the White House
Domestic Policy Staff, 1978

A. Introduction

Whether or not a policy is effective often hinges on the
way in which it is delivered. In the case of economic develop-
ment and training programs, issues of delivery systems are par-
ticularly complex, for so many programs exist at the Federal,
State and local levels.

At the Federal levels there are five different development
programs; they are legislatively and adihinistratively separate
and independent.'" At the same time, they are authorized to
provide the same or similar services to the same geographic
areas. Moreover, these programs are independent from the
Department of Labor's.employment and training programs. And at
the State and local levels, with a few exceptions, economic
development activities are separate from the other major train-
ing institutions, e.g., tbe vocational education system.

Economic development programs are concerned with the provi-
sion of capital: investment incentives to the private sector,
and infrastructure to the public sector. Economic development
programs usually have long lead times for planning, land assem-
bly, and construction. By contrast, employment and training
program& focus primaril on individuals and generally operate
within a shorter time span than development programa (the aver-'
age duration of training in a CETA title II training program is

. less than 6 months) . .27

Despite the differences between the two types of programs,
over time there have been efforts to forge links between them.
Section 241 of the Manpower Development Training Act of 1965
provided for efforts to concentrate training services under

1/Chapter III above.

YEstimated from the Statistical Appendix, U.S., Depart-
ment of Labor, Employment and Training Re ort of the President
(Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Pr nt ng CIft ce, 1980 and
earlier years).
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that Act to distressed areas receivingassistance under the
Public Works and Economic Development Act. The Special Impact
Program enacted in 1966 as part of the Economic Oppoitunity Act
sought to increase economic activity and employment in certain

' areas (primarily urban) that were experiencing severe problems
of unemployment and poverty. Some 40 Community Development
Corporations have been created and are receiving funds ynder
the present version of the Special Impact Legislation.21

B. Barriers to Linking Programs

The Domestic Policy staff member quoted at the beginning of °

this chapter also said, "The problem of getting coherent Federal
support for coherent local (development] plans should not be an
obstacle'course." ji The process of planning, securing fund-
ing for, and administering coordinated economic development and
training programs seems currently to be such an obstacle course.
Three major barriers have been found.to impede the process:

1. Responsibility for economic development_programs is

diffused at all levels of government. Federal programs come
under the jurisdictions of several different authorizing commit-
tees in the Congress and are administered by several different
departments. Table 4 illustrates the diffusion problem at the

Federal level.

It should be noted_that this table is rather-simplified
since.it does not include all of the programs that can be clas-
sified as being oriented toward econpmic development. However,
it is 94ficient to show that fragmentation exists.

As a result of the diffusion of responsibility at the, fede-
ral level, it is diffiult to organize coherent, coordinated
efforts at any. level. The programs have different funding chan-

nels and employ different funding cycles. An example of the
resulting problem is the recent delay of a number of Urban
Development Action Grant Programsthat were cofunded with EDA
grants) bgcause passage of EDA's reauthorization was quite pro-

tracted./

2/Tit1e I(D), Economic Opportunity Act of 1964, as amended
by PL 92-424. Statutes at Large, vol. 86, sec. 697 (1974).

4/W. Spring, "Elements of a New Urban Policy," ricAlililina

Capital For Economic Development.

YSee Vernez, Vaughan et al., Federal Activities, for
additional discussion of this problem.
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Table 4. Selected Economic Development Programs, The r
Congressional Committee and Administering Agenciesa

Program House

-

Authorizing Cothmittees

Senate Administering Agency

Public Works and
Economic Development
Act

Community Development
Block Grants and
Urban Development
Action Grants

Farmers Home
Administrationco

Community Development
Corporation Grants

Public Works
and Trans-
portation

Banking,
Finance, and
Urban Affairs

Agriculture

Education and
Labor

Environment. and Public
Works

Banking, Housing,
and Urban Affairs

Agriculture

Labor and Human
Resources

Department of Commerce,
Economic Development
Administration

a,

Department of Housing and
Urban Development

Department of Agriculture

Community Services
Administration

a/Chart°modified from Vernez, Vaughan et al., Federal Activities.
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becoming informed abput the programs of other,agencies; State
and local govefnment officials often appear to lack the skills

*necessary for planning and developing programs; and local and
community officials lack management and administrative skills.
The capacity issue is thought to be critical in sfiall towns and
rbral areas.2/

The pages that follow review and summarize recent legisla-
tive and administrative efforts designed to overcome the bar-
riers outlined above. Questions of day-to-day operational
obstacles are not examined in any detail.

C. Recent Federal Program.Linkage Initiatives

1. The Urban Policy Program

President Carter's proposals for a comprehensive.national
urban policy were announced in,March '1978. In part, they ad-
drepsed problems relating to program diffusion and fragmenta-
tion.

A, number of actions h e been taken that relate to the em-
ployment portions of the urban policy. Through administra-
tive orders, the President created the Interagency Coordinating
Council (IACC) composed of the Assistant Secretaries having
principal program responsibilities in the departfients concenned
with urban affairs. The IACC has undertaken a number of actions
to improve coordination between emploppent and economic develop-
ment programs and to increase employment in the private sector.
In addition to administrative actions,- the President has made
recommendations for legislation to achieve the urban policy's
employment goals.

A Council working group on economic development and private
sector jobs was established by the Council Chair. .This working-
group consists of hcigh-ranking officials of the Employment and
Training Administration (Department of Labor), Economic Develop-
ment Adminigtration (Department of Commerce), and Assistant
Secretaries or Deputy Directors from Department of Housing and
Urban Development, Department of Transportation, Small Business
Administration, and Community Services Administration.

2/Staff interviews with MDC, Inc., Chapel Hill, North
Carolina, August 26-27, 1980. The MDC staff has been monitoring
and providing the technical assistance to employment and econo-
mic development projects in rural areas of the South. The Rural
Develo ment Polic Act of 1980 (PL 96-355) also addresses the
quest on ot rural capacity u lding.

12/The President's Interagency Coordinating Council,
Employment Initiatives (Washington, D.C.: The President's Inter-
agency Coordinat ng Council, April 1979).
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One observer of economic development prorams has noted:

Often, more than one govecnment agency IS involved
in a speCific project os activity. Each government
agency has its own procedures and regulations. Meeting
these multiple requirements induces delays in both the
public and private sectors; An example of the delays
created in shared decision-making is found in the oper-
ation of three Federal economic and community develop-
ment programs: the Department of Housing and Urban
Development; the Farmers Home Administratiod (FmHA)1
and the Economic Development Administration. These
agencies operate similar assistance programs for many
of the same communities. Many projects are even joint-
ly funded by these agencies. Yet, each of these agen-
cies has differences in their procedures and criteria
for selection of projects. Decisions are made at dif-

, ferent levels in the respective agencies and in diTfer-
ng geographic locations. .§./

2. Cg-TA programs administered by the Department of Labor
appear to be the most difficult to incorporate into a coordinat-
ed development effort at the local level. As noted earlier,
employment and training programs have a somewhat different
orientation than economic development programs. They, however,
have been included in some of the recent experiments and demon-
strations at the local level. For a variety of reasons, devel-
opment of effective linkages has proven difficult from the local
perspective. These reasons include indi,fferent program admini-
stration at the regional office level,Z/ rigid planning re-
quirements, and an inability to commit funds in the long-term
time frames required for economic development projects. 91

3. There is a lack of capacity at all levels to plan
implement7MTaThister coordinated develo ment and tra nin
programs. This lack of capaci-Eif6 manifested in severa ways:
Congressional committee staffs are not conversant with each
other's programs; federal agency staffd are only now

WChoate, As Time Goes By.

2/See Abt Associates, An Evaluation of The Communit Ecor
nomic Develo ment Pro ram: Lon -Term Evaluation and F nal Re-
port (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Abt Assoc ates, 1980 .

d

P/Scales, "Linking Economic Development and CETA," Econo-
mic Dmvelo ment Policies to Reduce; Panel, "Issues in Delivering
Development Assistance,' Econom c Development Policies to
Reduce; Semerad Associates, Inc., "An Analysis of.the Potential
Role the National Alliance of Business Can Play in Local Econo-
mic Development," paper prephred for National Alliance of Busi-
ness (n.p., October 1900).
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According to the IACC. announcement, "The primary focus of
the interagency group is to develop (Specific ways to strengthen
the ties between Federal economic.development-programs and
employment and training effort's in order to move the structural:-
ly unemployed into O'rivate sector jobs."

.v

In fiscal year Z979, he working group began a series of
activities designedsto im rove linkages between economic devel-,
opment and employment a training. The'elements pf the initia-
tive are as follows: 0

establishing program requirements for linking economic
development and employment'and training prograds;

federal interagency coordination to promote private
sector-jobs for the disadvantaged;

a targeted jobs demonstrationsprogram; and

improved regional coo?aination.

A memorandum of agreement was executed by the members of . .

the working group to undertake the changes implicit 4n the ele,
ments listed above. In addition, each of the agencies plus Ube
Farmers,Home Administration, Department of Agriculture, has
entered into a bilateral arrangement with the Employment and
Training Administration to establish employment goals for per-
sons eligible for CETA programs.

Although it is far too early to make a definitive assessmenp
of the Employment Initiatives, experience with this demonstra-
tion effort has highlighted some of the'difficulties,In incor-

- porating CETA programs Into coordinated development programs at
the local level. In many cases, local officials have felt that
they have had relatively little control of CETA programs. DecT-

pite thelact that the 'CETA system is decentralized, the-region-
al office sometimes is viewed as the real administrator of the
local programs.11/

Other problems have contributed to the difficulty. Communi-
cations and information sharing have been poor. NIAbr example,
it appearobthat as of midsummer 1980, not all gTh *prime sponsor
directors involved in %he Employment Initiatives demonstration
had received or read the pertinent field instructions. They
seemed to be unclear as to real priority assigned to this demon-
stration by the Department of Labor or the Administration. As

11/Scales, "Linking Economic Development and CETA," Econg
mic Develo ment Policies to Reduce; Panel, "Issuep in
Delivering Development Assistance," Economic Develo merft°

Policies to Reduce.
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a consequence, there has been a lack of 4follow through" on
required actions. 12/

2.- Rural Development Policy

In Septembefi the Congress passed the "Rural Development
Policy Act of 198,0." .12/ This legislation is concerned, among
other things, with the fragmentation of Federal programs for
the development of rural America. It also addresses the need
for capacity building in rural areas and Small towns. The Act
requires the Secretary of Agriculture to undertake a'number of
activities to pfovide for establishment and coordination of a
national rural development strategy. The Secretary is required
to prepare a comprehensive iyral development strategy that is
;designed to:

Maximize the..effectiveness, indrease the responsive-
ness, and improve the delivery, of Federal programs to
rural areas;

IncreaWOothe4coordination f Federal programs with the
development needs,.objecti s, and resources of local
communities, substate area States, and *ltistate

,j, regions; and

Achieve_the most effective combinationS of Federal,
% State, anrYlocal resources to meet the needs of rural

areas for orderly growth and developmept.-q

4441$
kt*,

The Secretary is given a lead role in developilg cooperative
end coordinated Federal efforts in this ar a and is authorized
.to establish working groupb of ranking of icials from other
agencies to assistn the strategy develop ent process.

D. Other Linkage Initiatives

The f,6regoing described two Federal-level approaches to the'
-problem cf linking economic deVelopMentiprograms with each other
and with the empltoyment and training systeM. More particular-
ized appl'cations of the linkage principles have been and are
being tri d.. Some of these applications are reviewed in this
section.

12/D. Pass, Report on Employment Initiatives, a report
submitted to the U.S. Department of Labor, Employment and
Training AdminiStration, Office of Comprehensive Employment
Development; unpublished (Washington, DX., October 1980).

12/Rtira1 Development Policy Act'of 1980. PL 96-355.
September 24, 1980. (
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One demonstration, the Community Economac Development Pro-
gram (CEDP) was conducted in 10 cltieS over a 2-year period,
predating the initiatives outlined above. The Departments of
Housing and Urban Development, Commerce (EDA), and Labor jOintly
supported this demonstration to implement three principles which
were considered innovative when the demonstration was begun:

- - Involving the private sector in economic, development
pollftymaking, planninge research, and in implementing .
arid financing projects;

Building loqal capacity to identify economic weaknesses
and strengths, to develop politically and fiscally
sound policies, to deVise appropriate responses and to
carry out projects and programs; and

Coordinating the planning and spending of the Federal
development funds received by the city into cohesive
and sizable projects which will have a large impact on
Isbcal employment and income.

The 10 cities that participated in the demonstration each
received about $500,000 over a. 2-year period lor capacity-
buildins activities, such as planning, research, and policy
development activities, to build the principles permanently 'into
its approach to economic development. Participating cities were'
to establish programs that suited their local needs.

Abt Associates of .Cambridge,-Massachusetts, evaluators of
the program, noted that when theodemonstration was initiated,
CETA programs and CDBG were fairly new and that EDA wasojust
beginning to become involved with central cities. INterms of
outcomes of the Programs, the evaluatofs found tt-hit the cities
did d41.relop the capability of packaging Federal funds for etono-
mic development more efficiently than in the past. Additionally, -

there was a substantial increase in the use of funds from city
and Federal sources. Consequently, some of the cities were able
to initiate much larger scale projects than they had been able
to in the past. The evaluation did observe, however, that "most
of the cities were distinctly unsuccessful in their efforts to
integrate CETA into the economic development process, although
even here several cities took promising first steps."11/

11/Abt Associates, An Evaluation. Rita Bosek in an unpub-
lished review of CEDP made for the National Council on Urban
Economic Development,..,made the same observations concerning the
CETA programs.
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Three factors were found to help facilitate coordination:
(1) active involvement of the chief elected official, (2) prior
experience in combining funds from different sources, and f3)
legislative changedlto encourage and aid coordination. 12/
These factors provide a local-level method of overcoming some
of the program fragmentation. The CEDP was a precursor of the
Targeted Jobs Demonstration that is now underway.

Another small-scale demonstration, called the Negotiated
Investment Strategy (NIS)-, is being conducted in three cities
in U.S. Region V (Columbus, Gary, and St. Paul). Under the NIS,
an attempt is being made to find ways to construct a comprehen-
sive national urban policy from the "bottom up," based on com-
munity needs. The NIS addresses the three barriers discussed
above and also provides a method for meshing national interests
and goals through decentralized systems. Its designers believe
that they have formulated a procedure whereby "local needs and
national and regional objectives are addressed as a package
rather than as hundreds of separate projects and programs."21/

The following are the elements of the NIS process: 121

Seection of an impartial mediator;

Organization of negotiating teams representing the
city, the State, and the Federal government;

Exchange of information before formal proposals are
written;

Preparation of a written agreement containing mutual
commitments; and

-- Review and adoption of the written agreement with moni-
oring of subsequent performance by each party.

In Clumbus, the mayor was the leader of the city's negotia-
tingtea ; the Lieutenant Governor headed the State's team; and
the Federal team was led by the Regional Representative of the
Secretary of Labor (serving as the designee of the Chair of the
Federal Regional Council). The city's team included representa-
tives of the private business sector asiwell as city officials.

151Abt Associates, An Evaluation.

Kunde, "Moving From Concepts to Tests," Nation's
Cities Weekly 2, no. 48 (November 1979).

11/U.S. Conference of Mayors, "Columbus: Case Study in
the City's Linkages Between Economic DeveloVment and Employment
Opportunities," (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Conference of Mayors'
Employment Initiative Project, July 1980).
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The negotiating process was extensive and intensive,
requiring about bne full year to conclude. The resulting
agreement addressed downtown revitalization, neighborhood
revitalization, riverfront beautification and a range of
physical and social development activities. Federal support of
the improvements amounted to more than $480 million over a
several-year period and it was estimated that more than 4,500
job opportunities ultimately would be created. It was agreed
that 20 percent of all construction and permanent jobs would be
filled by CETA-eligible people. lf/

A related rural-oriented activity is underway in the state
of North Carolina. A Federal-State-local Rural Development
Coordinating Committee is attempting to oversee and coordinate
rural development efforts.19/ The committee is chaired by
the Governor with the Director of Natural Resources and Communi-
ty Development serving as vice chairman. Federal members of
the committee include the FmHA Area Coordinator, the Area Direc-
tor of HUD, the State EDA Director, and the Director of the
Southeastern Federal Regional Council. Other State Government
members are representatives of departments concerned With devel-
opment. Representatives of local governments are also include,d,
as is the president of the State's community action agencies'
association.

'The Rural Development Committee has four major responsibili-
ties:

To determine which rural growth centers will receive
assistance under the agreement that established the
committee;

To set comprehensive goals for the project sites;

To recommend specific activities for the project sites;
and

To ensure that decisions made by the Federal funding
agencies are consistent with the State's growth policy.

D

North Carolina's Rural Development Coordinating Committee
is a relatively recent development, started in 1979. It is
probably too soon to look for or expect outcome measures other
than those involving process results. The Committee is now
recommending programs and demonstrations that do fit within the
State's balanced growth plan, and it has developed replicable
procedures for concerted, joint funding efforts in rural areas,
22/

11/Ibid.

12/see MDC, Inc., North Carolina.

22/Ihid.
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Finally, the First-Source Agreement plan developed in* Ptort-
land, Oregon, is an example of a locally developed linkage pro-
gram that involyed Federal economic' development, local tax
incentives, vocational edUcation, and CETA programs,11/ A
West Getman firm, Wacker-Chemie, was seeking to establish a
plant on the West Coast that would mangfacture computer chips.
The City of Portland was Able to package a number of incentives
that tilted the firm's decision toward Portland. The incentives
included the assembly of land for, the plant at an attractive
price and a several year tax advantage on the'property. In
return for this assistance from the city, Wacker-Chemie signed
the first-source agreement that is expected to provide about

.

900-1,000 jobs.

Under the agreement, Wacker pledged to give the city the'
first opportunity to fill the vast majority of all job's that
would open at the new plant. The local CETA administration was
assigned responsibility for referring' candidates for the jobs.
The local communitycollege converted an industrial building
for use'in training the CETA clients to grow, cut, and polish
silicon crystals. Wacker advised the tommunity.college'on the
training curriculum and donated the necessary equipment.22/

This section has reviewed several recent efforts to overcome
implementation problems "that result from diffusion of responsi-
bility for economic development programs and the separation of
these programs from the'eMployment and training and education
systems. Other possib],e remedies include various forms of pro-
gram consolidation. 12/

21/Willamette University et al., Conference on the Private
Sector and CETA Background Papers (Salem, Oregon: Will&mette
University, Center for Business-Government Studies, February
1980); National Council for Urban Economic Development, Case
Studies: Linking Employment and Training Programs with Economic
and Community Development (Washington, D.C.: National-,Council
on Urban Economic Development [CUED] August 1979).

22/For other examples of State anci local linkage efforts
see Schmenner, "Industrial Location and Government Policy,"
Economic Development Policies io Reduce; E. Ginzberg, "Overview:
The $64 Billion Innovation," in Employing the Unemployed, ed.
E. Ginzberg (New York: Basic Books, 1980).

21/For example, the National Governors' Association adop-
ted the following policy recommendation in the summer of 1980: t .

"Renewed attention should be given to the consolidation of
federal programs related to economic development to eliminate
unnecessary duplication and provide greater flexibility in the
use of funds to meet loda). needs. Specific areas where such
consolidations should be considered include: state and local
planning assistance programs; business loan and loan guarantee
programs; water and waste facilities grants and loans; indus
trial and economic development grants and loans; and other fed-
eral publip works and community infrastructure grants and
loans." 2/
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With the passage of CETA in 1973 and the Community Develop-
ment Block Grant program in.1974, the Congress addressed the
problem of fragmentation within some program areas through leg-
Native consolidation. It has yet t9 address fragmentation
among economic developmenVprogtams.

*I

Examples of program consolidation might include: (1)

assigning economic development responsibilities to one congres-
sional committee in each House of Congress; (2) placing adminis-
trative economic development responsibility in a single,Federal
agency; or (3) assigning the planning and implementation respon-
sibility to State or local elected officials on a block grant
type basis.

4:9

E. Conclusion

This project on economic development policies to reduce.
structural unemployment began with the premise that Federal
development programs created jobs that could be a source of
employment for the structurally unemployed. However, the link-
ages needed between the federally supported employment and
training system and the development programs are absent. Demon-
stration projects over the past 5 years have highlighted both
the problems and the potential for joining them in ways that
benefit disadvantaged members of society. Economic development
programs.can and should be used as tools for the reduction of
structural unemployment, but this will require some redirection
of both training and development programs. '

There are several, not mutually exclusive,4ways that might
be considered in directing development assistance. They are:
(1) targeting on low-skill, labor-intensive industries, (2)

requiring that a firm receiving assistance draw a proportion of
its mew hires from the structurally unemployed, (3) encouraging
community and neighborhood groups to establish neW ventures in
or near the communities in which the structurally unemployed
reside, and (4) making training programs for the structurally
unemployed an integral part of the local program using Federal
development assistance. To adopt one or'a tombination of these
possible approaches will require some changes in both training
and development programs and their delivery systems.
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COMMISSION ACTIVITIES

DURING 1980



MAJOR COM4ISSION ACTIVITIES OF 1980

The Commission concentrated on two issues in 1980:
economic development as a means of reducing structural
unemployment, and the status of women in the labor market.
Findings and recommendations on economic development, as
lmell as a staff background report, are included in this

volume. The Commission's policy report, "Increasing the

Earnings of Disadvantaged Women," will be issued early

in 1981.

In order to gather evidence on these and related questions,
the Commission and its staff sponsored and conducted research

and held seminars and meetings. Desdriptions of research that
resulted in Commission Special Reports may be found in
Appendix A; seminars and meetillys in Appendix 13; and the staff

listing in Appendix C.

During 1980, Dr. Eli Ginzberg was reappointed Chairman of'

the Commission for a 3-year term. Pedro Garza, National
Director of SER-Jobs for Pregress, and the Reverend Leon
Sullivan, Zion Baptist Church, Philadelphia, and founder of
Opportunities Industrialization Centers, were appointed to the

Commission for 3-year terms. Two members' terms expired after

distinguished service to the Commission: Michael Dukakis,

former Governor of Massachusetts and currently at the Kennedy

School of Government at Harvard University, and Roy Escarcega,
Senior Vice President of The East Los Angeles Community Union.

Their interest and advipe are especially reflected in this

year's work on economic development and structural unemploy-

ment. Also, with the addition of the Secretary of Education,

the membership of the Commission now stands at sixteen: The

Secretaries of Educatibn, Health and Human Services, and Labor;

the Administrator of the Veterans Administration; the Chair

of the Equal Opportunity Commission; the Director of the
Community Services Administration; a representative of

the National Advisory Council on Vocational Education (NACVE):

and nine Presidentially appointed public members. NACVE

and the Commission are eact legislatively required to re-

port on the other's work. These reports appear in this

volume as Appendix D.

'In December of 1979, Isabel Sawhill resigned as Director

of the Commission staff to become Director of the Employment

and Labor Program at The Urban Institute. In her 2 Vears as

Director, the staff was expanded and strengthened and high

standards of quality were achieved. During the first half

of 1980, Ralph Smith ably acted as Director of the Commission

stAff and is responsible for much of the work of the past

year. In July of 1980, Daniel Saks became the new Director of

the Commission staff.

0
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Saks is on leave from the Department of Economics at
Michigan State University and joins the Commission after
a year on the Senior Staff of the President's Council of
Economic Advisers. The permanent staff was further strength-
ened by the addition of Dr. Stephen Baldwin, who came from 'the Bureau of Labor Statistics; Dr. Patricia Brenner, who
came from the faculty of Grinnell College; Dr. Janet Johnston,
who came from the Labor Department where she has been editorof the Employment and Training Report of the President; and
Dr. Steven Sandell who came from the faculty at the Ohio StateUniversity.

The Commission developed two research advisory groups
this year. One group was formed to give advice on monetary
and fiscal policies and their relation to employment and
training programs. A listing of this Panel may be found in
Appendix C. Commissioner Garza is forming a group of experts
on Hispanic labor market problema to help with the Commission's
work on the subject over the coming year.

The Commission Met three times during 1980: April 25,
October 2, and December 4-5. The April meeting was concerned
with the formulation of a statement of findings and recommenda-
tions on the role of employment and training policies in con-
tributing to an overall economic strategy for the early eighties.
This statement was sent to the President and the Congress on
May 21 and is included as Appendix E of this report.

At the October meeting, the members discussed economic
development policies to reduce structural unemployment. The
odbject was continued at the December meeting and resulted in
the present statement of findings and recommendations. Members
also determined the outline of recommendations to be made on
improving the position of disadvantaged women in the labor '

force.

1981 Agenda

The Commission's first focus in 1981 will be on issues
in the upcoming reauthorization of the Vocational Education
Act. Current plans call for a conference and a statement ofl
findings and recommendations in early summer.

The Commission will conductond sponsor research on labor
market difficulties of HispanicGe4 The Commission expects to
holds at least one conference and to issue findings and recommenda-
tions and a special report on this topic.
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The Comprehensive Employment and Training Act.is

due to be considered for reauthorization in 1182. That

debate, coinciding with consideration of other, key elements

of the employment and training system, should be*the

occasion for a general analysis of the rationale and effec-

tiveness of Federal employment and training policy. This

broad issue will be the main focus cif Commission activities

over the next 2 years.

Finally, the Commission will continue to regularly

examine hoc, the overall state of the economy affects and

is affected by the employment and training system. Research

by consultants and staff will continue with the,advice of

the Macroeconomic Advisory Panel.
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APPENDIX A

SPECIAL REPORTS OF THE'COMMISSION, 1980.

The Commission's series of Special Reports, now
numbering 38; is designed to report on Commission
staff studies, transmit consultants' work, or provide
proceedings of conferences. During 1980, four Special
Reports were issued.

Special Report Number 35, Tell Me About Your School, was
writtern by NCEP Chairman, Eli Ginzberg, with the assistance
of Glenn Marshall and Gwendolyn Barnes. The authors inter-
viewed 80 young people, ranging in age from 10 to 15"who live
in New York City's Harlem drea, about their perceptions.of.
school and future jobs. Policy directions and themes amerging
from the interviews are discussed.

Special Report Number 36, National Commission for
Manpower Policy: The First Five Years, was also written
by Dr. Ginzberg. The volume is a compilation of the fore-
words of the Commission's policy reports, special reports'
and books, and gives a sense of the work and directions of
the Commission as it has developed.

Special Report Number 37, Expanding Employment
Opportunities for Disadvantdged Youth: Sponsored Research,
is a companion piece to the Fifth Annual Report. The volume
was dqsigned by staff member Carol Jubenius who developed
and monitored the research reported here. Various causes
of the difficulties youth face in the,labor market are
discussed.

Special Report 38, Education, Sex Equity and Occupational
Stereotyping, is the product of a seminar held in connection
WiTh stdffxaork on problems of women preparing for work. Staff
member Patricia Brenner organized the seminar bnd selected
the authors. The volume focuses primarily on young women
in vocational education and the occupational results of
vocational as well.as'secondary education.
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APPENDIX B
.o

MEETINGS AND CONFERENCES OF THE COMMISSION, 1980

As described earlier, the Commission held three
formal meetings during 1980: April 25, October 2 and

December 4-5. Two sets of findings and recommendations
resulted from these meetings. The Commission also held
meetings coordinated by the staff to collect or disseminate
information and views.

The first staff-level conference was a seminar
designed to elicit views and information on vocational
education, sex equity, and education from those active in

the field or doing research in these ,specific areas. It

was coordinated by staff member Patricia Brenner and was

held at Georgetown University on May 5 and 6.

On September 17-18, work in the area of women in the

labor market continued with a conference on the experience

of disadvantaged women in employment apd training programs.

Staff member Wendy Wolf convened this meeting to hear-the

views of all levels involved with these programs--from
policy designers to program implementors.

The largest conference of the year was held on October"P

1-2, on economic development policies to reduce structural

Unemployment. The purpose of the conference was to bring

together research done for the Commission as well as to

brief the Members on the issue. Staff members Everett
Crawford and Carol Jusenius coordinated the meeting.

The Commission staff continued the informal series of

dinner seminars begun in 1978. . The Rockefeller Foundation
generously has continued its support of this series, which

brings together policymakers on congressional and.administration
staff as well as practitioners and other Interested parties

to exchange views,in a neutral setting. Dinners focused

this year on women in education, women in unions, economic

development strdtegies, and fiscal and monetary policies.
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APPENDIX C

COMMISSION STAFF, 1980

In December of 1979, Is el Sawhill resigned as
Director of the Commission st ff to become Director of
the Employment and Labor Pro4ram at The Urban Institute.
In her 2 years as Director, the staff was expanded and
strengthened and high standards of quality were achieved.
During the first half of 1980, Ralph Smith ably.acted as
Director of the Commission staff and is responsible/for
puch of the work of the past year. In July of\1980,
Daniel Saks became the new Director of the Commission
staff. Saks is on leave from the Department of Economics
at Michigan State University and joined the Commission aftera year on the Senior Staff of the President's Council ofEconomic Advisers. The permanent staff was further strength-
ened by the addition of Dr. Stephen Baldwin, who came from
the Bureau of Labor Statistics; Dr. Patricia Brenner, who
came from the faculty at Grinnell College; Dr. Janet Johnston,
who came from the Labor Department where she has been editor
of the Employment and Training_luort of the Presidenti and
Dr. Steven Sandell who came from the faculty at the OiTio StateUniversity.

During 1980 the staff included:

Daniel H. Saks, Director (on leave from Michigan
State University)

Ralph E. Smith, Deputy Director

Research and Policy Analysts:

Robert G. Ainsworth

Stephen E. Baldwin

Howard S. Bloom (visiting from Harvard "iversity)
Patricia D. Brenner

Everett Crawford

Patricia W. Hogue

Janet W. Johnston

Carol L. Jusenius

Sara Kaltenborn (on detail from the Justice Department)
Steven H. Sandell

Wendy C. Wolf (viNiting from the University o,f Arizona)
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Administrative Sta3ff:

Sara B. Toye, Assistant Director for
AdministratAon

Robert R. Behlow, Librarian

Barbaraa. MacNeill, Administrative Assistant

Laura von Behren, Publications and Conference
Coordinator

Velada'G. Waller, Secretary to the Director,

Secretaries,:

.1

Deborah G2. Hackett'

Norletta A. Jones

Linette
a
C. Savoy

Karen Wilson

Research Assistants:

,Randy Albelda

.
William Avila

James Bell

Alyson Mennelly

Robert Schmid
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-COMMISSION ADVISORY PANELS

Two advisory panels were created during 1980 to advise
aff and Members on research. The first panel will

.advise the Commission 4nd the staff oh the relation

between national fiscal and monetary policiei and
the national employment and.training system. The second,
currently being formed by Member, Garza, will focus on
Hispanic labor market pro4ilems. As of the end of 1980
thy panel's membership had not been confirmed. ,

1

Members of the Advisory Paliel
on Macroeconomic Policy

Dr. Robert Solow, Chairman
Institute Professor of Economics
Massachuset!ts Institute of Technology

Dr. Moses Abramovitz
Coe Professor of American Economic History Emeritus
Stanford University

Dr. Orley Ashenfelter
Professor of Economics
Princeton University

Dr. Frank S. Levy
Senior Research Associate
/ncome Security and Pension Policy? gram
The Urban Institute

Dr. Glnn.Loury
/Professor of Economics
University of. Michigan

Dr. Alicia H. Munnell
Assistant Vice President and Economist
Federal ReseAve Bank of Boston

Dr. Isabel V. SaWhill
Director ..

Employment and Labor Program
The Urban Institute

Dr. James Tobin
Sterling Professor of Economics
Yale University

Dr. Eli Ginzberg
Chairman
National_Commission for EmplOyment PoliOy
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ApPENDIX D

.VE,COMMENTS OF'THE NATIOIV
THE REPORTS OF THADVISORY

COUNCIL ON

OCATIONAL EDUCATION
NATIONAL COMMISSION FOR EMPLOYMENT POLICY

The National Advisory Council on Vocational

VducatiOn is required to comment annually on the reports

of the tational Commission for Employment Policy, under

provisions of the Education Amendments of 1976 (P.L.

94-482, Title II).
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Th Commission's Fifth Annual Report, dated December

1979, as Expanding Employment Opportunities for Disad-

vantaged Youth. The Commissibn calls for a new commitment

to improve the employment prospects of disadvantaged youth-xi

which should be based on a broad coalition of federal,

state,-and lodal governments, business, labor, education,

ahd community-based organizations, with special emphasis

and responsibility placed at the local level. The federal

resources should be targeted on youth most in need, with

the major objective of improving their long-term employ-

ability and integration into the regular work force.

Tir National Advisory Council, having addressed the

issue Of Youth Employment in reports and testimony frpm

the pciint of view of the role and responsibilities of
"vocational-education, is in full accord with the goals

and pEplciples expressed in the Commission's Fifth Report,

The Council has strongly urged d''''comprehensive approach in

dealing with youth employment problems, with linkages be-

tween education, employment and training programs, and

the private sector, The Council believes that the edu-

cational component should be stressed more than it has

been in the past, with emphasis on basic skills and com-

pensatory education as well as on up-to-date and relevant

vocational training programs.

Work experience or short term training programs alone

will not, in most'cases, provide disadvantaged youth with

the employability skills they need to compete for unsub-

sidized jObs which are not dead end in nature. Educatiqn

hss.a major role to play in this critical endeavor. The

%, Council takes the view that the responsibilities of edu-

cation administrators, boards, and teachers extend beyond

the school yard, deep into the community. It urges that

educators-take the initiative in developing innovative

approaches in full cooperation. with other groupd in the

community which .share responsibility for preparing young

peopld for employment opportunities.
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The Council is currently working with the NationalInstitute for Work and Learning to establish, on a
demonstration basis, several Community Resource Centerswhich mould be funded jointly through vocational educationand CETAWorking through local education-work colincils,the project would pool the resourCes of various segmentsof the)community to provide guidance, referral, and other
services to out of school, disadvantaged youths. We antici-pate that such a demonstration will yield information regardingmany of the concerns expressed in the Commission's FifthReport.

The Council notes with particular interest the specificrecommendations to broaden opportunities for minority andfemale youth. The questions of access and equity in
vocational education have a direct bearing on the broaderissue of providing equal opportunities in employment. TheCouncil,has just completed a series of hearings and a study,
conducted jointly with the National Advisory Council on
Women's.Educational Programs, on sex equity in vocationaleducation. The report will be qvailable eaily in 1981,,
and will provide useful information regariing sex bquityissues.

Interaction between the National Advisory Council and
the National Commission has increased significantly during
the past year, at both the membership and staff levels.
The Council wishes to express its appreciation to the,
Chairman of the Commission and his staff for their cooperation.During the next two years, reauthorization of both the
Vocational Education Act and CETA will occur and will focus
the'attention of both groups on many common interests and
concerns. We look forward to 11 even closer working re-

,-lationship between the Council and the Commission during
this period.
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COMMENTS OF THE NATIONAL COMMISSION

FOR EMPLOYMENT,POLICY ON THE REPORTS OF THE
NATIONAL ADVISORY COUNCIL ON VOCAeIONAL EDUCATION

The National Commission for Employment Policy is
required to comment annually on the reports of the National
Advisory Council on Vocational Education under provisions of
the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act Amendments of
1978 (P.L. 95-524, Title V).

The Council has issued two reports 'since the Commission

issued its last annual report. They are Preparation for

Self=Employment: A New Dimension in Vocational Education,/A
IssugPaper'Number 1, January 1979, and The Education of

Nurses: A Rising National Concern, Issue Paper Number 2,

May 1980.

Self-Employment

As part of its plan of work for 1979 and 1980, the
,National Advisory CoUncil on Vocational Education (NACVE),

undertook a broad-ranging investigation of the question,
"Wat shouId be-the Federal role in vocational education?"
The Council intended to publish a series'of issue papers
dealing with topics of particular concern to vocational
education--an aim consistent with the need to prepare
for the forthcoming congresssional hearings on reauthorization

of the Vocational Education Act of 1963, scheduled for'1981.

Issue Paper Number I focused on self-employment, since

the Council believes that entrepreneurship activity is a

by-product of the vocational education experience that
should be more strongly developed, particularly in a
service-oriented economy where small businesses can have a
significant impact on providing jobs.

The Council acknowledged, however, that it has very little

data on the kinds of programs to entrepreneurial activity that

exist at any governmental level and requested readers of the re-

port to provide additional information wherever possible. In

a0dition, it recommended reexamination of public policy to
determine how all levels of government might be discouraging

the formation of small businesses encouragement of business to

redefine employment in more entrepreneurial terms further study

of hOW to modify educational programs to prepare people for
entrepreneurial work and a general enlargement of the conception

of employment policy to include and empha3ize incentives for

self-employment.
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The Commission recognizes that private enterprise,
particularly small businesses, currently provides over 80
percent of ill jobs in our economy. The Commissionds alsoaware that a new small business can generate many additional
jobs over the long run. Accordingly, it applauds the efforts,of the Council to explore ways that vocational education pro-
grams,can promote self-employment and concurs in the recommen-dations for directing attention to this neglected area oftraining. The Commission will consider this further in its
own work in the development of recommendations for the re-
authorization of the Vocational Education Act.

Education of Nurses

A second issue paper, The Education of Nurses: A Rising
National.Concern, was prepared by NACVE in response to a
proposal of%the American Nurses' Association (ANA) to alter theprocess of nurses; training. This proposal, targeted for
implementation in 1985, calls reducing the current four-level
lysterrf to two levels of nursing: the professional nurse, who
Vould be required to have a bachelor of science degree innursing, and an assistant technical nurse, who would have an
associate degree in nursiim and work under the supervision
of the professional nurse.

There are presently four ways in which nurses may prepare
for their jobs. Registered nurses may receive their education
through a four-year program leading to a baccalaureate degree, .
which is required for certain administrative, managerial, and
some community health positions; a two-year associate degree
program, offered by two- and four-year colleges and universitiesC
or a three-year diploma program combining on-the-job training
administered by hospitals with liberal arts courses taught .at
colleges and universities. All of these registered nursesmust take an examination administered by a-State board of
nursing in order to 'receive licenses. 'Of the 1.2 million
licensed R.N.'s, 13 Bercent have the _bachelor of science de-
gress, 20 percent here an associatelidegree, and 67 percent
are diploma nurses. Practical nurses are trained in various
educational settings, including high schools, vocational schools,colleges, and hospitals over period of 9 to 18 months. They
must also pass an examination, different from that of registered
_nurses, for licensing. There are presently about 650,000
licensed practical nurses (L.P.N.'s).

The changes called for in the ANA proposal would eliminate
.outright the diploma nurses and the licensed practical nurse,

the two largest categories, and the status of the associate
degree nurse would become that of a technical assistant instead
of a full-fledged nurse. Eighty-seven percent of all nurses
training programs would be altered or eliminated, and only
the bachelor of science program would remain intact.
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The Council reviewed the proposal and discussed it with

individuals, organizations, and institutions that would be

affected by its adoption. It passed a strong resolutiorf

opposing the opw system on the grounds that it'would, if

adopted, result in increased health care costs, reduced ser-

vices to those with limited incomes (largely the poor and the

aged), curtailed access to training programs by,minority groups,

and strained resources for,training institutions responsible

for establishing or expanding programs to accommodate-national

needs.

The Commission has reviewed summaries of the positions

taken by health and relevant educational associations with
respect to the ANA proposal, as well as the summary argument
by the Council in opposition to the proposal. The Commission,

agrees with the Council that the proposed changes in nursing

education are not desirable, particularly since they would

severely restrict the access of many groups to training for

the profession and would close off what are currently several

viable options for persons desiring a career in nursing.
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THE ROLE OF EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING POLICIES
IN THE EARLY 1980s

The National Commission for Employment Policy was
established to advise the President and the Congress on the
nation's employment and training needs, policies, and goals.
With unemployment now at seven percent, persistently high
inflation and a recession at hand, the Commission believes
that employment and training strategies mUst be utilized to
help alleviate the immediate burden of the recession and to
contribute to a more stable economy over time. Nothing can
more effectively defeat whatever employment gains minority
citizens, women and young peotae have made during recent years
than a prolonged recession and the inevitably higher unemploy-
ment that would accompany it.

Inflation and unemployment must be fought concurrently.
To this end there is no substitute for effective monetary and
fiscal policies. Still, employment policy, targeted properly
and applied effectively, can help reduce the burden of a
recession by providing temporary income support and employment
and training opportunities. For the longer term, employment
policy can make a significant contribution in assisting the
structurally unemployed to obtain regular jobs; in restraining
inflation; and in helping to move the econoMy toward full
employment,'the early achievement of which must remain a high
priority national goal.

During the past two decades a number of programs and
strategies have been designed to deal with recessions, as. well as
with long-term structural unemployment. The recommendations below
are based on the Commission's review of this experience, and its
preliminary assessment of the factors now contributing to rising
unemployment. The Commission's objective is to recommend what
it'believes to be the most productive, non-inflationary programs,
as well as appropriate monetary and budgetary decisions, to
deal with present economic conditions and to offer guidance for
the longer term. If the response to each crisis is not to be
hastily designed, ill-timed, and ineffective, it is essential
to understand which employment and training strategies work best
in different situations; as well as how and when they should be
used.

The Commission will continue to monitor the employment and
unemployment consequences of the recession, and if the situation
warrants, will make additional proposals. However, the Commission
urges the early adoption of the following recommendations to help-
alleviate the immediate burden of the recession and to move
toward a more balanced economy:

1. Monetary and fiscal policies should be estab-
lished immediately that are consistent with
steady, non-inflationary employment growth.
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The strong federal responses to the financial
crisis earlier this year should.be replaced by
a monetary and fiscal policy posture that aims
to restrain the growth of unemployment and
that will lead to a reduction in the overall
unemployment rate as soon as possible, consist-
ent with the accomplishment of other priority
economic goals. Failure to do so will only
exacerbate a national economic decline that

already

threatens to rival the recession of

1974-75 in length and severity.

2. Unemployment insurance, a major safety net
for unemployed workers, should not be relied
upon beyond 39 weeks. Monetary and fiscal
measures must be pursued to prevent a pro-,

longed recession. In addition, Congress and
the Administration should immediately begin
exploring the feasibility of permitting un-
employment insurance benefits to be paid to
workers who are being trained for scarce
skills or who agree to a reduced work
schedule in lieu of being laid off. The
decision to participate in such an arrange-
ment should be made jointly by the employer
and the employee or his/her bargaining
agent. For workers who have little prospect
of being recalled, retraining or assistance
in the search for work in new fields,should
be made available. .For those still in need of
assistance after 39 weeks, training and public
employment opportunities would be preferable to
the general extension of unemployment benefits.

3. Trade Ad'ustment Assistance benefits are
growing rap dly. Their growth, along with
the enactment of similar dislocation programs,
highlights a particular type of employment
problem:which is exacerbated by a recession,
as recent unemployment figures .dramatically

indicate. Legislation is now before Congress
to extend these dislocation programs even
further. It is clear that the performance of
the economy is dependent in no small part on
the ability of the United States to compete
successfully against other advanced indubtrial
economies where close cooperation exists among
govórnment, employers, and trade unions, es-
pecially with regard to the expansion of foreign

trade. In addition, key American industries,
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employing millions of workers, face major
problems of restructuring to assure their
long-term competitiveness.

As part of a long-term strategy the Commission
recommends a thorough review of adjustment
assistance and related programs. Such a
review should examine the goals of adjustment
assistance and the obstacles to achieving
these goals and should provide for a clear
articulation of the relationship between

sgt

"special" employment protect on programs and
unemployment insurance. Ad' stment assist-
ance, like unemployment in ranee, should
not become a substitute for the implementation
of more effective reemployMent policies.

The adjustment assistance mechanism is
neither broad enough nor deep enough to
respond effectively to the restructuring
problems that face parts of our major indus-
tries, such as-the automobile and steel
industries. Far more comprehensive policies
and programs, requiring the cooperation of
business, trade unions, and government, will
be necessary to revitalize those weakened
sectors which have the potential for recovery and to
exploit fully the opportunities for economic
growth at home and abroad.

4. Youth education and training programs aimed
at improving tip employability development
and'employment opportunities of disadvantaged
youth should be expanded. Youth, especially
minority youth, suffer disproportionate rates
of unemployment at all times and during
recession their employment losses tend to be
greater than those incurred by older workers.
Pending youth education and employment
legislation should be enacted and iriitial
funding authorized without delay for imple-
mentation qf these youth programs.

5c., Service is most

unemployed, those with the least attachment
to the labor force, and those who have been
unemployed the longest. -PSE should not be
viewed as a major countercyclical device
but, when properly targeted On individuals
and areas, should be expanded when recession
deepens. There are limitations to the
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additional numbers of workers state and local
governments and non-profit organizations can
quickly absorb, and careful planning is
essential for the build up or phase down of
the program. The purpOte of SSE should not
be to.provide financial assistance to state
and local governments to retain regular
public employees; such an objective might
better be accomplished through antirecessionary
revenue sharing directed toward this purpose.

6. Public works are useful tools as part of a
long-term stratagy to increase employment in
economically-depressed areas and, if in place,
can be expanded in times of recession to
provide additional employment opportunities.
In general, they have not, in the past, been.
effective antireceasionary meapres due to
long start-up times.

7. National priority programs, such as energy
conservation, transportation, community health
care and other human services, operated
directly through government entities or contracted
through non-profit or for-profit organizations,
offer opportunities to attack structural unemploy-
ment and inriationary pressures. In funding such
programs the government should require thei,emploppent of
a percentage of disadvantaged youth and,adults. ff the
recession deepens, these programs should be expanded
whull they can be implementea on a timely basis.

8. Private sector involvement in employment and
training programs, despite previous adverse
experience, can be sustained during periods
of recession. Two relatively new approaches
for promoting such involvement, the.Targeted
Jobs Tax Credit (TJTC) and the Private Sector
Initiatives Program, should be vigorously
pursued. Marketing efforts on TJTC should
be intensified, and the Private Industry
Councils should be urged to identify skills
in short supply, to seek to improve the con-
tent of training programs, and to expand
private sector involvement into the entire
public employment and training system.

9. Training, retrainingt _pre-apprenticeship
traihing, and upgrading are valuable activi-
ties even in a recession, if tied to local
labor market needs and real job opportuni-
ties. Training can be conducted at less
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social cost in a period when labor markets
are slack and should be an important part
of both an antirecessionary and a long-
term strategy. Now is a good time to begin
to identify skills that are likely to be
in short supply after the recession and to
equip jobless workers with these skills.

10. Effective planning and delivery systems are
crucial to the short- aied long-term success
of employment policies. This requires core
program stability, adequate lead-time fox
program implementation, and flexibility to
respond to local 'economic conditions. There
can be no greater obstacle to either an
antirecessionary or a long-term policy than
'constantly changing signals and hastily
implemented or suddenly discontinued pro-
grams. Efforts should be continued to
strengthen linkages between economic
development, social services, income main-j
tenance, educafion and employment programs.
Primp sponsors and related servite agencies
should be encouraged to begin immediate
development of local strategies to deal with
the recession and be allowed the necessary
flexibility to implement their local
strategies, consistent with national goals.
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NATIONAL COMMISSION FOR EMPLOYMENT POLICY
1522 K Street, NW, Suite 300

Washington, D.C. 20005

4.

December 12, 1980

MEMORANDUM FOR: RICHARD F. SCHUBERT
Head, Transition Team for
the Department of Labor

FROM: EL/ GINZBERG, Chairman
National Commilasion for
Employment Policy

SUBJECT: Suggestions re Policy DJ:re\clions for
Employment and Training Programs,
December 8, 1980 -2pr

APPENDIX F

12021 724-1545

The following suggestions have'been prepared in reference
: to your request made at your meeting with the Commission

,on December 4th. The members of the Commission have
authorized me to write on'their behalf, but I am respon-
sible for the positions set out below. In order'to get
this memorandum into your hands at the earliest possible
time, the Commission waived itt usual process of clearance
and rewriting. In addition, the Commission staff is preparing
for you a briefing paper on employment and training issues.*

1. The Federal Government,' which has ent through the
Department of Labor (DOL) alo ut $64 billion on
employment and training prog s since 1962, has not .
found an assured way for haE.-to-sTy persons to get

and keep a regular job. The ede forts have,
however, contributed to the rea ization of the following
national goals: some disadvantaged persons, especially
those who complete Job Corps, are placed in OJT, or go
through an xtended program of institutional training,
do make successful transitions into regular jobs. Others,
particularly many in PSE, have engaged in useful, often
essential, work in their communities, arning a wage
rather than receiving income transfers. Many young people
and some mature'women' who have been afforded an opportunity
to gain work experience and initial skills have beep
helped in their later search for employment.' The
majority of all employment and training monies has ben
xpended for stipends, allowances, or wages increasingly
targeted on disadvantaged persons, many of whom would
otherwise have required other forms of govefnmental
assistance.

* This papere"Questions in the Redesign of the Employment
and Training System," may be obtained from Commission
headquarters.
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2. If the Administration decit7to cut back substantially
on existing employment and aining programs, it would
be important to allow for an orderly phase out and for
substitute programs to be put in place. Otherwise, the
cuts would fall heavily omthe most disadvantaged in-
dividuals, groups, n9ighborhoods, and cities.

3. The Commission has repeatedly,expressed the view that
PSE should not be relied upon as a primary tool of
counter-cyclical policy and it recognizes that Congress
has of late increasingly shared this view. The Reagan
Administration should seek to improve.the effectiveness'
of Federal expenditures for employment and training pro-
grams by strengthening Title\VII and seeking ways of
engaging the greater participation pf small, as well
as medium-sized and large, comlianies in hiring job-
trainable or job-ready disadvantaged persons.

When the Commission a few years ago e1 xplored the issue
of gooney towards plant closing, if found Trade Adjust-
ment Assistance (TAA) poorlyedesigned, -poorly integrated '

with other employment and training programs, expensive,
and contributing little to the reemployability of wor)cers
who had been displaced. The,new-Administration hould
,undertake an early review of this legislation and de-
termine how changes could be introduced which would speed
the retraining, relocation, and reemployment of displaced
workers at a More realistic cost tathe Federal Government.

S. The Commission,. in preparing its 1979 Annual. Report,
Expanding Employment OpPortunities for Disadvantaged touth,
became concerned that a higher level of effectiveness'of
ghetto schools was essentito any,long-range program for
improvingt:theemployment ptbspects of disadvantaged
young people. Further, it concluded that.the schools,
local employers and the prime sponsors working together
could ease the transition of many students into construc-
tive training or regular jobs. With the refuthortzation
of the Vocational Educatioh Act scheduled for 1981 and
the'reauthorization of CETA for 1982, care must be taken
to strengthen the education-employment linkages.

6. The Commission, aware of the painful trade-off between
numbers to be served and available Federal resources, has
nevertheless repeatedly advised that a greater investment
be made in serious training of a smaller number rather than
spreading funds among too many. It holies that the new.
Administration will recognize the soundness of this position
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and Move to adopt it. Better for,pne disadvantaged person
to be trained and%moved into a regular job thanto offer
inferior training-to two, neither one of whom pan make a
successful transition:

7. The Commission is aware that the new Administration looks
with favor on tax incentives and other special financing
arrangements to quicken the economic development of severely
strickened inner-city areas. Clearly new approaches need
to be explored. But the Commission, as a consequence of
its recent studies about to be released in its SiXth Annual
Report, warns against any approach that does not recoiiiTii-
the need for continuing investment in improving the
employability of persons living in such seriously deprived
areas.

8. The Commission believes that considerable gains have been
achieved in recent yeiFs in the use of emploYmeht and
training dollars through Congressional emphasis on targeting
and greater involvement of Community Based Organizations.
But the Commission haC repeatedly noted its concern for putting
into place an adequate information system so that the DOL,
the Congress and tbe American-peopie have a firm basis for
assessing the effectiveness of the total effort and for
holding the primes and contractors accountable. The Commission
looks to theinew Administration to take early action to

,

remedy this long-standing defect.

. ,The Commission believes that the new Administration confronts
opportunities to dovetail employment and economic policies
more effectively jihan in\the past. At the macro level, the
President-elect dtring thbrcampaign repeatedly'stressed his
determination noi to seek to control inflation through in-
creasing unemployment. . In terms of specific Federal spending
programs such as publia works, energy, trade, defense and
still others the Administration may be able to secure'im-
portant employment goals while accomplishing other national
objectives. The Adminiitration will also need to develop
an early f)osition involving the recommendations of the
Select Commission onoImmigration (March) as well as a position

. on the employment of older workers, the focus.of a White House
Conference in DecemSer 1981.

,--

10,,The Commission has been impressed that%mployment and training
policy and programs have commanded bipartisan support for most
of.the 19 years that they have been on the statute books. The
Commission expresses the hope and expectation that the new
Administration will, imsdesigning new policies and programs,
do its best to preserve and strengthen this tradition, essen-
tial for realizing the fuller potential and use of all of the
',lotion's citizens. In this effort the gommission pledges it-
self to assist the new Administration in developing improved
responses to these critically important issues.
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